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~ 'Dedication ~ 
~ TO THE ALUMNI OF IOWA t 
) STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE, ( 
l THE TRUE REPRESENTA- j 
~ TIVES OF THE SCHOOL t 
) WHO THROUGH THEIR ( 
l SERVICES TO THE PUBLIC j 
(;, OF THIS NATION AND OF ,;) 
~ OTHER NATIONS HAVE ~ 
l HELPED TO ESTABLISH THE j 
(;, HIGH REPUTATION THAT ,;) 
) IOWA STATE TEACHERS C 
~ COLLEGE ENJOYS, THIS ~ 
(;, VOLUME, THE 192 7 0 LD ,;) 




t Foreword ~ 
~ IF AS YOU GO THROUGH t 
~ THESE PAGES YOU LIVE ~ 
(;, AGAIN THE INCIDENTS ,;) 
) WHICH WE HAVE TRIED ( 
~ TO PORTRAY, IF IN YEARS ~ 
) TO COME YOU REGARD ,;) 
~ THIS VOLUME AS BEING A ( 
~ TRUE RECORD OF ONE ~ 
) YEAR OF YOUR COLLEGE ,;) 
~ DAYS, THEN OUR EFFORTS ( 
~ IN BUILDING THIS MOD- ~ 
(;, ERN BOOK WILL NOT ,;). 




I. S. T. C. CHIMES 
Ring out! Oh, Campanile Chimes 
And guide T. C.'s Alumni fair 
Back to the scenes of former times 
Where with their cheers they rent the air. 
Oh, chime again in sweetest song, 
<that all who stop to list may hear 
'1h. stoey of that mighty throng 
Who love and praise their college deer 
Ring out! in your exuberant tone 
An Alma Mater's welcome true 
To all her children who come home 
To pledge their loyalties anew. 
Rina out, Oh Chimes, from year to year! 
Inspire all those who love the name Of our T. C. to persevere 
In lives that e'er will bring her fame! 
-Cleone Grow, Cla55 of '27 
@olb brown lrabts, booh Hneb sfJdbes, inteUigenct aglow 
;!-Hoonligbt -stul:Jcnts Icabing two bp two. 
Ulle pass tbe pines sparkling in mpriab spangles of starbus't 




lf op abroab in tfJe worlb! Wt must out 
~bere is moonligbt allrif t on tbe snow. 
t!l:o tbe bl!.nt founbntion.s of scfrnce wr go, 
ftlfJose motto ts "f mts", tufJose .spmbol tfJe test tube. 
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To the Alumni, the Real Responsible Representati•ves of the Iowa State 
Teachers College at Home and A broad 
Greeting and Gracious Remembrance: 
Fifty years ago, this Commencement, the first graduates of the Iowa 
State Normal School were given diplomas and recommended to the 
people of the State of Iowa as trained teachers for the service of the 
public schools. The names of David K. Bond, Ada Coates, Eva Dona-
hue, Mary Flagler opened the first page of what has been a famous 
record of accomplishment in which ten thousand graduates have had 
a noble part. The next class to graduate in 1878 consisted of seventeen 
men and women, the best that Iowa had, to join the class of 1877 
in forwarding an educational revolution in the ranking staff of the 
schools of the Masses. Fifty years have come and gone and the heri-
tage of instruction that is amplifying the best elements of Christian 
civilization. 
The acceptability and the high reputation of the Teachers College 
of today are consequences of the faithful intelligent service of its alumni 
of all years, more than any other influence that has been exerted and 
solidified. These individuals now ten thousand strong are the real 
Iowa State Teachers College that the public appreciates and esteems. 
Great is the responsibility of graduation. 
President 
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l DEAN OF WOMEN l l ~ I 
i 
A MESSAGE TO row A GIRLS 
Be honest with yourself, true to those about you, sincere in thought 
and deed, with earnest trust in God and reliance upon His care. The 
Iowa girl of 1927 with her growing social consciousness, needs a clear 
vision of the work waiting for her in the world of today. 
f'ag,· 20 
,J~ __ --Yhe_lW.7 ()LD~-~ fl •1 
l i DEAN OF MEN 
Never before has there been such expansion of industry; such com-
plex political problems; such diversity of opinion in the larger social 
adjustments; such advancement in applied science; such demand upon 
intelligence and character. 
Young man, the world is waiting for you to bring a superior intelli-
gence and an unquestioned character, both superbly developed, by a 
long period of discriminative effort upon your part, by the skilled 
training of College and University and by an appreciative understanding 









ANNE STUART D UNCAN, I-lead Librarian 
THE LIBRARY 
Thanks to the broadmindedness of our 
State Board of Education and the farsight-
edness of our President, we have one of 
the best equipped libraries of its kind west 
of the Mississippi. 
There are now 83,000 books on the 
shelves, 9,000 pamphlets, thousands of 
prints, some of which are for circulation 
and others are framed and hung on the 
walls for study and enjoyment in the 
library. Interesting and valuable mural 
paintings decorate the reading room adding 
greatly to the beauty of this room. There 
is a staff of librarians and student assistants 
constantly working for the b~tterment of. 
the service. 
Back Row: \Yintress Brennan, )lnry Butler, Louise llamilton, Ruth Van 'I1 uyl, Row ena Edwards, Irene 
Ehresman. 









The Department of Art and Manual 
Arts is conducted with three main object-
. . . 1ves m view. 
1. To prepare special teachers of Art 
and Manual Arts through two-year and 
four-year courses. 
2. To give "service courses" necessary 
for the preparation of special teachers in 
other lines such as Home Economics, Kin-
dergarten, Primary and Rural Education. 
3. To offer elective courses for any stu-
dents wishing to gain some knowledge of 
these important lines of school work. 
C. H. BAILEY, H ead 
Back R ow: E ffi e Schu11 eman, Clark IT. B rown, I-Inrold G. Pa lm er, .Agnes B. Cole. 
Front R ow: IIenriette Thornto n, Bertha Patt, C. II. B ai ley. 
~, 






G. W. WALTERS, Head 
The Department of Education consists 
of eighteen regular teachers who have had 
special training in twenty-nine of the col-
leges and universities of the country. The 
thought is that the teacher of the future 
needs a broad view of his problems and 
should have suggestions from many sources 
to develop initiative and originality. In so 
far as the department accomplishes this, 
it feels it is giving commendable service. 
Back Row: 0. C. Todd, E. L. Ritter, D. P. Phillips, R. R. H ollingswort h, A. \V. Hoyt, A. E. Brown, 
E. C. Denny. 
'.illiddle Row: Hugh S. Buffum, .J. A. Wiler, M. J. Nelson, llf. ,J . ,vilcox, .T. ,V. Charles. II. A. Riebe. 











The work of the English Department is 
motivated by two general aims, one cult-
ural, the other practical. We endeavor to 
accomplish the cultural aim by bringing 
the students into contact with the best 
thoughts and emotions of great minds so 
far as these have found expression in Eng-
lish or American literature. The practical 
aim is achieved by giving instruction and 
practice in the art of expression, both in 
writing and in speech. All of the work 
is done with the object of contributing to 
the preparation of teachers of fine character 
and adequate knowledge. 
Back Row: Bernice C. rrorns, J>hilla SJattery, Kathryn Robb. 
S. A. LYNCH, Ilead 
Seco1td Row: Laura E. Falkler, .\nna M. Sorensen, Lillian Y. Lambert, M:l's. Grace l runte1·, Florence E. 
Freeman. 
Third Row : Eva L. Gregg, Ida Rohlf, Hazel B. Stra)·er, Jeanette Carpente!', Mi's. Kell \\'. Black. 
Front Row: Katherine Buxbaum, Selina Terry, Pearl l[ogrefe, S. A. Lynch, Lois Gillam, Bel'tha l\fartin. 

















As the barter of primitive man devel-
the world encircling commerce 
mathematics, the interpreter of 
oped into 
of today, 
quantitative relationships, also grew apace 
and made commerce vocal. Now as never 
before in the history of the race, we need 
trained leaders to apply ,scientific principles 
to commercial enterprises. For these lead-
ers we must look to the schools. 
E. E. \\'1t f 0!1, C. \V. ,Yester, Ira S. Condit, Emma Lambert, R. D. DnughC'rty 
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l 
l 
The Department of Physics and Chem-
istry attempts to serve the student body in 
three ways. First, it offers some special 
courses for students pursuing vocational 
curriculums. Second, it offers courses for 
students preparing to teach in the grades. 
Third, its advanced courses prepare stu-
dents for science teaching in the high school. 
LOUIS BrGEMA:-J, Tl rarl 
Back R ow: W . H. K adi sh, All en Brow n , 0. B . R ead, S . F . H ersey. 
F ron t R ow : J ohn H oesley, Margar et Hur n , R . \V. Getchell , Lo ui s B egema n . 
Page 27 
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EDWARD KURTZ, llead 
The Department of Orchestral Music 
has a staff of three teachers and two part 
time teachers. There are two orchestras, 
and two bands. The College Symphony 
Orchestra gives a number of concerts dur-
ing the year. There are ensemble classes 
for strings and for wood and brass. There 
is a Band Master's Course, and a course 
111 Orchestral Conducting and Manage-
ment. There is opportunity for private 
study with trained specialists in violin, 
cello, and wood and brass instruments. 
J•:dnah Ilopk in s, Edward Ku1·b:, P. L. l •[cCreary 






Y The Department of Music in the f Teachers College aims to develop good mu- I I sical atmosphere in the institution by main- ;a; l"" taining various musical organizations at I a high level of efficiency and improving the 
musical taste and ability of the entire stu- 71 __ 
dent body as much as possible. It aims ~'\ 
to bring to the teaching of Public School 
Music the best educational ideals and praf-
tices of the times. It aims to furnish an 
opportunity for the students to get indi-
vidual musical training of the best quality. 
It places emphasis on the preparation of 
grade and rural teachers in music, and 




C. A. FULLERTON, I/ead 
Back Row: Jessie Moore, Vv. E. Hays, Irving Wolfe, 0. A. Pullerton, Geo. W. Sampson, Jr., Luther A. 
Richmond, Olive Barker. 
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MERLE R. THOMPSON, Head 
The Department of Social Science was 
organized in 1922 when major lines, His-
tory, Government, and Economics and So-
ciology, were combined to form the De-
partment of Social Science. Since its or-
ganization the Department has shared fully 
in the development of the institution as 
evidenced by the increased enrollment in 
social science courses, the growth in the 
number of student majors, the increased 
number of instructors, and the amount of 
professional training of staff teachers. It 
is our aim to maintain high standards and 
we are pleased " ·ith the outlook. 
Back Row: John D. Gemmill, C. R ay Keim , Merle R . Thompson, Carl H . Erbe, F . ,v. W ellborn. 





?he l927 OLD 
The Natural Science Department in-
cludes three major lines of work; one in 
Earth Science, one in Biological Science, 
and one in Agriculture. The Department 
aims to give students a thorough training 
in the several lines of work in such a way 
as to adequately prepare them to teach suc-
cessfully these branches on the various high 
schools of the state. Well equipped labora-
tories in the three major lines are provided 
for the convenience of the students. Each 
student is brought into contact not only 
with the necessary equipment, but is care-
fully guided in the best way to present 
subject matter. 
EMMETT J. CABLE, H ead 
Back Row: J. S . Hodges, 0. R. Clark, Marguerite Uttley, E. J. Cable, Alli so n Aitchi so n. Wini fred Gi lbert, 
H . Earl R ath. 
F ront Row: Roy L. Abbott, Yern ' Rigdon, C. ,v. Lantz, B. L. Swalwell , W. S. Scott. 





r• \ ~ ~ --Yhe 1927 (JLD ~~ 
Y ~--------------~ . The Department of Romance Languages , Y 
,1 offers courses in French, Spanish, and ,1 Italian. It is the aim of the department I.,. to furnish a thorough knowledge of the I 
I. L. LILLEHEI, II ead 
grammar of the language studied, practice 
in conversation, and advanced courses in 
the literatures of the countries concerned. I 
The department also prepares teachers for 
high schools. The teachers in the depart-
ment have done graduate work in the 
United States and abroad. The depart-
ment carries on correspondence work and 
conducts Extension Credit classes in French 
and Spanish. The departmental library 
numbers about 3,000 volumes, and receives 
the leading magazines of France and Spain. 
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LATIN, GREEK, GER:MAN 
The work in Latin and Greek has for 
its aim the thorough preparation of teachers 
of Latin and at the same time a fundamen-
tal training valuable for all teachers. The 
work in German is organized to give the 
highest type of instruction in a language 
and literature important for teachers and 
scholars in every field. 
FRANK IVA N MERCHANT 
. \nna Doffin g, E<lna 0. 1\1ill er, P. I. Merchant, ,Joseph Schaeffer ~ 
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ANNA LEE LEGGETT, Head 
H0l\1E ECONOl\1ICS 
DEPARTl\1ENT 









Founded upon mental affections and re-
spect." 
This is our aim. 















The Department of Teaching provides 
training for senior college students on the 
campus and in eight public school systems. 
EvA M AY LusE, I-lead 
Back Row: Rait, Botsford, O'Toole, Schneider, Jackson, ,vaters, Ho rn ba ker, l{eaeney, Anderson, Van Metre, 
Momyer . 
Second Row: Hanson, Ca ldwell , Stru ble, Eva ns, Luse, Fi ndley, I{ylc, Peterson , Swallow, Preston, Ford. 
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IRVING H. HART, Direaor 
The Extension Division is the Iowa 
State Teachers College in action off the 
campus. Through its agency the direct 
influence of the college is carried to every 
part of the state. 
Back Row: Fred D. Cram, II. 0. Moeler, Ida Ilu ghlin , J. B. Paul, Ji'. E. Fuller. 
F,·ont Row: A. C. Fuller, Jr., Lou Sheperd, Ruth Kennedy, I. II. Hart. 
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DEPARTMENT OF RURAL EDUCATION 
l 
The purpose of rural education is to 
prepare rural people to live more success-
ful lives. Rural education has a very im-
portant and difficult task to perform in the 
United States at present. 
:iliell, ,-prH 16, 19.27 
at !llllacon, C!ia. 












The Women's Gymnasium you will find 
to be one of the busiest places on the 
campus from early morning until study 
hours at night; for under the direction of 
the Department of Physical Education for 
Women many activities arc constantly in 
progress. Besides the many classes in 
sports, dancing, swimming, and first year 
work for the regular students, over ninety 
major students in Physical Education spend 
their daily hours in the gymnasium, which 
eventually becomes "home" to them. Then 
with W. A. A., Camp Fires, Life Saving 
Corps, Shield Club, Orchesis, recreational 
s"·imming, and recreational folk dancing 
opportunities for more fun and more m-
tensive work in one's particular skills arc 
always at hand. 
., 
Back Row: Monica R. 1Vild, Margaret Winsdor, Clara Witter, Gen ice Hollis, Dorothy Mueller, Doris White. 
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DEPART.MENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
FOR MEN 
Modern athletics express the spirit, as-
pirations and concepts of this age, just as 
truly as the Gothic cathedrals expressed in 
another age the life of that time. Athletics 
have a greater appeal than any other human 
activity of the age, because they teach 
"Americanism", the respect for law, order 
and good citizenship. 
L. L. MENDENHALL, Director of llt!tletics 
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ALICE BAKKEN . Ridgeway 
B . A ., Critic w Trai11i11g 
Y. W. C. A.; Irving Society; Lutheran Stu-
dents' Association. 
SPRIKG 
DAVID BARTELMA Prairie City 
B. A., Education 




B. A., M atltematics 
Sac City 
Alpha Beta Gamma; Theta Alpha Phi; 
Kappa Delta Pi; Eulalian; Y. W . C. A. 
Cabinet '24--'26; Playcraft Club; Class Presi-
dent, Fall '24; Mathematics Club; Editor of 
1927 OLD GOLD. 
SPRIKG 
DAVID BATES Northfield, Minn. 
B. A., Coachi11g 
Alpha Chi Epsilon; Y. M. C. A.; T. C. 
Club; Football '24-'25; Basketball '24-'25, 
'25-'26; Track '25, Captain '26; Baseball 
'25; College Eye; President Pan-Hellenic, 
Winter '24-'25. 
SPRING 
NORMA BECKER Le Mars 
B. A., Physical Educatio11 
Eulalian; Shield Club; W. A. A.; L. S. A. 
SUMMER 
GRACE BEDSAUL . Magnolia 
B. A., E11glish 
Delta Gamma Lambda; Homerian; English 
Club; Bartlett Hall House Council Treas-
urer '25-'27. 
SPRING 
KEITH BENNER Fredericksburg 
B. A., Physical Science 
Alpha Delta Alpha; Aristo; Y. M. C. A.; 
Iowa State College '21-'23 ; Bachelors Debat-
ing Society; Director of Athletics, Renwick, 
'23-'25; Director of Athletics, Sigourney, '26-
'27; Masonic Lodge. 
SUMMER 
FRANCES BEISTLE Waterloo 
B, A., E11glish 
English Club. 
SPRING 
MARGUERITE BLOUGH . Waterloo 
B. A., English 
Pi Theta Pi President; Bel Canto Glee Club 
President; Class Secretary '27; Junior-Senior 
Banquet Chairman; Reporter College Eye; 
Y. W. C. A. 
SPRING 
CECIL BOGARD Ames 
B. A., Rural Education 
Troubadours '22-'23; Minnesingers '25, '26, 
'27, Secretary '26-'27; College Orchestra '25-













AUBREY R. BoNHAl\f Earlham 
B. A .. Coaching 
Alpha Chi Epsilon; Iowa State College, '20; 
T. C. Club; Baseball '26, '27, Captain '27. 
SPRING 
NoRi\lAN L. BoPE 
B. A., Education 
SPRING 
Hartwick 
BLANCHE BOYSEN Cedar Falls 
B. A., English 
Phi Sigma Phi President '26-'27; Y. W. C. 
A . '23, '24, '25, '26; Freshman Commission 
Shakespearean Secretary '24-; Lutheran Stu-
dent Association; English Club; Inter-Sor-
ority Council Secretary '26-'27. 
SPRING 
MARION BRATTON Cedar Falls 
B. A., Mathematics 




B. A ., Mathematics 
Aristo. 
SUMMER 
]AMES BRODERICK . 
B. A., History 
Alpha Theta Beta. 
SUMMER 
ALLAN BROWN 




Alpha Delta Alpha; Aristo; Coll ege Orches-
tra; Troubadours '23-'24; Minnesingers '26-
'27. 
SPRING 
BEULAH BROWN Hawarden 
B. A., Physical Education 
Phi Omega Pi; Clio; Shield Club; W. A. 
A.; Orchesis; Campfire; Life Saving Corps; 
University of California. 
SPRING 
WALTER BRUBAKER Waterloo 
B. A ., Chemistry 
Philo; Hamilton Club; Minnesinger. 
SPRING 
lRl\IA N. BuTNER Atlantic 










DOLORES CHARLTON Apple River, Ill. 
B. //., Physical Education 
Ossoli; W. A. A.; Shield Club. 
SPRING 
HELEN RoserARY CoLE 





B. A., Physical Education 
Eulalian; W . A. A.; C. S. A.; Shield Club; 
Life Saving Corps. 
WINTER 
DEYEA CORSON \Vaterloo 
B. A., English 
Theta Alpha Phi; Kappa Delta Pi Presi-
dent '26, Vice-President '26-'27; Philo; Dra-
matic Club President '25-'26; English Club; 
"Pharaoh's Daughter," "Maker of Dreams," 
"Captain Applejack," "Widow by Proxy," 
"Jubilee Pageant," "New Brooms." 
SUMMER 
EVERETT CORTRIGHT New Hartford 
B. A ., English 
President Theta Alpha Phi; Kappa Delta 
Pi; Philo; Y. M. C. A. 
SPRING 
H. G. CROY 
B. A., Chemistry 
Biology Club. 
SPRIKG 
MARGARET DATISMAN • 
Pierson 
Charles City 
B. A., Physical Education 
Kappa Theta Psi; Shield Club; Orchesis; 
W. A. A.; Life Savings Corps. 
SPRING 
:MARIAN DAVIDSON 
B. A., History 
Chrestomathian; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRING 
ELIZABETH DECKER • 
B. A., Hom e Economics 
Cedar Falls 
Clarence 




B. A., History 
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BYRON E. DILLON Cedar Falls 
B. A., Physical Science 
Y. M. C. A.; Aristo; Band; Orchestra; 
Troubadours. 
SUMMER 
CYRILLA DOLAN Waterloo 
B. A., English 
Alpha Beta Gamma; English Club ; Treas-
urer Junior Class; C. S. A. 
SU MMER 
ANN DORRELL Cedar Falls 
B. A., Commercial 
V. 0. V.; Sigma Phi; Alpha; Y. W. C. A.; 




B. A., Critic Training 
Kappa Delta Pi; Hamilton Club. 
SPRING 
Waverly 
ALICE EIKENBERRY Eldon 
B. A., llistory 
Delta Sigma Rho; Hamilton Club; Neo; 
Y. W. C. A. 
SPRING 
ELEANOR I. ELLINGER Stout 
B. A., Home Economics 
Delta Gamma Lambda; Shakespearean; 
Ellen Richards Club. 
SPRIKG 
l\IARIE ERICHSEN 
B. A., Mathematics 
Ossoli; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRING 
LEO EsBECK 
B. A .• Coaching 
Lambda Gamma Nu; Aristo. 
SPRING 
RUTH EVERMAN 




Clio; W. A. A.; Shield Club; Life Saving. 
SPRING 
FLORENCE F AH LENKA MP Hartley 
B. A., Public School 'Music 
Eulalian; Bel Canto; Choral Union; Col-
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ALICE FLICKINGER . Independence 
B. //., English 
Ossoli; Debate Fall '26; Hamilton Club; 
English Club; Forensic League; Y. W. Cabi-
net. 
SUMMER 
CRYSTAL FORDYCE Blockton 
B. //., Pri111,ary Education 
Pi Tau Phi; Hamilton Club. 
SPRING 
DOROTHY MAE FORDYCE Cedar Falls 
B. //., Commerce 
Pi Omega Pi; Clio; Commercial Club. 
SUMMER 
FREDERICK FREDERICKSEN 
B. A., Mathematics 
Alpha Theta Beta. 
SPRING 
BEULAH FRERICHS . 
B. //., English 




LAWRENCE FRYE Palatine, Ill. 
B. //., Chemistry 
WINTER 
ALETHA GADDIS 
B. //., M atl,ematics 
Cedar Falls 
Zetalathian; W. A. A.; College Orchestra. 
SPRING 
LENARD GASHEL Cedar Falls 
B. //., Matl,ematics 
Kappa Delta Pi; Mathematics Club; Y. M. 
C. A. 
SPRING 
THELMA GASHEL Cedar Falls 
B. S., IIome Economics 
Kappa Delta Pi; Ellen Richards Club; Irv-
ing; Y. W. C. A. 
SUMMER 
LEONA MAYE GLASS . Beaman 
B. //., Pl,ysical Education 
Ossoli; Shield Club; Life Saving Corps; 
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BERNICE GOFF Cedar Falls 
B. A., Mathematics 
Phi Tau Phi; Alpha President '25; Aeolian 
Glee Club; Intersociety Debate '25; Mathe-
matics Club; Committee of Seventeen; Y. 
W. C. A. 
SPRING 
B. H. GRAEBER Sheldahl 
B. A., Agriculture 
Alpha Delta Alpha; Aristo; Y. M. C. A. 
SPRING 
ZELWIN GRAHAM . Hudson 
B. A., Primary Education and Critic Training 
Neo; Y. W. C. A.; Critic at Hudson. 
SPRING 
CLEON£ GROW Rippey 
B. A., English 
Delta Gamma Lambda; Zeta; English Club; 
Orchestra; Ladies' Band; VV. A. A. 
SPRING 
BERNECE HARSHBARGER McIntire 
B. A., English 
Neo; Y. W. C. A.; Dramatic Club; English 
Club. 
SPRING 
LEWIS E. HEDGECOCK 
B. A., Education 
Udell 
Delta Sigma Rho; Philo President '26; Ham-
ilton Club; Intercollegiate Debate '25-'26; 
Inter-Society Debate '25. 
SPRING 
MARGARET HENDERSON Cedar Falls 
B. A., English 
Pi Tau Phi; Homerian President '26; Ham-
ilton Club; Forensic League; Aeolian Glee 
Club; English Club. 
SUMMER 
LEWIS G. HERSEY Cedar Falls 
B. A., Manual Arts 
Lambda Gamma Nu; Aristo; Minnesinger; 
Choral Union; Y. M. C. A. 
SUMMER 
EMMA HJELLE Decorah 
B. A .• Physical Education 
Eulalian; W. A. A.; L. S. A.; Life Saving 
Corps; Orchestra; Campfire; VV. A. A. Hik-
ing Manager. 
WINTER 
LAURA HJELLE Decorah 
B. A .. Physical Education 
Eulalian; Shield Club; W. A. A.; L. S. A.; 








LOWELL HODSDON . Clarksville 
B. S., Co111111erce 
Alpha Delta Alpha; A. F. & A. M.; Square 
and Compass Club; Vice President Inter-Fra-
ternity Council '26-'27; Y. M. C. A.; I. S. 
C. '19-'20, '24. 
SUMMER 
l\1ARIAN HOSFORD Burlington 
B. II., English 
I-Iomerian; Biology Club; B. I-I. House 
Council. 
SPRING 
EILEEN HOUSTON Dunlap 
B. II., Public Speaking 
Delta Sigma Rho President; Pi Tau Phi; 
Eulalian; Hamilton C lub President; For-
ensic League; Inter-Collegiate Debate; Ex-
tempore Contest. 
SPRING 
FLORENCE HUFFMAN . Nashua 
B. II., Ilistory 
Y. W. C. A. 
SPRING 
CLARICE H UESSELMANN Cedar Falls 
B. II., English 
Clio President '25; Dramatic Club; English 
Club; Hamilton Club; OLD GOLD Staff '24; 
W. A. A.; Y. W. C. A.; Editor of College 
Eye '27. 
SPRING 
HOWARD HucHES Strawberry Point 
B. II., Education 
Xanho; Varsity Basketball '25-'26, Captain 
'26-'27; President T. C. Club. 
SPRING 
HOLLIS HUNT . Sumner 
B. II., Physics 
Aristo; Y. M. C. A.; T. C. Club; Varsity 
Track '25, '26, '27. 
SPRING 
FERROL HUYCK . Grundy Center 
B. II., Co111111erce 
Pi Omega Pi; Kappa Delta Pi; Commercial 
Club. 
SUMMER 
ESTHER IMLAY Cedar Falls 
B. II .• Physical Education 
Clio; W. A. A.; Orchesis; Y. ~'- C. A.; 
Shield Club; Life Saving. 
SPRING 
IRENE IVERSON 
B. II ., History 
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RuTH Jom,s Cedar Falls 
B. A., Commerce 
Clio; Pi Omega Pi; Commercial Club. 
SUMMER 
EDITH ] OHNSON Cedar Falls 
B. A., Education 
Pi Theta Pi; Clio; Delta Gamma Lambda; 
Y. W. C. A. 
SUMMER 
ILA MAE JOHNSON Collins 
B. S., Commercial 
Ossoli; Commercial Club; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRING 
ERWIN KALTENBACH Waterloo 
B. A., Go'Vernment 
Lambda Gamma Nu; Theta Alpha Phi; 
T. C. Club '2+-'27; Dramatic Club; Trouba-
dors ;-24; Minnesingers '25-'27; Class Presi-
dent '24, '26; "Pharaoh's Daughter," "J ubi-
lee Pageant"; Football '23-'26; Social Science 
Club; Oratorical Contest '26. 
SPRIKG 
HARRY KAUFFMAN . Wayland 
B. A., Public Scliool Music 
Alpha Sigma Phi; University of Iowa; Min-
nesingers President '26; College Choir; 
Choral Union; Band President '26; Y. M. 
C. A. , 
SPRING 
CHARLOTTE M. KELLOGG Dows 
B. A., Englislt 
Phi Omega Pi; Zeta Playcraft Club; English 
Club. 
SPRING 
IDA KELTY Vinton 
B. A., Englislt 
English Club; B. H. House Council; Y. W. 
C. A. 
SPRING 
Do ROT HY KERN . Waterloo 
B. A., Englislt 
Pi Theta Pi; English Club; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRING 
MYRON KING. 
B. A., Co111111erce 
Alpha Theta Beta. 
SPRING 
Primghar 
THEL\1A KLINER . Burlington 
B. A., llome Economics 






CARL KLUEVER Atlantic 
B. ll., Go'Vernment 
Hamilton Club. 
SPRING 
RUTH KNITTEL Waterloo 
B. A., Public School Music 
Delta Phi Delta; Alpha; Cecilian. 
SPRING 
LOUISE- LANDES Mt. Ayr 
B . . 4., Commercial 
Pi Omega Pi; Shakespearean; Commercial 
Club; Gregg Certificate. 
SPRING 
::\.1YRON LAPP South English 
B. A., Physical Science 
Aristo; Biology Club. 
SUMMER 
AMY LARSON 
B. A., Biology 
Biology Club; L. S. A. 
SPRING 
MARGARET LARSON 
B. A ., English 
Gowrie 
Gowrie 
English Club Secretary '26; Dramatic Club; 
Y. ,v. C. A.; Ossoli President '26, Secretary 
'25; Critic '25; Forensic League '25-'26. 
SPRING 
·H. M. LETSON 
B. A., English 
Aristo; English Club. 
SUMMER 
LOIS LITTLE . 
B. A., Primary 
Neo; Euterpian Glee Club. 
SPRING 
CLARA NIADSON 




Homerian President '25; English Club; W. 
A. A.; Ladies' Band. 
SPRING 
LILLIAN :1\IADSON . 
B. A., Biological Sci{!nce 
Britt 
Junior College U. I. U. '23; Biology Club; 
Ladies' Band; Y. W. C. A.; M. E. Stu-






:MABEL McCLINTIC . 




B. A., Enqlis!t 
Wayland 
Dows 
Alpha Beta Gamma; Clio; Play Craft Club; 
Pan Hellenic Council. 
SPRING 
MARY :McGEE Farley 
B. A., Earth Science 
Ossoli; Y. W . C. A. Cabinet; Biological 
Science Club; Delta Gamma Lambda; B. H. 
House Council; Fall Term Debate. 
SUMMER 
REGINA McGoucH 
B. A ., Ifome Economics 
Zeta; Ellen Richards Club; C. S. A. 
SPRIKG 
Ackley 
RuBERTA L. McKrnBEN Garden Grove 
B. S., Home Economics 
Ellen Richards Club. 
SUMMER 
AucE MEUSEL Charles City 
B. A., Commerce 
Commercial Club; Euterpean Glee Club. 
SPRIKG 
HELEN MILLER Cedar Falls 
B. A., Home Economics 
Shakespearean; Ellen Richards Club. 
SPRING 
MADOLYN lVIILLER 
B. A., Commerce 
Corydon 
Phi Sigma Phi; Irving; Commercial Club; 
Ladies' Band; Simpson College. 
SPRING 
MARY LUCILLE MINER Davenport 
B. A., Public Sc/tool Music 
Cecilian; Dramatic Club. 
SUMMER 
MAUDE MOORE 
B. A., Physical Education 
Oelwein 
Delta Phi Delta; Shield Club; W. A. A.; 










Avrs E. NEWBURY . 
B. A., English 
Alpha; Forensic League. 
WINTER 
Allison 
RUTH K. OLIVER Omaha, Nebr. 
B. A., Primary Education 
Shakespearean; Y. v'i'. C. A.; \Vestminster 
Council; Bel Canto Glee Club; Choral 
Union. 
SPRING 
ERWIN OwEN Clear Lake 
B. A., Agriwlture 
College Band, '16, '17, '26; Choral Society 
'14, '15, '16, '17; Troubadour Glee Club '14, 
'15, ' 16, '17; Junior College I. S. T. C. '17. 
FALL 
KATHRYN O'TOOLE Independence 
B. A., Critic Training 
SPRING 
ETHEL PACKER . 
B. A., English 
Kappa Delta Pi; English Club. 
SPRING 
lVIARIE LOUISE p ARK . 
B. A., Public Speaking 
Bonaparte 
Sioux City 
Chresto; B. H. House Council; Dramatic 
Club; Y. W. Cabinet. 
SPRING 
ERMA PATTEE Pocahontas 
B. A., Mathematics 
Kappa Delta Pi; Biology Club; Bartlett 
Hall House Council. 
SPRING 
CATHERINE PATTERSON Cresco 
B. A ., Physical Education 
Kappa Theta Psi; Cliosophic Literary So-
ciety; W. A. A.; Shield Club; Orchesis. 
SPRING 
DESSIE R. PENNEY 
B. A., Earth Science 
Percival 
Kappa Delta Pi; Homerian Literary Society. 
SPRING 
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B. A., History f 
Philo Literary Society; Y. M. C. A.; L. I 
S. A.; Mathematics Club; Wrestling. 
SPRING I 
DoN D. PETTIT Grundy Center 
B. A., Chemistry 
Phi Beta Pi; University of Wisconsin; Grin-
nell College 1 Year; University of Wiscon-
sin 2 Years. 
SPRING 
LLOYD PHILLIPS Sioux City 
B. A., Education 
A risto; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet; Chairman 
of Gospel Team. 
SPRING 
ZATHA PILSON .. Waterloo 
B. A., Kindergarten Education 
Kappa Delta Pi; Pi Tau Phi; Hamilton 
Club; Y. W. C. A.; Editor Alpha-Philo 
Year Book. 
SUMMER 
KATHLEEN PORTER Cedar Falls 
B. A., Public School Music 
Phi Omega Pi; Shakespearean; Y. W. C. A. 
Cabinet; Cecilian Glee Club; College Choir. 
SPRING 
G. SCOTT PORTER Alta 
B. A., English 
Philo; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet; Dramatic Club. 
SPRING 
RUTH PRATT Cedar Falls 
B. A., Physical Education 
Tau Sigma Delta; Y. W. C. A.; Shield 
Club; W. A. A. 
SPRING 
S. E. TURNER, ]R. 
B. A., Social Science 
Square and Compass Club. 
SUMMER 
ALDIN E RAINBOW 
B. A., Commerce 






B. A., Public School Music 
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ELSIE RANDALL Cedar Falls 
B. A., Physical Education 
Life Saving Corps; Y. W. C. A.; W. A. A. 
SPRING 
FLORENCE REED Cedar Falls 
B. A., Physical Education 
Kappa Theta Psi; Clio; Play Craft Club; 
Cecilian Glee Club; Shield Club; Life Sav-
. ing Corps; Orchesis. 
SPRING 
CATHERINE REES Columbus Junction 
B. A., English 
Shakespearean President '25; English Club; 
Campfire; Y. \V. C. A. 
SPRING 
ROBERT REYNOLDS 
B. A., Mathematics 
SPRING 
MRs. CLARA RrcE 
B. A., Mathematics 
Cedar Falls 
Cedar Falls 
Kappa Delta Pi; Irving Reporter; Forensic 
League. 
SPRING 
EVELYN RIEDEL Waterloo 
B. A., History 
Delta Phi Delta; Kappa Delta Pi; Shakes-
pearean. 
SUMMER 
IDA !RENE ROBERTS . 
B. A., Ilistory 
Kappa Delta Pi; Y. W. C. A. 
SUMMER 
KARL J. ROEDER 
B. A., Commerce 
Xanho; Track '25-'26. 
SPRING 
:MARGARETE. RYAN • 




C. S. A.; Life Saving Corps; W. A. A.; 
Bartlett Hall House Council. 
SPRING 
LORA SAUPE 
B. A., Mathematics 








::\I1xxrn PEARL SCHILLING Cooper 
B. A., Earth Science 
Y. \V. C. A.; Bartlett Hall House Council 
·2s, '26, '27. 
WINTER 
GEORGE W. ScHLEssELi\IANN 
B. ,1., Earth Science 
Victor 
Alpha Theta Beta; Student Council Presi-
dent; Minesinger; Square and Compass 
Club; Class President '26; Business Manager 
of 1927 OLD GoLD; Iowa Wesleyan College 
'22-'23. 
SPRING 
OTTO SCHMIDT Oelwein 
B. A., History 
l -pper Iowa University '22-'23-'24; Y. M. 
C. A. ; L. S. A. 
SPRIKG 
LETA SCHNEIDER Hamburg 
B. A., Physical Education 
Neo President '26-'27; Shield Club; W. A. 
A.; Camp Fire; Y. \V. C. A.; Member of 
Forensic League '22-'23. 
SPRIKG 
AxxETTA ScHULDT Gladbrook 
B. A., Public School 'Music 
Irving; Choral Union; Glee Club; Y. W. 
C. A. 
SPRING 
lHRs. ABBIE ScoTT Clarksville 
B. A., Public School Music 
Ossoli; Bel Canto Glee Club Treasurer '26-
'27. 
SPRIKG 
FRED SEEMAN' Traer 
B. A., Physics 
Alpha Delta Alpha; Square and Compass 
Club; Philo; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet; Commit-
tee of Seventeen; "Only 38," "Joan D'Arc," 
"A Square Peg," "New Brooms." 
SUMMER 
BLAXCHE SEXSMITH New Sharon 
B. A. Primary Education 
Delta Gamma Lambda; Alpha; Hamilton 
Club; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet. 
SPRING 
ALICE SHIREY Waterloo 
B. A., English 
Phi Omega Pi; Shakespearean; English 
Club; Playcraft Club; vV. A. A.; Y. W. 
C. A. 
SPRING 
ToREVA SHUTTS Cedar Falls 
B. A., Mathematics 
Euterpean Glee Club; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRIKG 
- -?>· ~ 
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ROSALIE SIELOFF Buckeye 
B. A., English 
Ossoli; English Club; L. S. A.; W. A. A. 
SPRING 
HAZEL SLIFSGARD Cedar Falls 
B. A., English 
Alpha; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet '25-'26; Alpha 
Secretary '26-'27; Dramatic Club. 
SPRIKG 
:.\!Rs. LEE Si\IILEY Vinton 
B. A., English 
Alpha; Y. W. C. A . ; English Club; Cor-
nell College, '21, '22, '23. 
SUMMER 
BESSIE IOLA Si\IITH Garner 
B. A . Primary 
Homerian; Y. W. C. A.; Primary Club; 
Social Science Club. 
WINTER 
EUNICE S;\IOKSTAD Clear Lake 
B. A., History 
Alpha Beta Gamma; Clio; Y. W. C. A.; 
Mason City Junior College 2 Years '24-'25. 
SPRING 
LEO;,.;' ARD STEGER . Dubuque 
B. A., Economics 
Lambda Gamma Nu President '25-'26; Ar-
isto; Student Council Secretary-Treasurer; 
C. S. A.; Class President '25; Business Man-
ager of College Eye. 
SPRING 
:.\IILDRED STOMNE . Sioux City 
B. A ., English 
Alpha Beta Gamma; Theta Alpha Phi; Neo; 
Kappa Delta Pi; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet '24, 
'25, '26; Play Craft Club; English Club; 
W.A. A. 
SPRIXG 
CLARENCE STONER South English 
B. S. Natural Science 
Alpha Delta Alpha; Aristo; A. F. & A. M.; 
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet '25, '26; Secretary and 
Treasurer Interfraternity Council '26, '27; 
M. VV. of A.; Cornell College '23-'24; Sec-
retary and Treasurer Square and Compass 
Club; Vice-President Senior Class '27. 
SPRIXG 
]Ai\IES STORING Slater 
B. A., History 
Alpha Delta Alpha; Kappa Delta Pi; Philo. 
SPRING 
DAISY ~I. STRACHAN 
B. A., Mathematics 
Rutland 
Delta Gamma Lambda; Homerian; Y. W. 
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VIVIAN STRAND . Manly 
B. A ., Mathematics 
Kappa Delta Pi; Irving; Social Science 
Club; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRING 
A. F. Suci<. Garrison 
B. A ., Education 
Philo; Y. M. C. A.; Mt. Morris College '21-
'22; Inter-Society Debate. 
SUMMER 
BEE THAYER Cedar Falls 
B. A., Physics and Che111istry 
Alpha; Y. M. C. A. 
WINTER 
CLOE V. THOMAS . Goodell 
B. A., English 
Coe College '23, '24, '25; Y. vV. C. A. 
SPRING 
CHRISTIE TOLLEFSON . Waterloo 
B. A., English 
Alpha Beta Gamma; Theta Alpha Phi; Y. 
W. C. A. Cabinet; Secretary of Freshman 
Class; President Senior Class; Play Craft 
Club President. 
SPRIKG 
HOMER TOWNSEND . 
B. A., Physics 
Alpha Chi Epsilon. 
SPRl!\G 
BERNICE UNRAU 
B. A., Home Economics 
Delta Gamma Lambda; Ossoli. 
S_PRIKG 
RUTH WATERS 
B. A ., Co111merce 
Shakespearean President '26. 
WINTER 
ESTELLA WEIMER 





Kappa Delta Pi; Neo; Aeolian Glee Club; 
Y. W. C. A.; Bartlett Hall House Council. 
SPRING 
MABEL RUTH WESTBROOK 
B. A., llistory 
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EMIL JOHN WHITE Palo Alto, Calif. 
B. A. Commerce 
Xanho; Commercial Club; Hamilton Club; 
FALL 
RosE WILCOX . Cedar Falls 
B. A., Public School Music 
Homerian; Bel Canto Glee Club; College 
Orchestra; Librarian. 
SUMMER 
Jo WILDER Humboldt 
B. A., English 
Kappa Delta Pi; Alpha; Y. W. C. A. Presi-
dent '26, '27; Hamilton Club; Mason City 
Junior College '23-'24. 
SPRING 
]ESSIE WILLIAMS Des Moines 
B. S., Commerce 
Delphian; Commercial Club; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRING 
HATTIE WILSON 
B. A ., Primary Education 
Ossoli. 
SPRING 
LAWRENCE A. Woon 
B. A., Coaching 
Springville 
Hampton 
Alpha Theta Beta; Inter-Fraternity Council. 
SPRING 
MONICA J. Woons Fairbank 
B. A., History 
Irving President '26-'27; C. S. A.; Social 
Science Club. 
SPRING 
MARTHA ZELL . Manson 
B. A., Mathematics 
Kappa Delta Pi; Y. W. C. A.; L. S. A.; 
Mathematics Club. 
SPRING 
MORNA GARLAND . 




B. A., English 











RUTH KREIN'KEl\'BAli;\[ West Point 
B. S., Commerce 
Pi Omega Pi Secretary; President Delphian; 
Y. W. C. A.; Commercial Club. 
SPRI1'G 
ERNEST RAMER 
B. A. Manual Arts 
C. S. A. 
SPRl1'G 
HAROLD BLAl\'CHARD . 
B. A., Education 
Cedar Falls 
Clear Lake 
Alpha Delta Alpha; Philo; T. C. Club; 
Track '25-'26. 
SPRING 
JOSEPH ROEDER Cedar Falls 
B. S., 111anual Arts 
Xanho; Orio; Football '21-'22- '23; Baseball 
'22-'23-'24-'27, Captain-elect '25; T . C. Club. 
SPRING 
]OHN POLLOCK Plover 
B. S., Commerce 
Alpha Delta Alpha; T. C. Club; Track '25, 
'26, '27, Captain '27; Basketball '26-'27. 
SUMMER 
DOROTHY l\,fcl\lIELLEON 
B. A. Primary Education 
Y. W. C. A. 
SUMMER 
Albia 
IRVING R. VAUGHAN Cedar Falls 
B. A., Government 
Alpha Chi Epsilon; Troubadour Glee Club 
'22, '23; President Pan Hellenic Council '26. 
SPRI~G 
IRENE BROOKS . 
Public School Music 
Euterpean Glee Club; Choral Society. 
WINTER 
Quimby 
KATHLEEN CAMPBELL . Waterloo 
Public School Music 
Cecilian Glee Club, Secretary '25-'26; Busi-
ness Manager '26- '27; Class Treasurer '25-
'26. 
SPRIKG 
JEANETTE CORSA UT . Cedar Falls 
Public School Music, f/oice Diploma 
Alpha Beta Gamma; Cliosophic; Y. W. C. 
A.; Freshman Commission; Sophomore Coun-
cil; Bel Cantor Glee Club; Cecilian Glee 









R 1.;RY DA u ScHi\IIDT Dinsdale 
Public School lvfusic 
Tau Sigma Delta; Zeta; Euterpean Glee 
Club; Choral Fnion; W. A. A.; Y. \V. C. A. 
SPRING 
:'.\IABEL EVANS Tama 
Public School Music 
Shakespearean; College Choir; Y. \V. C. A.; 
Cecilian Glee Club; Choral Union. 
SPRING 
PAULINE JOHNSOK . Harcourt 
Public School Music 
Ossoli President Summer '26, Fall '26; Bel 
Canto Glee Club; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRING 
N. :'.\1ARIE STANSBERRY Bloomfield 
Public School Jlfusic 
Neotrophian; Y. v\T. C. A.; College Choir; 
Euterpean Glee Club; Freshman Commission 
'23; Forensic League '26; Playcraft Club. 
SPRING 
\V!L;\IA WOODRING 




DENVA :'.\1EYERS North Liberty 
Public School Music 
Phi Omega Pi; Homerian Treasurer, '26-
'27; Y. " ' · C. A.; Class President '26-'27; 
Bel Canto Glee Club; . Choral Union; Col-
lege Choir. 
SPRING 
RuTH AuRILLA SMITH }Ianly 
Public School Music 
Pi Theta Pi; Irving; Bel Canto Glee Club; 
Y. W. C. A. 
SPRING 
BEssrn Znri\lER Colwell 
Public School Music 
Neotrophian; Cecilian Glee Club; Y. \V. 
C. A.; Voice Diploma '27; Student Council 
'26-'27. 
SPRIKG 
HELEN HASELTINE Cedar Falls 
Piano 
Phi Omega Pi; Shakespearean; Bel Canto 
Glee Club; Choral Union. 
SPRING 









JESSICA ]ONES \Vaterloo 
Art 
Nu Omicron; Nu Sigma Phi; Alpha; Y. W. 
C. A. ; Art League; W. A. A. 
SPRIKG 
CLARA HAEFFNER Enid, Okla. 
Art 
Irving; Art League; Student Council '26-'27. 
SPRING 
SARA J EANETTE MARSH Alexandria, S. D. 
Art 
Irving; Art League; Secretary '26; Sioux 
Club; Scout Winter '25 ; Class Secretary 
Fall '25; Treasurer Fall '26; Irving Society 





Irving; Art League; President of Class '26. 
SPRING 
DOROTHY ANDERSON . Muscatine 
Commercial 
Kappa Theta Psi; Pi Omega Pi; W. A. A.; 
Y. \V. C. A. Cabinet '26-'27. 
SPRIKG 
GENEVIEVE BARNT Sac City 
Co111111ercial 
Pi Omega Pi; Commercial Club, Vice-Presi-
dent '27; Y. \V. C. A. 
SPRIKG 
LLOYD CRAFT Zearing 
Co111111ercial 
Student Council; Y. M. C. A.; Class Presi-
dent Winter '26-'27. 
SPRIKG 
CAROL M. CUNDY Orient 
Co111111ercial 
Cliosophic, Vice-President '26; Bartlett Hall 






Pi Omega Pi; Aristo; Commercial Club. 
SPRIKG 
RUTH GLASS Strawberry Point 
Co111111ercial 
Delta Phi Delta; Shakespearean; Commercial 
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DOROTHY HALL 
Commercial 
Ossoli; Commercial Club. 
WINTER 













Phi Omega Pi; Shakespearean; Freshman 
Commission. 
WINTER 
RosE HoRN • Bloomfield 
Commercial 
Neotrophian; Commercial Club; Class Presi-






DOROTHY KERR . 
Commercial 
Y. W. C. A.; Commercial Club. 
SPRI1'G 
ERMA l\1AE ORTH 
Commercial 







Euterpean Glee Club '24-'25; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRING 
VERA SMITH ·cedar Falls 
Commercial 
Commercial Club; Secretary-Treasurer Com-
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Loi.;rsE SwrnDLE Masonville 
Comt11ercial 
Pi Omega Pi; Neo; Commercial Club; Y. 




Homerian; W. A. A.; Commercial Club. 
FALL 
FRANK TELLIER Bradgate 
Co111111ercial 
Alpha Delta Alpha; Commercial Club; In-
termural Basketball. 
SUMMER 
Eo1TH AsH\YORTH Hollandale, l\!finn. 
Ho111e Economics 





Homerian \'ice President '26; Home Eco-
nomics Club. 
WINTER 
RUTH BLAKE . Cedar Falls 
Home Economics 
Eulalian Treasurer; President of Home Ec-
onomics; vV. A. A.; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRIKG 




MARY BURNS Emmetsburg 
Home Economics 
Ossoli; Home Economics Club; C. S. A. 
SPRIXG 
FLORENCE CODLING Cedar Rapids 
Home Economics 
Y. " ' · C. A.; Home Economics Club. 
SPRIKG 
















II ome Economics 
Shellsburg 
Davenport 




II ome Economics 
SUMMER 
EJ\rrLIE HANSON 
II ome Economics 
Gladbrook 
Roland 
N eo; L. S. A.; Y. W. C. A.; Secretary-
Treasurer of Class; Home Economics Club. 
SPRIKG 
FRANCES HEISHMAN Albion 
Home Economics 
Y . vV. C. A.; Home Economics Club. 
SPRING 
BLANCHE KLINGAJ\IAN . 







Chresto; Y. \V. C. A.; Freshman Commis-







LOUISE MULLER Council Bluffs 
Home Economics 
Eulalian; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRING 
LOUISE MUNCY . Waterloo 
Home Economics 
Y. W. C. A. 
SPRIKG 
, 
' I I 
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\VINIFRED PARR . Charles City 
Home Economics 
SPRING 
CLARA PETERSON Nora Springs 
Home Economics 




















































Shakespearean Secretary; Y. W. C. A.; Bel 












RuTH ARVILLA BALi\I 
Junior College 
SUMMER 







Lucy L. BENZ 
Eulalian. 
LYDIA BIGBEE 
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l CHARLOTTE BOARDMAN . 
.Junior Colleg e 
Eulalian Society. 
WINTER 
Lors BowMAN • 
.Junior Collrg e 
Eulalian; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRIKG 
VIOLET BRAMER 
.Junior Colleg e 
SPRING 
GEORGE BRATER . 





Troubadour Glee Club; Y. M. C. A.; Band. 
SPRIKl; 
GWE)JETH BROWN . 
.Junior Colleg e 
SPRrnG 
ESTHER BuLWAN . 
.Junior Colleg t 








MAYME CHRIST . 
.Junior Colleg e 
Irving; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRING 
KATHARC\TE COCHRAN 
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EILEEN DUFFY • 
Junior College 
Clio; C. S. A. 
SPRIKG 
AzILDA PEARL DwYER 
Junior College 
Kappa Theta Psi. 
SPRIKG 
REGENE EBERLE • 
Junior College 




Phi Omega Pi; Y. \V. C. A. 
SPRING 
CLARICE ELLEFSON . 
Junior College 




Eulalian; L. S. A. 
SPRIXG 
R u TH EMSLIE 
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ALVINA FADEN Holstein 
Junior College 




Aeolian Glee Club; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRING 
Rowan 
MARY FARRELL Omaha, Nebr. 
Junior College 
Homerian; C. S. A. 
WINTER 
ESTHER L. FENNEY 
Junior College 
Ossoli; W. A. A.; L. S. A. 
SPRING 
ISABEL FIELD . 
Junior College 












Delphian; Bel Canto Glee Club; Choral 
Union; Y. \V. C. A.; College Choir. 
SPRING 
FAYE FREDRICKSON • 
Junior College 










Alpha; Y. W. C. A.; Drake University; 
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l CARRIE C . GILLASPY Cedar Falls Ju11ior Collrge 
WINTER 
MARY B. GILMORE Missouri Valley 
Ju11ior College 
SUMMER 
RUTH GUSTAFSON Lead, S. Dak. 
Ju11ior College 
Sioux Club; College Eye Reporter. 
SPRING 










Ossoli; C. S. A. 
WINTER 






Zeta; Sophomore Council; Bartlett Hall 
House Council. 
SPRING 
PRISCILLA HARMAN Davenport 
Junior College 
Chresto; Y. W. C. A.; Camp Fire '26; 
W. A. A. 
SPRING 
DOROTHY HARRINGTON . Downey 
Junior College 
Y. W. C. A. 
WINTER 









H. G. HAYES 







Neo; Junior College President '26; Bart-




L. S. A.; Biology Club. 
SPRING 
Renwick 





Homerian ; Pi Theta Pi. 
WIKTER 









Junior C o/lege 
SPRING 





















OPAL JACKSON . Sheldon 
Junior Coller;e 
Del phi an; Y. W. C. A.; Bel Canto Glee 
Club '25-'26; Art League '27. 
WINTER 
MARVIN J . JOHANSEN Coulter 
Junio1· Coller;e 
SPRING 
RUBY JOHNSON Audubon 
Junior Coller;e 
Phi Omega Pi; Shakespearean; Y. W. C. A.; 
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HAZEL KNAPP . 
Junior Colleqr 








Delta Gamma Lambda Secretary; Neo; Y. 
W. C. A. 
SPRING 
ALICE LARSON Alta 
Junior Collrge 













Neo; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRING 
LOUELLA L. MAY 
Junior College 
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EDITH MCGREEVY . Ackley 
Junior Collegr 



































KENNETH MOORE • 
Junior College 
SPRING 




Parker, S. Dak. 














VERA ::\1 YERS 
Junior Colle!Je 
SPRIXG 










EMMA No ,GARD . Spring Grove, Minn . 
.lunior Colle!Je 
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HILDA PETERSEN . Exira 
Junior College 
Euterpean Glee Club '23-'24; L. .S. A. 
SPRING 
ALICE POOLE Washington 
Junior College 
Ossoli; Idaho Tech. Institute '25-'26; Y. \V. 
C. A.; Biology Club. 
SPRING 




THERESE REED Humboldt 
Junior College 
Zeta President '27; Y. W. C. A.; vV. A. A.; 
Des Moines University '25-'26. 
SPRIKG 
:UARIE RIGTER . 
Junior College 
SPRD/G 
EDXA ROBERTSON . 
Juni or Colleqe 







Phi Omega Pi; Shakespearean; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRING 
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~ t .. 
MARCELLA ROTH 
Junior College 









ANN A SCHROEDER 




Clio; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRING 
CONSUELLO SEVERE . 
Junior College 
Y. W. C. A.; W. A. A. 
SPRI NG 
H ELEN SHAW 
Junior College 







































Clio; Y. W. C. A. ; Secretary of Junior Col-
lege '26. 
SPRING 
PHYLLIS SWALE Spooner, Wis. 
Junior College 
Eulalian; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRI:S-G 
THELMA THOJ\IAS . 
Junior College 
Meservey 
Eulalian; Y. W . C. A.; College Choir. 
SPRING 
ANNE THYGESEN . Waterville 
Junior College 
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ETHEL TOWNSWICK 
Junior College 
Neo; Y. \V. C. A.; L. S. A. 
WINTER 
EDNA TRYTTEN . 
Junior Co/leqe 




Zeta; Y. W. C. A.; L. S. A. 
SUMMER 
l\IARIE vv ALDHELM . 
Junior College 











Phi Omega Pi; Shakespearean; Y. \V. C. A. 
SPRING 
PEARL WATSON Vail 
Junior College 
Homerian; College Choir; Aeolian Glee 
Club. 
SPRIKG 








ARAH WERNER . 
Junior College 














~ l .. 
ELEANOR WILCOX Red Oak 
Junior Colle,,e 
Y. W. C. A. 
SPRIKG 
PHYLLIS WILEY Eagle Grove 
J1tnior College 
Delta Phi Delta; Alpha; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRll-G 











Junior Colleg e 
Y. W. C. A. 
FALL 




IRENE WOLF . 
Junior College 
Homerian; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRil-G 























t I :t:>> 
GAYLE WYNKOOP 
Junior College 














Chresto; Y. W. C. A. 
VERA BITTLE 
Zeta, 













Alpha; Y. W. C. A.; College Eye Staff 
'25-'26; Student Council '26-'27; Coe, Delta 
Sigma; Alliance Francais; Honorary Fresh-
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!RENE MILLER 
Kindergarten 
Zeta; Mason City Junior College. 
SPRING 
REGINA lVIoEs . 
Kindergarten 









CRYSTAL A. ZARURA . Rockwell City 
Kindergarten 
Y. W. C. A. 
SPRING 
B. K. BEAUCHAMP 






Philo; Secretary of Y. M. C. A.; Student 
Craftsman's Guild. 
SUMMER 




DONOVAN A. DASKAM Redw'd Falls, Minn. 
'Manual Arts 
Student Craftsman's Guild. 
SPRING 
THEODORE EHRHORN Parkersburg 
'Manual Arts 










- -~·- ; 
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0LBERG HAGEN Decorah 
,11 anual Arts 
L. S. A.; Student Craftsman's Guild. 






Student Craftsman's Guild. 
SPR!Nr. 
HARLEY J. SPRAGG 
'Manual Arts 
Student Craftsman's Guild. 
_WINTER 
KENNETH WATSON • 
'Manual Arts 
SPRIKr. 
ALICE ALLBEE . 
Primary 
Neo; Y. W. C. A. 
BERTHA ALLEE 
Primarv 





















Pi Tau Phi; Clio; Y. W. C. A.; President 












:MARION BARTHOLOMEW . 






















Homerian; Y. VV. C. A. 
SPRING 
FLORENCE BROWN . 
Primary 










Homerian; Y . W. C. A.; Euterpian Glee 
Club; College Choir; Choral Union. 
SPRING 
GERTRUDE COLLINS Sioux Falls, S. Dak. 
Primarv 
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NAVEDA DE GRISELLES . 
Primarv 
Delphian; Y. W. C. A. 
IRENE DE LONG 
Clio. 
GRACE DUFF 














Freshman Commission; Sophomore Council; 




Eulalian; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRING 
















































GENEVIEVE GILREATH Grand River 
Primarv 
C. S. A. 
SPRING 
NIRA GREGORY • Glidden 
Primary 
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lVIARGARET HAKEMAN . Sanborn 
Primary 






GLADYS HANSON Mission Hill, S. Dak. 
Primary 






















































Eulalian; L. S. A.; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRIKG 
FRANCES HUMPHREY . 
Primary 





















ALUERTA KLINE West Liberty 
Primary 




Irving; Y. \V. C. A. 
SPRIKG 
i\IARJORIE KUTZNER • 
Primarv 
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MIRIAM LA CRAFT Clark, S. Dak. 
Primary 




Ossoli; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRING 
l\!IARTHA J. LEONARD • 
Pri111arv 


























C. S. A. 
FALL 
MARGARET McMANUS • 
Primary 




















BEATRICE MILLIKIN . 
Primary 
Tau Sigma Delta. 
WINTER 













Delphian; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRIKG 
:MAMIE PEDERSON . 
Primary 








Clio; Bel Canto Glee Club; L. S. A. 
SPRING 
NELLIE p ETERSON 
Primary 






Clio; Y. vV. C. A.; Freshman Commission; 
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PEARL RICHARDSON 
Primary 






































Delta Gamma Lambda Treasurer; Alpha; Y. 
W. C. A.; Freshman Commission. 
SPRING 
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::\IARION FERN SELLS Fort Dodge 
Primary 
Aeolian Glee Club. 
SPRJ;(G 
MARIE SEVARElD Story City 
Primary 
Homerian. 
SU MM [ R 

















::\LARY SNODGRASS . 
Primary 
Delphian; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRIKG 






Alpha; Freshman Commission; Sophomore 
Council; President Primary Class. 
SPRIKG 
ESTHER THOi\IAS . 
Primary 
Delta Gamma Lambda. 
SPRI:-:G 




















Clio; Y. W. C. A. ; Euterpean 
SPRING 
NETTIE TuRVOLD • 
Primary 




Zeta ; Y. \V. C. A. 
SPRING 
CLARA GLADYS Voss • 
Primary 
Phi Omega Pi; Y. W. C. A. 
SPRIKG 
MYRTLE l\1AE WEBER 
Primary 
Eulalian; Y. VV. C. A. 
IRMA WEISS • 





Clio; Y. W. C. A. 
SUMMER 
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l ErTA WILSON . . . . . Marble Rock !!!!!!!!~~3 """""""""".. r, 
Primary 1 M:~::~ :,:~ c. !;rn, Buck Grnvc 11 Primary Zeta. 
SPRIXG 
RuTH WARING 







Phi Sigma Phi; Zeta; Student Council; Y. 
W. C. A. 
SPRIKG 




GEORGE STENBERG Buffalo Center 
Commercial . 
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r, THE s::::: CLASS r, 
I... ITS LIFE HISTORY I Characters-Students of I. S. T. C. 
Time-1923-1927 
ACT I 
The pathetic Freshmen, wearing green caps and armbands, wander disconcertedly 
through the maze of corridors. They look aghast at the bold· Upperclassmen, who 
slam doors, whistle in the halls, and scorn study. 
ACT II 
The sophisticated Sophomores sing, "Yes, we are collegiate." 
ACT III 
Scene 1 
On February 19, the Juniors stage the biggest and "best-ever" Washington Ball. 
George and Martha are there. 
Scene 2 
The Junior-Senior Banquet is in progress. It is a sumptuous affair. 
ACT IV 
Scen e 1. Class Day 
The Seniors present to an inspired audience, "Lord Ullin's Daughter." In the 
audience are seen Seniors carrying canes and ·swagger sticks. Great applause when 
second prize is awarded. 
Scene 2. Senior Party 
Guests are clad in hard-time costumes. All, munching popcorn balls are gathered 'r ~ 
about the Gold Dust Twins, who are wrangling over the lone all-day sucker awarded I 
them as a prize. l\tir. and Mrs. Gemmill lend dignity to the occasion. '"1 
Scene 3. The Senior Prom 
Chaperoned by Mr. and Mrs. Charles, and Dean and lVIrs. Reed, the Seniors 
gather in the Women's Gymnasium, which is decorated in Oriental fashion. Some 
are sipping punch; others are dancing to the music furnished by the Iowa Blues De 
Luxe Orchestra. All carry home the leather letter folds and coin purses given as 
favors. 
EPILOGUE 
This is the History of the Senior Class. Now, as the Campanile chimes forth jubil-
antly with all the promises that Commencement can offer, the figures, clad in cap 
and gown and carrying the small white scroll, file past, each eager to accept the re-
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1 
JUNIOR B. A. 
Back Row: Ourrie, Dale, Potwin, Ellis, Livingston, \Volfe, Johnson, Chester, Creighton, Bisterfelt, "\Vaite. 
Second Row: I-Iannah, Turkington, l-Tarmo11, VVolff, Linz, Lotspeich, Wallace, Innes, Phillips, ~ic}i1ellon, 
Seeman, Jensen, Zeike. 
Third Row: Hamm, Lea1·y, Leitha, Cochran, Pearson, Doubler, Sidney, Carr, Kluever, Bice, " r inter. 
Fourth Row: Ilagan, ---, Godby, lielm, Baker, Ke1ley, Stingley, Porter, Egbert, Severin, Burkholder, 
Nelson, Raetz, Smith. 
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FRANCES BARLOW VIDA FREDERICK 
CORA BAUMAN . I-low ARD FREY 
ESTHER BERGER MRS. MAUD FULLER 
OLGA BIZER GLADYS GANIERE 
ERNESTINE BICE C. M. GILLESPIE 
RACHEL BISTERFELT MARJORIE GODBY 
ALOISE BORMANN KENNETH GREENLEY 
BLANCHE BOYSEN HERBERT GRAEBER 
WILLIAM BRIETSKE JRMA GREEN 
IDA BRADEN PETER GROCHOWSKI 
CHARITY BROM CLARA HAEFFNER 
ALLAN BROWN GLADYS HAGAN 
ELIZABETH BROWER TS,IDORE HALVERSON 
MYREL BURK HAZEL J. HANNAH 
JANE BURKHOLDER ORVILLE HANNUM 
MARY BUTLER MRS. ALICE HANCOCK 
ALYCE CAIN MARY HAMM 
MRS. LILLIAN CALLENDER MABEL HANAN 
LESLIE CALLENDER FRANK HARSCH 
EVELYN CARLSON HAROLD HARTMAN 
ESTHER CARTER FLORENCE HARTWIG 
CATHERINE CASEY L. A. HART 
MRS. MARGARET CHESTER RUSSIA HARRIS 
MRS. LORETTA CHAPLIN ORPHA HELM 
ELSIE CI-IRISTOFFERSEN ELLEN HE1"DRIK 
BERNICE CLARK MARJORIE HEIFNER 
DON CLIKEMAN CLARA HERNDON 
HELEN R. COLE EVA HERND01'/ 
EsnIER COCHRAN LEWIS HERSEY 
J. H. COLEMAN ORVAL HILBERT 
MYRTLE COOPER STELLA HIGGIXS 
DE YEA CORSON IRENE HIGGINS 
RUSSELL CRABTREE PALMER HOLLIS 
LUCILLE CREIGHTON FRANCIS HODSON 
HIRAM CROMER HELEN HosKI1'/S 
ERMA CURRIE DAISY HOWARD 
EDNA DALE JESSIE HO.WE 
JOHN DAY VERNA HOYMAN 
ROY DAYTON GLADYS HORNBAKER 
EMMA DECK DORIS HUNT 

















LEON ARD JENSEN 



























































































W AYNNE SMITH 
MRS. LEET. SMILEY 
LEE T. SMILEY 
DOROTHY SMITH 
FRED SMOLIK 
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Back Row: Robb, Carsten sen, Moore, Seabury, Stewart, Kitzman, Albrecht, Griner, O'Brien, I{epford. 
Second Row: Oldham, ,villiams, 'l'ruesdell , Kehe, Prohaska, Glasgow, Shannon, I-Iayes, Boylan, Slocum. 
Third Row: Goff, Sissel, Dreyer, Patrick, Hey, Ludley, LeMoine, Cutler, ¥Villard, See. 
Fourth Row: Johnson, Creasy, Hawks, Driggs, 'l'hrilkPld , P eterson, B ender, Jackson , Cavana. 
Fifth Row: Sproule, Jones, rrhygesen, Probert, Fluhrer, Fny, Creswell, Gregg, Gray, l{reimeyer. 









HAROLD HARTO NG 
BURDETTE NELSON 





FRANCIS HEARST t 
l 
~ 






A. H. BERG 
M. J. BERGFALD 
RUSSEL BLAKE 
VERA MADELINE BLACK 
VIVIAN BRAVINNDER 
R. BOZARTH . 












V. R. CARSTENSON 
ESTHER CARTER 
CATHERINE CASEY 





















P. J. LETSON 












































































MRS. MAUDE FULLER 
ESTHER MAE GIBSON 
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FRESHl\1AN B. A. 
Back Row: Swanclahl, rrarbox, Stahuke, Perry, Ell~·son, Cleary, Kipp, Krensky, Severin, Bauter. 
Second Row: Dage, ,vinter, I-Ianson, Reed, Hafner, Porter, Chambers, Borchers, Ziekefoose. 
Third Row: ,viler, Fey, Legg, Underkofler, Riggle, I-Iarris, Baldwin, Shoemaker. 
Fourth Row: Bailey, Foster, Andrea, I-Iill, Bailey, Beucher, Royer. 
Front Row : Soukup, Witegman, Kroesun, l\Ioorthart, Randa11, Day, Wamsley, \Yoito. 
OFFICERS 
Fall T-Vinter 
Presidmt FRED KIRKPATRICK HOWARD JOHNSTON 
Vice-President ELWIN MOORE EARL HOOK 
Secretary CRAIG ELLYSON CRAIG ELLYSON 
Treasurer lVADEL VAK ORSDOL }EKKIE BAUM 
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Back Ro w : Harris, Bailey, DowHing, ,vintz, Powler, K.lu ever, Carbee, Loterbour, I sch , l\1:cGraw . 
S econd Row : Shutt, Bruening, Collins, McMain s, J·ohnson , Linclsay, ]\ferris, P ark, Morse, Matthe ws. 
:l..'hird Row: Curtis, Archer, 'l'homas, Day, Gris ier, Gri s ier, Enlow, Strong, P eterson, Dunn , Van D ersn ll. 
l i'out·th llow : Langhout, Miles, Oln e y, D etri ck, Pi ene, N elson , Lamb, ,v-oodside, John son , l!.,erneau. 




















































































L UCAS FREERKSEN 
MELVIN FRITZELL 
REGENALD GADDIS 



































































ENEATHA KENYON LAUREKCE McAFEE 
WILBUR KEIDEL DON McCAVICK 
FRANK KIRKNER DAVID McCUSKEY 
KENNETH KING RUSSELL MCMAINS 
Roy KIPP AGNES McNAMARA 
DOROTHY KLINE RAY MCNEILLY 
\VALTER KLINE ANNA NELSON 
HOWARD KLUEVER ESTHER NISSEN 
ARLINGTON KING vVM. NICKELL 
MR. ISADORE KRENSKY OTTO NIELSON 
CAROL KROESEN NORBERT NOECKER 
MARGARET KRUSE MARGARET NOLTERIEKE 
HERBERT LANE GEORGE NORDEN 
NAOMA LANGHOUT MAE O'BOYLE 
LOUISE LAMB MARY ALICE OLNEY 
LYLE LANGDON ELMER PALMER 
JAMES LARSON JOSEPH PARK 
CARL LESLIE DONALD PALMER 
LEKORA LEGG HANKAH PEARLMAN 
GRACE LEPARD LESTER PETTIT 
HOWARD LEY MADELYN PETERSON 
JANET LITTLE ARLA PENROSE 
GEO. LINDSAY ESTI-!ER PERRY 
LUKE LITTLE JAMES PETERSON 
MARY LONERGAN MOODY PETERSON 
LEON LOTERBAUR OPAL PORTER 
FRANK MAAS RICHARD PURDY 
MARY MARINAN EDNA RANDAL 
AUSTIK MARLOW FRANCES RANDOLPH 
HARRY MARTIN NORBERT RAWLINGS 
WILFORD MASUEN ALICE REDINGITON 
WAYNE MATTHEWS NOLA REED 
WILBUR MAXON MARGARET REYNOLDS 
MRS, GENEVIEVE MAYKARD CLARENCE RHATIGAN 
GEORGE MEAD MARIE RIGGLE 
RUTH MEYER WESLEY REED 
EMERSON METCALF PAUL ROBINSON 
BRUCE MERRIS ZILLAH ROYER 
ANNA MILLER DOROTHY SANER 
CORA MILLER R. W. SANDVEN 
KENNETH MILLER GEORGE SCHULTZ 
LAURAINE MILES HAROLD SCHULTZ 
BERNARD MINER VIVIAN SCHULTZ 
C. L. MOON vVILLIAM D. SEVERN 
DARREL MORSE EDWARD SEDLACEK 
KATHERINE MOONEY GRACE SEARLES 










































GRACE A. VAN DUYNE 
RALPH VAN DER SALL 
FRANCES VAN DYKE 
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Maybe we ' ll all be 

















FIRST AND SECOND YEAR ART 
Back Ro w : Foster, Sime, J\1owbrny, Kleinfelder, Rose, Cooper. 
Jliddle Bow : ·woodward, Schlapkohl, Yohe, Spragg, Paul. 
Front R ow : Ja ckson , R eupke, )1nrsh, IIa e ffn er. 
OFFICERS 
First Year 
ROSE MARIE KLEINFELDER 
MARSHALL KATHAN 
RUBY SCHOLPKAHL 
• • LAURA YOHE 
Student Council Representati'Ve CLARA 
S econd Year 
ELIZABETH REUPKE 
JIELEN JACKSON 
MRS. J. B. PAUL 
JEANETTE MARSH 
HAEFFNER 
Demonstrating the principles of design the Second Year Art Class, 
the smallest class in I. S. T. C., received first prize for the class day 
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SECOND YEAR C01VI1\1ERCE f 
I 
Back Rou· : ·,;Nollenhaurt, Hanson, Ruth, Barnt, Strand, Potter, Gingerich, Craft. 
~Middle Rou; : Hughes, Head , Smith, Hall. Swindle, Berg, M cClannahan , Gatlin . 
Front Ro il': Sullivan, I-iowe, Kerr, Cu ncly, Glass, Gnriere, Griggs, Pro mm. 
This year was marked as one that stands high in good spirit, friendship, and loyalty 
among the second year commercial students. Together, we worked out our class day 
stunt and proved much to our sorrow that our abil ity was in our hands rather than in 
our feet . For the first time we shared our fellowship with the first year commercial 
students at a "kid party." Will this precedent become an establ ished custom? 
President . 
17ice-Prrsident 










































ERMA O ·RTH 
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FIRST YEAR COl\11\fERCE 
Back Row: Holland, ShlJgart, Hildebrand, Welch, Savage, Lande, Smith, Gerdes, vVllttke, Flower, ,vill. 
Second Row: Rich, Friese, Zeller, Krotz;, Fisher, I-Iolbrook, Gibbes, Reitz, ~~letcher. 
Third Row: Johnson, Horn, Nielson, Carpenter, Caldwell, Albert, McCorm ick , Color. 
First Row: Olson, McCracken, Nelson, Lackore, Bangson, Smitkey, R ei d, Gaddis. 
OFFICERS 
Fall 
President . ROSE HORN 
Pice-President HELEN WUTTKE 
Secretary and Treasurer ALBERTA FREESE 
CLASS 
ZELDA ABELL SADIE EVANS 
IRENE ALBERT MYRTLE FISHER 
JOE BAILEY RAY FLETCHER 
FLORENCE BANGSON HOWARD FLOWER 
PHYLLIS BENSON ALBERTA FREESE 
ANNA BERG MARIE FRIEDLEY 
ROBERT BRASCH FRED GEMBLER 
V. A. BOBLITZ MIRIAM GIBBS 
EDNA CALDWELL HAZEL GREEN 
HELEN CARPENTER HARRY HAAKENSON 
BLANCHE CAREY LOIS HARDY 
ELMER CHRISTIANSEN MARVEL HAYMOND 
DOROTHY CLARK HELEN HELSCHER 
JOSEPHINE COLER HELEN HILDERBRAND 
HOLLY DIXON THEO. HOCKE 
HAROLD DUNCAN MILDRED HOLBROOK 







R un-1 JOHNSON 
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YEAR 
Back Row: Innes, Se:;lar, :Ma rtin , Ness, Allimnn, Haugan, Peterson, Klingaman, Seyb, Thein, \Vittern, Parr, 
] LelYig, Brown, Deeds, Purvianee, Du,·all, l\IcGough, }filler , l\1cVay. 
Seconll Row: Lehn u s, J'ohn so n, I-!nn son, Doubler, Charte1·, J\[uller, Buser, Graham, IIjelm , Jarrett, Colby, 
Emerson, \Vhipple, \Vatson, l\Iuncy. DaYis, \\Trig-ht. 
1.'hi1'll R ou·: Priem, l\irXahb, Free, Codling. Scott, King, Deeds, Flamme, \Vitter, Seaver , IIunt, "-rooh'erton, 
Parrott, Blake. 
Pront Ro1P: I-Iunt. Stren,le1·, R en ner , IJan eock, :;\IcKibben, E,·ens, Seater. H nn son, ircClintic. 
NOT IN PICTURE 
First Year-Aderene Brown, Mary Brezo, Helen Campbell, Lois Catlin, Elaine Dittmer, Mirna 
Doty, Roberta Edgar, Florence Failor, Lola Heuerman, Alice Rudick, Carolyn Johnson, 
Laura King, Lillian Kinkor, Kathleen Lichty, Gwenda Payne, Bernice Smith, Dorothy 
Sweitzer, Myra Seager, Blanche Teisinger, Ruth Taylor. 
Second Year-Edith Ashworth, Lora Axtell , Vivian Black, Viola Brannaman, E lsie Brezo, Laura 
Brooks, Ruth Buehler, Mary Burns, Frances Heishman, Margaret Hare, Grace Holliday, 
Lois Jackson, Doris Knoop, Bernice Kellogg, Helen Monsen, Luella Robbins, Ferne Smith, 
Edna Swain, Dorothy Sargent, Regina Sarchett, Mildred Woerderhoff. 
Juniors-Nina Anderson, Lillian Callendar, Frances Dorrell, Edith Emerson, Stella Higgins, 
Esth er Platts. 





Ellen Richards Club 
REG IN A Mc GOUGH 
RUBERTA MCKIBBEN 
ELEAKOR ELLIKGER 






GLADYS ~ ' HIPPLE 
ESTHER MARTIN 








Fall and Wi11ter 
FAYE FRESHWATER 
PEARL DWYER 





IRM A GRACE BAKGS 
MARY DUNN 
IDA HULBERG PEARL A. DWYER GAYLORD HouGEK MABEL McLAURY RACHEL SMITH 
HELEN ABBOTT REGENE EBERLE EMELIA HOVICK ~ TJNNIFRED M cNABB JAY SPEAKE 
GLADYS ANDERSON MAXINE EDSALL MARJORIE HOWE MARGARET NAGEL FLO RA STENZEL 
IRENE ANDERSON CLARICE ELLEFSON MARGARET HULLERMAN NORMA NELSON JESSIE STORIE 
ELIZABETH ANDERSON EMELIA ELLIKGSON HARRIET HUYCK GRACE NOLAN PEARLE STOHECKER 
KATHERINE ANDERSON R UTH EMSLIE CORA !RWIN EMMA NORGARD RHEA STREAM 
GRACE ASHBAUGH RE NA ERICKSON GRACE JEFFERS MARGARET NORRIS ELSIE STRICKLER 
ESTHER BAILEY THORA EVENSON OPAL JACKSON CATHRYN OGLE GRACE STURDY 
GLADYS BAILEY ALVINA FADEN LEOTA JACKSON NORRIS OLIVEP PHYLLIS SWALE 
BERNITA BACKER FRANCES FARRAN MARVIN JOHAKSE N LILLIAN OLSON VIVIAN TAYLOR 
RUTH BALM MARY FARRELL R UBY JOHNSO N FRANCES OLTMAN CEC ILE TAYLOR 
MARGERY BANTON ESTHER FENNEY FRANCES JULIAN SARAH ORR THELMA THOMAS 
IRMA BANGS IDABEL FIELD ELEANOR JO NES BLODWIN Own;- FRANCES THELDi 
HANNAH BEECHER WILMA FINNIGAN ELFRIEDA KAUS WILMA OYSTER ELI.IEK TJADEN 
ARLENE BEAL Ivy FLUHRER MRS. A. E. KEKDALL ARTHUR PALMER ANNE THYGESEN 
LUCY BENZ ELIZABETH FORWARD VIOLA KELSH EDNA PAASCH JASON THURSTOK 
FERN BEDFORD FAYE FREDRICKSEN BLANCHE KELLOGG ELLA PAULSEK MARION TOWNSEKD 
LYDIA BIGBEE FAY FRESHWATERS HELE N KEMMERER WILMA PELHAM CHRIS TREPP 
RUBYE BLUNT MARY FURLONG HELEN KEEFE MARGARET PEPPER OLIVER TRYGG 
NELLIE BLOMKER CARRIE GILLASPY Acourn KILCOIN DOROTHY PERLEY ETHEL TOWNSWICK 
LOIS BOWMAN N. MILDRED GLEASON TERESA KILCOIK HILDA PETERSE N FLORENCE TRUMBELL 
CHARLOTTE BOARDMAN MARY GILMORE GRACE KIMBALL HARRY PETERSON ALICE TRUOG 
SADIE BRAVICK ESTI-IER GIBSON A:s-1s· IE KIRKHO LM ALICE POOLE VERA TRUOG 
VIOLET BRAMER FRAl\CES GINTNER ALMA KOCH DOROTHY PORTER EDKA TRYTTEN 
MARGUERITE BRIAR GENEVIEVE GLASS LUCILLE KRAEMER ROSE RANK NELLIE UGLAND 
GEORGE BRATER BEULAH GREY CLARA KOERNER LEAH REYNOLDS MARIE WALDHELM 
GWENETH BROWN GENEVA GREEN LOUISE KRAMER THERESE REED ELSTON WACKER 
ALICE BRYAN LETA GREVE ALICE LARSO K MARIE RIGTER IRENE WAGNER 
ESTHER BuLWAN EDNA GUSTAFSON LEOl\'ARD Lllrn EDNA ROBERTSON EVELYN WALTERS 
MYRNA BURRELL HAROLD GRIFFITH LOUISE LILJA EVELYN ROHRER LOUISE WARNER 
ANNA CAMPBELL RUTH GUSTAFSON EDNA LINDGREK MRS. MIN NIE ROMI NGER PEARL WATSON 
NORMA CAMPBELL ALICE HALPIN MYRTLE MACO N MARGARET ROLLINS GRETTA WEAVER 
BERTHA CALLAWAY JULIA HALPIN DONALD MACKIE PHYLLIS ROOT LENA WESSELS 
ELSIE CARLSON HAAKE MELBA ERMA MALAND MARCELLA ROTH MURIEL WELCH 
NELLIE CARLSON ZONA GALE HALL RHEA MARTIN ALICE ROWLEY ZORA WELLS 
DORA CARSON JANET HAND LOUELLA MAY PAULINE RYAN IRENE WE NGERT 
ELIZABETH CASHMAN DOROTHY HAMILTO N MARY MAYNARD GRETA SANDEMAN ARAH WER NER 
BUBY MAYE CHAPLIN MIN NIE HAREN R UTH ME NDENHALL MARTHA SCHAPER SHIRLEY WELTON 
IVA CHILD PRISCILLA HARMAN VIRGINIA MEISS NER EVA SCHLUTER MARY WILLEMSEN 
MAYME CHRIST DOROTHY HARRINGTON AGNES MELLEM LEOTA SCHMITT ALICE WICK 
AGNES CHRISTENSEN HELEN HARDERSON LUELLA MEYER BLA NCHE SCOVILLE DOROTHY WIEDMEYE R 
DORIS CLARK H. G. HAYES MYRTLE MILLER ANNA SCHROEDER ELEANOR WILCOX 
LOIS COLLINS OPAL HAYDEN MI NN IE MILLS WILMA SCHULTZ PHYLLIS ~ TILEY 
KATHARINE COCHRAN OLENA HEGGEN CLE MONTGOMERY MARRY SCOTT ~ T ANDA WILHARM 
ELEANOR COLLINS CHESTER HELL AGKES MOE IRMA SELCK HERMA WILLIAMS 
KATHRYN COLLINS VIOLA HENNRICH LAURA MOFFETT CONSUELLO SEVERE OLIVE MARIE WIKK 
BERTHA COOK LOUISE HICKMAN PALMA MOHLENHOFF MRS. ANNA SELANDER FANNY WITWER 
MRS. L. S. CRAWFORD FAYE HILT KENKETH MOORE HELEN SHAW IRENE WOLF 
JOSEPHI NE DEERING CoxsTANCE HIATT MARGARET MONNIHAN DOROTHY SHEAFFER ROSE WOODWARD 
RUTH DICKINSON KATHARYN HOGAN BERTA MORGAN SYBIL SHEETS CLEO WRIGHT 
I I 
j ELSIE DICKSON EDNA BELL HOLLIS BONNITA MORGA N MYRA SINCLAIR GAYLE WYNKOOP ~ 
.J 
CATHERINE DORY EDITH HOLTZ KATHRYN MYERS MARGARET SMITH CARLOTTA ZOLLER 
MARY DUNN CORA HOEL VERA MYERS ISADORA SMITH MILDRED ZINSER 
JANICE DULIN MARIA N HOOKER MARGARET MCGEACHY MILDRED SMITH THELMA YOUNG 
EILEEN DUFFY OURA HOOKER EVELYX McDA NEL 
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FIRST YEAR JUNIOR COLLEGE 
First R ow : :Moore, P eck, Bulwan, Mi cha elsen, P aul se n, Puffe1\ R ea m, Moser. 
Second R ow: Chambers, riper, Burwe11 , McDane, ,vohlenberg, ,vat.so n, Blair, \¥hitn ey, Eckels, l\1urphy, 
D ev in e, K orn eisel, Corni sh, K essler, lfcLaury. 
T hird R ow: S wensen, Youn gblut, Brown , Burkardt, Andersen, Boyce, }7 rysli e, I-Ioward, l\larqu art, Duffy, 
Storby. 
Fourth R ow : Schultz, Morse, Thom so n, Duffy, :0-Ioen, VVim er, B e1l D ati sman , \Voollard, Pladse n, Ka rr, Goetz• 
m an , Spray . 
Fifth R ow : H umke, Crooks, 1-Iullerman , Erdman, D avi s, New ell , :Morri cal, Cooper, Gors uch, Pru11 , Carn ey, 
Gardn er . 
Sixth R ow: Craw ford , L enn an, V an V la ck, P etersen, Andrese n, VV elch, Turner, Hougen, Ste wart, S tewart, 
























ALVINA FADE N 
CLASS ROLL 
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FI RST YEAR JUNIOR COLLEGE 
Pir.-;t Rou·: Scollon. "\Yist, Dn,·is, \Vhenkruft, Zante, Cannon, Dunn, Catlin, .. \_sh, D,1vrnport. ~faxon, rl'homas. 
f'-'econd Row: Palmer, Beed, b,ad(•11, \VC'hh, Stone, S('hmiclthuher, rrurner, Barnes, Shove1·, J [and~·. Berntson. 
Thircl Row: l\lurphr, Shaeffe1·, Baldwjn, \Voodhurn, Gutknecht, \Vroe, Smith, Pemberton, Noan, Brown, 
Anderson, Sehaefer. 
Pourth Bow: Et.he1 Bates, Appleg-ale, Lichty, Davis, :Moore, \Vallace, Edwnrds, Squiris. 
Pifth Row: 'l'erroll, Parnle~·. llall, I-Iuglin, Egglnnd, Collen hough. 





















TJJ ELMA DICKEY 














MABEL lRE:-IE ETNIER 
At.VI.KA FADEN 
RAMON ,\ FAST 
MAR\'AL FERN 
MILDRED FILE 















MRS. JESSIE GRAYSON 
HELEN M. GREGSON 
EDITH GROSSE 
STELLA GULLAXSO N 
DAISY GUTIIRIE 
LUCEBA GUTKNECHT 

































FRAKCES JULIA N 
Lois KAISER 
MARIE KAR N EISSEL 
KATHERINE KARR 
K. CAROLINE KENDALL 
LEONE KESSLER 
AcouIN KILCOIN 





















































































































































































MRS. MARTHA WINTER 
\'ERNA "'INTER 
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SECOND YEAR KINDERGARTEN 
B ack R ow: ]?ell , Ne wport, Mo se, I-Iardi e, Hl cklancl, A urand, Zaruba, Nelson . 
J<'ront R ow : Arclu ser , Sa ge, Gury, }.'[i ss VV nten :,, Cu shrnnn , _B itt1e , Green. 
Not in Picture-Eleanor Pahl, Willo Coleman, Helen Diemer, Edith Kurth, Ernestine Leese, 
Florence McDonald, Irene Miller, Fanchon Powers, Bernice Weeda, Vernis Fister, Viola 





FRA NC ES CUSHMA N 
RUTH GuRY 
VERA BITTLE 
The kindergarten class of 1927 leaves I. S. T. C. cherishing many 
pleasant memories of their last two years here. Among other outstand-
ing events of the year are the party given for the first year kindergarten 
girls, the Christmas party of "Good Will," and other experiences that 







FIRST YEAR KINDERGARTEN 
Back Row: Groth, :McD ona ld, Knapp, Dallas, Sloan, -----, Gee, l 1 rank, Ol son. 
j]fiddle R ow: Dotts, Yesslir, Giddings, Stehe, Seward , Hoslou gh , \Vintedield, rrri cky . 
Pront R ow: Ne rbovig, r revi ll_van , llold t, Stevenson, \Varre n, L ege rwood , rrreeburg, Springer. 
Not i11 Picture-Dorothy Neal, Alice Cole, Agnus Carley, Lela Witten, Frances Blitsch, Gwen 




OLD GOLD R epresentati'Ve 
OFFICERS 
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FIRST YEAR l\1ANUAL ART 
Top Row: Dowden, Lorenz, ,vharram, Dreesman, Bowers, Rutledge, Hendricks, Ortberg. 
Middle Row: Behren, Budalfson, Ravlin, Vesta], Baker, rrrachsel, Detlefson. 
Bottoni Row: Everhart, Young, Suchomel, Gittons, Schrneder, Johnson. 
C. W. RAKER 
C. A. BALLARD 
M. BEI-IRE/>S 
D. w. BLE/>D 
L. BOWER 
L. BRIDEN 
E. ·BuDOLFSO N 
G. BURLEY 
M. C. BURLEY 
F. C. DETLEFSO/> 
M. DOWDEN 
CLASS ROLL 
M. L. DREESMAN 
F. M . EVERHART 
T. B. FOSTER 
\,I. GEGNER 
L. GITTINS 
0. C. HAGEN 
D. HEl>DRICKS 
J. JACQUES 





H. F. SCHRAEDER 
JOHN SPEER 
T. SucHOMEL 
~ r. E. TAYLOR 
M. TRACHSEL 
P. VESTAL 
R. A. ~ IH ARRAM 
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Pronl Bow: Brown , Teagardrn, lluus, Thompson, BatT, El'iekson. Steini('he, Pilcher, Pirif', Cou lso n. 
Se<·on<l Row: :Lane. Steussr, Graham, rrhei l, Peterson, Rider, Ridpath, Landstrom, Kellenbarger, Shoemaker, 
Larson. 
~Phird Row: Rucker, Borts, Peten,on. Bake1·, Nast, HP11r_\-, TTall ett, Sailer, 1Ienderson, Gitt, Karpan, Gray. 
Fourth Rou•: Rislor, Essex, Horen, IIos kin son, Horn , Kin ken non, \\Tilson, Kanne, J11er, Rm;s, Lau, J"ohnson, 
King. 
F'ifth Row: Ilcidkros, .Johnson, Sta mm er, I lorsfoll, .John so n, Bailer, Yan Etten, Slemmons, Shea 1·er, L_\·111an, 
McLeod, IIamm. 
Si."clh Row: Bryden, Soles, Pren ch, Konrad, :Messer, Benson, ·1 furve_v, \Villiamson, Prine, Gillham, Gause, 
Butler. 
FIRST YEAR PRil\1ARY 
OFFICERS 
Fall Wintrr Spring 
Presidrnt GRETCHEN RIDER AN,A STEUSSY \'ERNA MILROY 
f/ ice-Presid mt MYRTA THIEL MILDRED STAMMER MAXINE MOODY 
Secretary GENEVIEVE MILBURN GENEVIEVE MILBURN AILEEN REEVE 
Treasurrr R UT II MATTISON R unt MATTISON HELEN JACOBY 
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Front Ro w: Lesli e, ~ordholm, :Martens. l\Iilburn , Eggland, I-Iil1, 'fhompson , H enningson , Newgard, Riemen-
schn ei der, Nelson, l-Je~art~·-
Sec01ul R ow: Davidson, Lowe, Drake, :Morri son, Grether, Fredri ckson, Greenwalt, \Yeeks , Gregson, Duke, 
Monahan. 
Third Row: Don egan, In glesby, 'I1homa s, O'D e11 , l\Ioody, Cooper, Wright, Glass, Pfeffer, Kleist, Carraher, 
}-fyhre, Erickson. 
Fourth R ow: Kai, Crosswait, Shivvers, I-Iarris, r,,erson, I sham, Hedges. Tharni sh , Young, \Vorml ey, Lynn, 
Flanagan, Matti son. 
Fifth R ow: Craver, R eeve, Dickey, Sntre, Jon es, Yegors, Anderson, Vinbarger, Schwarzenbach, Hodges, 
Zilbel, Thompson, K ell ey. 
Sixth R ow: Lingard, Johnson, \Vilt se, Cook, Aughen , IIutson, Rosenow, Holmes, Skemp, Thor, R easoner, 
































































































































MABEL LOUISE LOWE 
























EVA ROSE PFEFFER 
MARIAN PETERSON 
ARLENE PIRIE 
















































BETHEL ~ 71LSON 
LUCILLE WILSON 














THIRD YEAR PUBLIC SCHOOL l\1USIC 
/ •1r01tf R.011•: :Mf'yp1·s, Evnns, Zimmel' , ffosteter. 
Jlidrllt Rou' : Dostnl, SC'hmidt. Brooks. Consaut, Smith. 





OL IVE L. BARKER 
IRE NE BROOKS 
KATHLEEN CAMPBELL 
JE .\ ,ETTE C'ORSAUT 
R UBY DAU SCHMIDT 
CECELIA DOSTAL 
MABEL EVANS 
REGI NA GILLES 
R UTH MAE GRAPER 
ALT,\ H AUSWIRTll 
PAULl:\"E J OHKSON 
OFFICERS 
CLASS ROLL 




R un-1 GRAPER 
MARIE STANSBERRY 
D E:-.'VA Mn· rns 
OTILLA MIKESH 
HARRIET RI EGER 
DOROTHY SCHI.OSSER 
MERLE JA NE SIMKINS 
J-1 ELGA SIHLER 
R UT H AURILLA SMITH 
DOROTHEA SPEAKMAN 
N. MARIE STANSBERRY 
MARGAR ET THOMAS 








SECOND YEAR PUBLIC SCHOOL l\1USIC 
nark R ow: Evan s, Thompson, Smith, Cort rig-ht, Swan son. 
Jlidrlle R, ou, : Balzer, Co ok, Stai-lrn ck, Ru st, "\Vintermu te, Dresser. 
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FIRST YEAR PUBLIC SCHOOL l\1USIC 
Back Row: Everets , Alden, Drummond, Clark, Knapp, Carpenter, Geo rge, Flickinger, J\rioad. 
Second Row: Edgar, Nieth, Egan, Lynes, Gritzner, ]h·ederick, Kaiser, \\'atters. 
Third Row: Hayes, McMillen, Catlin, Dawson, Day, 'l'errill, Wright. 
Front Row: Strong, Gillespie, Chase, 1.i."unnell, Tully, Lillig, Star1·y. 
President . 
// ice-Pre side11 t 
Secretary- Treasur1'r . . . 


























OPAL K :--'APP 
OTTIELYA LE r-.'Z 
RE X MOAD 
Winter and Spring 
NORMA CHASE 
R UTH TRUNNELL 
MARIE TULLY 
MARIE TULLY 
GRETCl-l EN NUTTER 
EVELYN ROSKOPF 





R unr TRUNNELL 
DOTHA WALTON 
VIOLA WATTERS 
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ONE YEAR RURAL EDUCATION 
Back Row: Reed, Magnus, IIalvorson, Roach, Dinan, Orr, Mickelson, Greenwood, Burgart. 
Middle Row: )'[eyer, Johnson Gruhb, Brown, Cole, Prederick, Munroe, Kenyon, Mattson. 
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Kittens and the cat 
Page 128 
A pair o' queens 

































It is the policy of the dramatic department to offer advanced stu-
dents opportunity for varying types of work. For this reason it spon-
sors two contests each year. In the Oratorical Declamatory Contest, 
held November 23, seven contestants participated. First place " ·as 
awarded to l\Iaurice Stapley, second to :Mildred Stomne, and third 
to l\-1:ax l\-1:iller. In the Dramatic Contest, held :March 1, Everett 
Cortright took first, \Vayne Smith second, and Christie Tollefson third. 
Because ;nany of the students will coach and cast plays in the high 
schools and communities where they will teach, the department en-
deavors to give them practice in the fundamentals of stage craft and 
to make them familiar with plays suitable to high school production. 
The Play Productions section this year ,,·orked out and produced before 
the Interpretation Classes six one-act plays: "~1ansions", "The Dust 
of the Road", "The Flattering Word", "Neighbors", "The Dear 
Departed", "The Florist Shop". These were all worked out by what 
is known as the workshop method. 
Under directed coaching they produced two longer plays for publi~ 
performance. "New Brooms", coach~d by l\1iss Strayer, was the mid-
winter offering, and "The Copperhead", coached by Miss l\1artin, was 
tLe commencement play. 















Thomas Bates, Jr. 
Ethel Bates 
Florence ~ ' heeler 
""Tallie" Nowell 




1927 oll? ~ ~~~ 
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Back Ro w : Smith , rratum, Eikenberry. Chester , Huesselmann .. John son , Corson , Farrell , :Martz
nhn , "\Volff, 
\\?olff, Carstensen, Potwin , Fabrid,:. 







THETA ALPHA PHI 
Nntional Fraternity of Dramatic Art 
IOWA BETA CHAPTER 
Established at I. S. T. C. in 1922 
Theta Alpha Phi, national dramatic fraternity, was founded in 1920. Interest in 
the fraternity and its work has grown so rapidly that the organization now has a · 
chapter in practically every state in the Union. Theta Alpha Phi stands in the 
dramatic field for what Pi Kappa Delta does in forensics, or Pi Delta Epsilon does 
in journalism. All of these are honorary organizations which reward effort in col-
lege activities. Their members are usually not engaged in preparation for professional 
work in these fields, but take their part in the different phases of college life for the 
pleasure of service or the training they receive. Theta Alpha Phi gives a challenge 
for hard work, setting high standards and offering honor and distinction to those 
who put forth unusual effort or show special talent along the line (,_ dramatic art. 
The Iowa Beta Chapter was organized in 1922, and since that time has done 
much to further interest in the drama at Iowa State Teachers College. This year 
the chapter presented A Square Peg by Lewis Beach. It is a thought-provoking tragedy 
of home life and was well acted and admirably <lirrcted. 
, National Founders' Day, as officially designated by the National Organization, 
was celebrated by the local chapter by a dinner party at Black's Tea Room. The 
toast program consisted of talks on the history and purpose of the fraternity. 
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J'o p Ro w: llurn, ifartin, Cortright. \Volfe, Strayer, Kaltenbarh. 
Jlfiddle Row: Corson, Stomne, Tollefso n , Basler, Smith. 
Bottom, Row: Gillam, Miller, Robb, Polnnd , Staple~', llunter. 
THETA ALPHA PHI 
Iowa Beta Chapter 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
MINNIE MADDERN FISKE 











CHRISTIE ToLI. EFSON 
Page 11-0 
PROFESSOR S. A. LYNCH 
KATHERINE ROBB 
HAZEL STRAYER 










"J a111 es T. f 1 uckens is , hanging his name to a number." 
THE SQUARE PEG 
By L ewis B each 
Presented by the Ion·a Beta Chapter of Theta Alpha Phi 
O ctober 21 and 22, 1926 
Directed by Bertha Martin 
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PLAY CRAFT CLUB 
Top R ow : Corson, Miner, K ellogg, Probert, Park, Reed , Smith. 
Middle R ow: Seabury, Harshbarger, Toll efson , Basler, W oolverton , Porter . 









































P AU LINE PROBERT 
HUGH SEABURY 










Back R ow: Lynch, Fish, Rice, Reed, Henderson, ----, Shimp, Thompson. 
Pront Row: ,,~a it e, Dresser, Hon ~ton, Flirkinger. Prohert, ---
Absent-Ralph Nichols, Mr. Porter. 
The Forensic League enjoyed a very successful year, capably handling 
all Forensic Activities. Debates, the Home Oratorical and Extem-
poraneous Speaking Contests, and the Interstate Oratorical and Ex-








A LICE FLICKINGER 
MARGARET HENDERSON 







l WO~IEN"S FALL DEBATE l 





MARY M cGEE BLANCHE SEXSMITH 
QuESTlON: R esolvfd. That the United States should grant the Philippine Islands 
their independence immediately. 
Debated 
Upper Iowa at Cedar Falls 
Dubuque University at Dubuque 
Upper Iowa at Fayette 
Affirmative Team 
Decision Awarded to 
I. S. T. C. 
I. S. T. C. 
Negative T ,eam 
I. S. T. C. 
Dubuque University at Cedar Falls Unfinished 
NEGATIVE TEAM 
HELEN WALLACE MRS. LORETI'A CHAPLIN 
















MEN'S FALL DEBATE 
AFFIRMATIVE TEAM 
LEWIS HEDGECOCK 
Upper Iowa, Luthrr 
\VAYNE TRUESDELL 
Upper Iowa, Luther 
UPTON KEPFORD 
Luther 
QuESTIOK: Resolved, That the U pited States should grant the Philippine Islands 
their independence immediately. 
Debated 
Upper Iowa at Fayette 
Luther at f:_::edar Falls 
Upper Iowa at Cedar Falls 
Luther at Decorah 
Affirmative Team 
Decision Awarded to 
Upper Iowa 
I. S. T. C. 
Negative Team 
I. S. T. C. 
Luther 




















WOl\1EN'S WINTER DEBATE 
EDNA MANTOR 
AFFIRMATIVE TEAM 
RUSSIA HARRIS MARIAN BRATTON 
QUESTION: Resolved, That Congress should enact legislation embodying the essen-
tial features of the l\lcNary-Haugen farm-relief bill. 
Debated 
Parsons at Fairfield 
Penn at Oskaloosa 
Des Moines U. at Cedar Falls 
Penn at Cedar Falls 
Affirmative Team 
Decision Awarded to 
Parsons 
Penn 
I. S. T. C. 
Negative T cam 
Penn 
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QUESTION: Resolved, That Congress should' enact legislation 
tial features of the McNary-Haugen farm-relief bill. 
embodying the essen-
Debated 
Western Union at Cedar Falls 
Buena Vista at Cedar Falls 
Luther at Decorah 
Grinnell at Grinnell 
Western Union at Le Mars 
Buena Vista at Storm Lake 
Coe at Cedar Falls 
Grinnell at Cedar Falls 
AFFIRMATIVE TEAM 
Decision Awarded to 
Western Union 
I. S. T. C. 
I. S. T. C. 








I. S. T. C. 


















Buena f/ ista 
Wes tern Union 
Grinnell 
(Not in Picture) ~• 
UPTON KEPFORD 
Coe 
(Not in Picture) ;.,. 
Grinnell ROBERT FULLER t\ 
Western Union, Coe 
=====-=:1 '-- ~;;.;.-:.,,~<:,¼ I 
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HAl\1ILTON CLUB 
Back Row: Kepford, Ilouston, McCorkle, Pordyce, I-Iendcrson, l\!Iartzahn, EickeHberry, Kluever. Second Row: Puller, I-Iedgecock, Brubaker, l\'Ir. :U,ish, Nichol s, rrruesdell, Pilson, ~liss Gillam. Front Row: Vacha , Probert, l:' lickin ger, \Vilder, Jensen, 11cDowell, Seabury. 
Memb ers Not in Picture-John Poland, Elbert Harrington, Mr. Finkenbinder, Vernon Carstensen, 





EILEEN HO USTON 
LEONAKD JENSEN 
LEWIS HEDGECOCK 
The Hamilton Club 1s composed of students of constructive public speech who 
have given evidence of a genuine interest. The purpose of the club is to develop 
interest in the speech arts, to e1evate standards of speech, to develop an esprit de corps 
among all students interested in the speech arts and to provide opportunities for speak-
ing, through regular monthly dinners. 
The club is extending itself this year out into the high schools of the state 111 






Yop Row: Thic- C'J.·C'}H~·. RickenhPlTY, D n~·. l\ [artzahn, IIedgecork. 
Bottom, Row: Thompson , Sweiganl, Za rr, Jon es, Ilouston, John son. 
Delta Sigma Rho is the oldest national forensic fraternity. Its membership in-
cludes only those students who have done creditable work in debate and oratory and 
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THE COLLEGE EYE 
DAVE BATES 





The staff of 1926-27 was unanimously elected ( there being no one else in the 
field to vote on), and began business with the last issue of the 1925-26 year. 
Practically no fatal calamities have resulted from false reportorial impressions 
and credit for whatever unfavorable criticism was averted is due to an excellent staff 
of news reporters. 
We wish to especially thank Miss Lois Gillam and l\Ir. E. 0. Finkenbinder for 
their kind interest and assistance. The members of the reportorial staff are: Lucille 
Culver, Kathryn Holland, Margaret Wolfe, Pearl Dwyer, Rose Horn, Ruth Gus-
tafson, Marguerite Blough, Claude Reits, Eleanor Hughes, Ann Dorrell , Ramona 
Huesselmann, Theresa Reed, Henry \Viii, and Albert Pederson. 
ADVISORY BOARD 











THE OLD GOLD 
GWENDOLYN BASLER 
Editor 
GEORGE SCHLESSELMA N 
Business Manag er 
The Old Gold Staff wishes to take this opportunity to extend its sincere thanks 
to all who have helped to record this new chapter in the life of Iowa State Teachers 
College. 
Special mention should be made of Mildred Stomne \Yho wrote the titles for the 
scene section, Ramona Huesselmann the_.:ditor of the humor section, Haryette Creasy 
who compiled the personal index, and Carl Artus and James Broderick who solicited 
advertising. 
Much recognition is due to Clair Heyer, the official photographer, to the Bureau 
of Engraving, Minneapolis, :Minn. , and to the Economy Advertising Co., Iowa City, 
the printer. 
We wish to thank, also, the members of our Advisory Board for their se rvices as 
counselors. 
ADVISORY BOARD 
Emma Lambert, lra S. Condit, Rara Riggs, 0. C. Todd. '.Mrs. Urace liun ter 
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ART LEAGUE 
Ba(·k J{,ow: Juhl, Sime, Cooper. IJartwi g, irowbray, Yohe, Kleinfelder, Spragg, llaeffner. 
1...,·econd 1(,uw: Bailf'~•. Cole, \Voorlw.ir<l. F'u ll er, Pnul, \Voodi-., Palmer. 








Fall TV inter 
MRS. ALTHA PAUL MRS. F. E. FULLER 
HELEN JACKSON RUTH \VOODWARD 
JEANETTE MARSH CLARA HAEFFNER 
JEANETTE EDWARDS RUTH MOWBRAY 
LEE SMILEY RosCOE LOREKZ 
Miss SCHUNEMAN Miss PATT 
Miss COLE Miss COLE 
Spring 
MRS. F. E. FULLER 





Miss w .~UGH 
The Art League of our school was organized for the purpose of bringing those in-
terested in art into a closer relationship. Our organization holds within its folds those 
people \Yho think that art is a necessary requirement Ill our everyday life; those who 
think that the appreciation of real art is life itself. 
Our League meets every Tuesday afternoon for a one hour period of recreational 
art study. Some of the work done this year was booklet making, water designing, 
sketching, study of Sargent's work, and water color painting. 
Mrs. Paul opened her house to us for a Christmas party this winter and we 
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BIOLOGY CLUB 
Bn. ,· k H o1c: J) eeJ s, C1·oy, r jaden, :Mad son , H arrin g ton. 
Middle R ow : Mr. L nntz, ])eek , Rad er , Stra chan. 



















EILEEN TJADE N 
MINNIE MILLS 
K . CoCI-rRAN 
LILLIAN MADSON 
DR. C. W. LANTZ Miss Vil JNIFRED GILBERT 
DR. ROY L. ABBOTT MR. 0. R. CLARK 
ARTHUR BLOCK 
MYREL BURK 
KENNETH COCHRA N 
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COMlVIERCIAL CLUB 
Back Row: From1n, Griggs, Myers, Guffin, Carr, Lackore, Ca ldwell , Mense!, Barnt, Kreikenbaum. 
Second Row: Reed, I-Iall, Kerr, Holbrook, Bargson, Nelson, Davis, Neilson, Prederick, Usher. 
Third Row: Christinsen, Craft, Co ndi t, Carpenter, Strand, Steifel, Shugart. 
Front Row: Kirkholm, Horn, Dorrell, Wallenhaupt, Smith, Ruth, Swindle. 
The object of the Commercial Club is to promote fellowship among the commercial 
students, and also to promote interest among the students in the affairs of the 
business world. 
OFFICERS 
Fall Winter Spring 
President . MR. SCOTT C. B. STRAND C. B. STRAND 
Vice-President ALVERNA SULLIVAN EDWARD GINGERICH LOUISE SWINDLE 
Secretary-Treasurer LOUISE S_WINDLE VERA SMITH ESTELLE RUTH 
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l A PI O.MEGA PI 
Tov Row: Anderson, Condit. Kreikenbt1um, Cumm in s, Johns, Mach, Ganiere. 
Middle Row: Skar, Huyck, Gingerich , Davis, Stenberg, Pord)·ce, Gaffin. 

















The Gamma Chapter, Pi Omega Pi , national commercial fraternity, was installed 
at the Iowa State Teachers College, November 23, 1925, with thirteen charter mem-
bers. Members admitted must have at least 15 hours credit in commerce with an 
average of A. They are also chosen because of their interest in the advancement 










THE MATHEMATICS CLUB 
Back Row: Black, Saupe, Basler, \Vat so n, Strachan, Strand, Kluever, Dougherty. 
Jliddle Roi,•: Bratton , \Ves ter, Hallett, Shutts, IJa mbel't. \Vright , Ilendricks. 
Pronl R oio: Lapp, Barck, Rehder, Condit, Thorburn, Knoop. 
The Mathematics Club was organized in December, 1909, and has 
maintained a continuous existence since that time. It is composed of 
the faculty of the department and students who have had at least one 
term of college mathematics. The programs have covered a wide range 
of topics from the "Five Kings of the Polyhedron Dynasty" to "Cipher-
ing Matches in Arithmetic". Student programs and class demon-
strations are frequent. The club is a valuable adjunct to the depart-
ment, serving as an effective correlating and vitalizing force. 









!Pop Row: Leavitt, Reese, Sielaff, Kelt,\-, Henderson , Boysen, Sweldberg, Hayman, Kern, Kell ogg, Stomne, 
Terry, Rohlf, Black , J~a 1Tell. 
Second Ro w: Corson, Grow, " 'a lton, Do1an, Cortright, Shirey, Maclson , Smi ley, Hunter, Larson, S lattery, 
Gregg. 





loA C. ROHLF 
KATHEIUNE BUXBAUM 
DOROTHY KERN 
The English Club is an organization of fifty members. Its personnel includes 
students who have declared their major in English, and others who are working 
with some distinction in the department. It also includes the English faculty. Since 
the department of speech and the department of dramatics have clubs of their own, 
it was agreed that students majoring in these types of work could best follow their 
own interests by membership in the Hamilton Club, and in the Dramatic and Play 
Craft Club. Thus each of the organizations named is made stronger through a 
greater concentration of efforts. 
Another change reducing the number of meetings from three · to only two during 
a term has proved successful. One of these, a dinner which allows a better oppor-
tunity for fellowship than has been possible, is enthusiastically supported; the other, 
a program with faculty and students taking part, is popular also. These programs 
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KAPPA DELTA PI 
Pi Chapter Organized August 7, 1923 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
PRES. HOMER H. SEERLEY 
MEMBERS 
MRS. CLARA RICE 












HILDA MARTZAH N 
CLARK BROWN 















The National Honorary Scholastic Fraternity, I-..::appa Delta Pi, has for its mem-
bers, Juniors and Seniors of the degree courses ,Yho are in the upper quartile in 
respect to scholarship. They are elected on a basis of schola,rship, moral character, 
educational achievement, and ideals and attitudes " ·hich have attracted notice in the 
educational field. The purpose of Kappa Delta Pi is to encourage consecration to 
the highest educational service and to foster fellowship and achievement in educational 
work. 
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1-'op Row: Zell, Corson. \Vilder, Rice, Penn.'· , Roberts. 
~','e('ond Row: Stomne, Storing, Pilson, Basler, Cortright, Riedel. 
Third Row: \Vnlters, Charles, I fuyck, Ebert, Conlon. Bl'own. 
Fourth Row: Egbert, Rohh, l,. Gashel, rr. Gnshel, \Volff, F'inkf'nbinder, \Veimer. 
Pffth Row: Parrell, Chestrr. J\[artzahn, Dick, Strnnd, Lei~hter, Ford. 
Sixth How: Pnttee, Butler, i\Iomeyer, .Packet·, \Vestbrook , Xeis, IIornbnker. 
~ l 
I 









Back R ow : Gunderson. Stull, Frank, LaCraft, IIanson, Baldwin. 
]fi ddle Ro w : Collin s , :iXe rboYig, Thelan. Benson, Smith, I-Iarnm , Gu stafson . 
First Row : Ol son , Clark , l\1unn, YanMetrc, Catlin , .Jackson . 
The Sioux Club is an organization of South Dakota girls. The purpose 1s to 
provide social meetings for the girls of the Sunshine State. 
OFFICERS 
Fall TVi11ter 
President ALTA MUNN RUTH NERBOVIG 
Vice-President AoA STULL HAZEL SMITH 
Secretary FRANCES THELAN MARGUERITE OLSON 
Treasurer VIOLA GUNDERSON GERTRUDE COLLINS 
Scout LOIS JACKSON 
MEMBERS 
ZENITA BALDWIN, Hudson 
PHYLLIS BENSON, Sioux Falls 
LEOLA CATLIN, Platte 
GERTRUDE Cou.rns, Sioux Falls 
DOROTHY CLARK, Sioux Falls 
RosE FRANK, Sioux Falls 
VIOLA GuKDERSON, Elk Point 
RUTH GUSTAFSON, Lead 
MARY HAMM, Armour 
FRANCES THELAK, 
ROSE FRANK 
GLADYS HANSON, Mission Hill 
Lors JACKSON, Hurley 
MIRIAM LACRAFT, Clark 
ALTA MUNN, Sioux Falls 
RuTH NERBOVIG, Sioux Falls 
MYKTLE NEWPOKT, Sioux Falls 
MAKGUERITE OLSON, Sioux Falls 
HAZEL SMITH, Sioux Falls 










SQUARE AND COl\1PASS CLUB 
Back R ow: F ink enbind er , Grmmill, rrow n se nd , Robin son , \Vall ace, Farrell , Condit, Glasgow, Smiley. 
Second, R ow: H or t, r urn er , \Vil er, Ilollingsworth , \Va lte rs , D e nn~ , Goctch , Scott. 
1.'hird R ow: B artelrna, Taber, Buffum, \Vilcox, ITod 8d on , Ri ebe, Ritte l', Klu e ve r . 
Front R ow: Seeman , Schl esselman , P etit , Stoner , Stark, Kin se r , Getchel1, 'Todd. 
The Square and Compass Club ,,·as organized September 20, 1921, with the fol-
lowing officers: 
C. F. WAY 





The purpose of the organization was to promote social and fraternal relationship 
among the Master Masons, students and faculty, connected with the Iowa State 
Teachers College. This aim ,,·as accomplished by a series of meetings which were 
held every t\\·o weeks at the club house at 2209 Walnut St., until May 1, 192-1-. The 
organization was affiliated with the National League of Masonic Clubs during the 
first three years and held many lodges of instruction enabling them to confer degrees 
at Black Hawk Lodge No. 65. 
A recent reorganization of the Square and Compass Club took place at the Masonic 
Banquet which was the celebrating of Washington's birthday, February 22, 1927. 
The following officers were elected to carry on the work of the club during the spring 
term: 
HOWARD HUGHES 
FRED A. SEEl\fAN 
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CECILIAN GLEE CLUB 
B ad ,· R ou,:: R eed , i Jull e r, Sc hlosse1·, Gill es, \\' ild , Co rsa ut, R amsa r , Lighte ,· . Cook. 
Jlid dle R ow: Evan s, Thoma s, Ca mpbell , S impkin s, :Miss Barke r, ,vatters, S himp, Little, Kni tte l. 






Corresponding S ecretary 
Condu ctor 
A cco111pa11ist 
ALYCE CAI N 
JEANETTE CORSA UT 









KATHLEE N PORTER 
FLORENCE REED 
Second Sopranos 
L UC ILLE MI NER 
HERTHA M U LLER 
R UTH SHIMP 
Altos 
ELMA LIG HTER 
ELMA LIGHTER 
JEANETTE CORSA UT 
FLORE NCE REED 
MABEL EVANS 
KATHLEE N CAMPBELL 






JESSIE V'i' ILD 
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BEL CANTO GLEE CLUB 
Back Row: Si hl er, Campbell , \Voo d, Cortright, Swanson, Madsen, SmHh. 
,','econd R ow: Da~·. Nelson, .E1orw:n<l, Cnva na , Oliver, l\1.ikesh, Meyers. 
~T hird Row: Fnhlenknmp, Rof;;Pnherger. Anderso n, l[azeltin e, Zinser, "\Vil cox, rrisdale, Parr. 
Pront R ow: Porter, Egbert, P .. John so n , Mayfi eld , Blough, Madsen, A . . John so n, McGee. 
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EUTERPEANS 
Top Row: Lackore, CTom, Raker, Shutts, 'l""homson, Hauswirth, Lelunus. 
Second Row: Gethmann, Meusel, 'Noodring, Palkerts, Brooks, Davis, Catlin, George. 
Third, Row: Gable, Dawson, r_rerrill, IIarris, 'rhrgesen, Ness, Sliter, Wright, Little, Alden. 
Fourth Row: Maxwe11, Schuldt, Stansberry, Plickinger, --- , Dau Schmidt, Poole, Balzer, 1\-Iiquelson, 
McOorkle. 
Bottom Row: Everts, Rader, Berger, Jaegf'r, Graper, Miss Ma~·field, Swenson, Leach, Nutter, Clark. 









FLORENCE AUGHE¥ HELEN GEORGE 
ESTI-IER BERGER HAZEL JACKSON 
RUBY DAuScHMIDT JANETTE JEAGER 
LILLIAN DRESSER DOROTHY LACKORE 
MURIEL EGAN LOIS Ll1TLE 
THELMA EVERTS RUTH MCCORKLE 
EDNA FOLKERTS DOROTHY MAXWELL 
VIRGINIA GABLE GRETCHEN NUTTER 
TOREVA SHUTTS 
Second Sopranos 
MYRTLE ALDEN HAZEL HANNAH 
JRENE BROOKS ALTA HAUS_WIRTH 
LEOLA CATLEN SARA HARRIS 
DOROTHY DAVIS MYRTLE KLIEST 
Run-r GRAPER MAY MIQUELSON 
Altos 
ELDORA ALLIMAN CAROL GETHMANN 
LORAINE BALZER HELEN LEACH 
ROBERTA BARR NELDA LEHNUS 
EDITH DAVIS ALICE MEUSEL 
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AEOLIANS 
Top Row: Van Duyn, Lenz, Craver, ,vatson, Iloth, Starn'. 
Secoitd Row: \Vil er, YanDyke, Roy el', Robinson, Kaiser, \Volff, Drummond, Plodsen, \Varn er, Melburn . 
Third Row: Murphy, Stoakrs, Barger. Porter, 11,du<', \Veim e l' , Yohe, Carpente1·, Emerson, Flickinger, 
Skemp. 
Fourth Row: Rieger, Cowie, Johnson, Ilj elm , Gihson, Eells. Ru st, Day, l(endall, Karr. 
Bottom Ro w: Howe, Jones, Sells, Petel"son, Miss Marfi eld , Knittel, Gillespie, Grether, Schmidthuber, 
Trunnell. 
Not in Picture-Calbreath, Anderson, Henderson. 
Director 













































































~ AGNES LENZ rl Ve,Nm, PAUCWN 










LEON A WILLIAMS 








~ l .. 
l\UNNESINGERS 
Ba('k Rou·: l\Ion~e, Tfa1Tin gto n , Brown , TTerse-y, K:iltenlmc h , Dayton, 1[oad, \Vest. 
]fiddle R ou•: Rhntt, Rider, r hornpso n. Clik erna n , Sc-hle-sselrnan, Goken. l\[c'Neilly, " 7intz, Bogard. 
Ptonl Roll': Spear8, J,: ll ykon, Knuffman, Jfa~·s, .fensen, l\[atthews, Brubaker, I[ow:nd. 
OFFICERS 
President H ARRY KA UFFMA N 
fl ice-President W 'ALTER GOKEN 
Secre/ary-Treasurer CECIL BOGA RD 
Business M a11ager LEWIS HERSEY 
Properly Jl,f an DON CLIKEMAN 
MEMBERS 
Firs/ Tenors 
WALTER GOKEN GEORGE SCHLESSELMA N 
ERWIN KALT EN BACH RAY MCNEILLY 
ROY DATON HOWARD JOHNSTON 
JOSEPH VVI NTZ CLAIR HEYER 
Second T enors 
WALTER BRUBAKER DARREL MORSE 
CRAIG ELLYSON PERLE RIDER 
HERBERT SPEER LESTER PATTON 
CLARENCE THOMPSON 
Firs/ Bass 
LEWIS HERSEY DON CLIKEMAN 
HARRY KAUFFMAN REX MOAD 
CECIL BOGARD CLEO HOWARD 
Suond Bass 
LEONARD JENSEN PHILIP SHUTT 
HA ROLD HARRINGTON WAYNE MATTHEWS 
CLIFFORD \VEST ALLAN BROWN 
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TROUBADOURS 
Back Ro w : Ol sen, IJoward, IIHncher, Shutts, 111aas, Sinn, Ehrhorn, Paige. 
]Hddle R ow: Sehlotz. Nielsen, .Marlowt\ R eed. Childs, llr~'er, Lawless, Christiansen, Davies, Coleman. 
Front R ow: Borchers, lfille1·, Anderson, ~[r. Ila~·s, EYerlrnrt, Egenes, John ston , Strand. 






CLAIR B. HEYER 










































By the Choral Gnion consisting of five glee clubs: The Cecilians, the Bel Cantos, the Euterpeans, 
the Minnesingers, and the Troubadours 
170 Voices 
MRS. ELIZABETH BURNEY SCHMIDT, Soprano 
Miss OLIVE BARKER, Contralto 
vV. E. HAYS, Tenor 
GEORGE SAMSON, JR., at the Organ 
ROSE LENNA REUG1'"ITZ, at the Piano MAX NOAH, Baritone 
C. A. FULLERTON, Conduclor 
Recitative (Tenor ) 
Air (Tenor ) 
Chorus 
Recitative (Bass ) 
Air (Bass ) 
Recitative (Alto ) 
Air ( Alto} and Chorus 
Recitative (Bass ) 
Air (Bass ) 
Chorus 
Pastoral Symphony (Organ ) 
Recitative (Soprano ) 
Recitative (Soprano ) 
Recitative (Soprano } 
Recitative (Soprano ) 
Chorus 
Recitative (Alto ) 
Air (Alto ) 
Air (Soprano ) 
Chorus 
Air (Alto} 
Recitative (Tenor } 
Air (Tenor} 
Chorus 
Air (Bass ) 
Chorus 
Air (Soprano ) 
Chorus 
·<f ____ _ 
December 19, 1926 
PROGRAM 
Comfort Ye My People 
Even· Vallev Shall Be Exalted 
And th~ Glory of the Lord 
Thus Saith the Lord 
But Who May Abide the Day of His Coming 
Behold! A Virgin Shall Conceive 
0, Thou Tellest Good Tidings to Zion 
For, Behold, Darkness Shall Cover the Earth 
The Peopl e That Walked in Darkness 
For l'nto l:' s a Child is Born 
There Were Sheperds Abiding in the Field 
And Lo! The Angel of the Lord Came Upon Them 
And the Angel Said Unto Them 
And Suddenly There Was With the Angel 
Glory to God 
Then Shall the Eyes of the Blind Be Opened 
H e Shall Feed His Flock Like a Sheperd 
Come Unto Him 
Behold the Lamb of God 
He ·was Despised and Rejected 
Thy Rebuke Hath Broken His Heart 
Behold, and See if There Be Any Sorrow 
Lift Up Your Heads 
Why Do the Nations so Furiously Rage 
Hallelujah! 
Pagt 170 
I Know That My Redeemer Liveth 
Worthy is the Lamb That \Vas Slain 
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ROSE MARIE KLEINFELEER 
FRANCES FAY 
MARIE TULLEY 
Sponsors Miss Rosa, Miss DoFF1:sc 
The Catholic Students Association \\·as chartered to 
this institution in 1903 under the name of the Newman 
Society. :Meetings are held every two ,neks in the C. S. 
A. Library, and under the leadership of Rev. J. C. 
Wieneke, Religious Director, these meetings are proving 
very successful. The work carried out by the association 
during the year had as its aim mutual helpfulness; the 
good fellmYship of all its members and good will toward 
all college activities. 
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LUTHERAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION 
Back Ro w: Haagen, Polkertz, II. Neil son , H. :Morse, A. Bakken, l\LHlson, ~{. )fadso n, A. Rohr, J. Ericson, 
l\I. P eterso n, F. I-Iumphrey, J. Miller. 
Second B ow: C. Strand , ] L J[ar vo rse n, A .. Tohn so n , B. Eikelberg, l\I. Dike, G. I-lansen, V. Pladsen, 
A. Th)•ggese n, B. Egness, L. TTe,·e1·. 
Third Row: E. Hanson , A. Sime, M. Hjell e, A. Mell em, Wessels, R. Sieloff, K. Anderson, M. ,Volff, 
E. An<ln\ E. Gerhold. 












REV. H. SEIFKUS, Miss IDA HuGLIN 
The purpose and aim of the Lutheran Student Associa-
tion is to create a spirit of Christian fellowship among 
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THE WEST1\1INSTER FOUNDATION 
Back R ow: Gaddi s, :Airs. McCla in , Ga ddis, .Ta cobson , lie is hma n , L indgr e n, Curt is , Baile"y, Yessler . 
Front R ow: ~Ir . " 7a t-so n , Cumrnin g, l lelmi ck , \Vin te r , K elle nbarger , R ees, M iss Carna han, Oli ver , R igter, 
Por ter. 
This is the second year in which the Westminster Foundation has been located 
at 2404 College Street. The Center provides a delightful, cheerful home and a 
place for social and religious gatherings. The Westminster Council, composed of 
twenty-five students, plans the activities and aims to personally reach each Presby-
terian student. 
LOCAL FOUNDATION BOARD 
PROF. E. E . w ATSON 
PROF. H. S. BUFFUM 








{ ELEANOR WILCOX 
ALETHA GADDIS 
l MARIE RIGTER 
Social 
Student 
/ ELEANOR WILSON 
Director 
MRS. FRED S. PETTIT, Waterloo 
REV. J. R. McCARTNEY, Waterloo 
REV. S. A. LAURIE, Cedar Heights 
Winter 
DOROTHY " ' INTER 
{ CHARLOTTE CUMMING 
SCOTT PORTER 







Y. W. C. A. 
To1l Row: Wilder, Anderson, Aitchison, Gregg, Gray. 
Middle Row: Plickinger, Sexsmith, Breitenbach, \¥001\-erton , Tollefson. 
Bottom Row: McGee, Kern, Wood, Park, Porter. 
Purpose: To live unreservedly Jesus' law of love 111 every relationship and so to 
know God. 







































f ack Row: A. r~. Brow n, Boslou~h, A lden, Anderson, Elniegreen, Ga1·stang, Dage, Gray, Day. 
~ e(:ond Row: \Viler, Brown, Dav is, Caldwell, Paden, \.Yheeler, \Vamsle~·. McGee. 
T lnrd Row: Pa 1·k, Gray, Van D~·ke, Maxon, Eells. Baile", Gibson. 
Front Row: C~wie, L. B r own, \Vinter, Moothart, Lamb, ·woodside. 














Y. 1\1. C. A. 
~fop Row: Ludley, Phillips, Porter , Hunt. 
Bottom, Row : Smile.\·, Carsten sen, Scha lk, Bixler , Seeman . 
Not 111 Picturr-Esle r, Poland, Suchomel, Siegloff, Deal, Briden, Anderson. 
INTER-MU RALS 
Under the leadership of Harry Deal the "Y" entered teams 111 inter-mural basket-
ball, baseball, and track, showing good sportsmanship and hard work in e~ery minute 
of action. 
PARTIES 
In cooperation with the Y. W. C. A., the Y. M. C . A. put on parties and mixers 
between terms and at other times, giving opportunities for the young people of the 
college to get together for an enjoyable evening, for new students to meet old stu-
dents and for upper classmen to become better acquainted with each other and the 
faculty. Fred Seeman was the social chairman. 
THURSDAY MEETINGS 
John Poland helped to get several series of talks started, which were given in the 
"Y" room Thursday mornings. Faculty men talked to the men students on an 
outline of topics of interest to young men on all college campuses. Topics such as 
science and religion were discussed. 
MILWAUKEE 
Lee Smiley, Lionel Stewart, John Poland and Scott Porter attended the Inter-
national Students Conference held at Milwaukee during the holidays. G. A. Studard 
Kennedy of England was the outstanding speaker. 
LAKE GENEVA 
The student conference held at Lake Geneva, Wis., in June was attended by John 



















Back Row: Maas, Paige, Faust. 





LLOYD PHILL.IPS, Manager 
GEROLD FA UST 
FRANK MAAS 
THEODORE PAIGE 
Not preachers, but Christian young men going out over the weekends doing their 
part in establishing the Kingdom of God on Earth. Seven young men volunteered 
for the gospel team work this year, so we have some young men who are not afraid 
to live the life of Christ, and the real worth of Christian living; to tell of life and 
the world as seen by college young men. Trips were made to Hudson, Jessup, and 
other nearby towns, where the gospel team took charge of the services. Topics dis-
cussed by the fellows were: Student Life, Business, Home, College, Everyday Life, 
Relationships with Christianity . 
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JN f1.Ef10RY or 
GOLD STAR WORLD WAR .HEROES 
fROH 
lOWA STATE TEACHERS COLt,EGr 
.ERNEST fREDERICK S.HANSEN 
CLiffORD J.STtV.ENS WAL'rER D.KOESTLR 
CARL W. CHA.PHAN DWIGHT L.STRAYI:R i 
HENRY ARTHUR BOOTH EINAR NIELS[\ I!.• . 
. AX.EL t. JUSTt SEN . . .. 
AND IN H.EHORY Of ·t 
'VETERANS Of ALL WARS ( 
PLACED BY CEDAR fALLS POST NO.Z37 1 
AMERICAN LEGION 
The above is the first finished of several bronze tablets 










The Athletic Board 1s composed of members of the faculty appointed by the 
President. 
The board has superv1swn over all matters perta1111ng to athletics such as the 
arrangement of schedules for all inter-collegiate sports, the determination of eligibility 
of the contestants, the granting of awards and the setting of the standards for athletics. 
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD 
E. ]. CABLE, Chairman 
DR. F. N. MEAD 
L. L. MENDENHALL 
BENJAMIN BOARDMAN 
L. I. REED 
]. W. CHARLES 
EARL RATH 











T. C. CLUB 
Back Row: WeJch, Macon, I-Iunt, Pederson. Gruhn, rro ll efson, Jespe1·sen , Artus, l!7 reshwaters. 
Second Row: Bartelma, Waters, Kaltenbach, ,voodcock, Blanchard, Phelan , Meyers, Hughes. 
Front Row: Ilarden , Andrews, Bonham , Pollock, Grochowski, Luke, IIarsch. 
Purpose: To encourage sportsmanship in all branches of athletics, and to promote 






























































1927 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE 
COACH PAUL BENDER 
Ably coached by Paul Bender, who 
was acting for his second )·ear as head 
football mentor, the team worked won-
ders and proved to be one of the best 
fighting and smoothest working teams 
to represent the Old Gold and Purple 









St. Thomas at St. Paul 
lol\·a '\Vesleyan at Cedar Falls 
Buena Vista at Storm Lake 
Penn at Oskaloosa 
Luther at Cedar Falls 
Northern Illinois Teachers College 
at Dekalb, Ill. 
Upper Iowa at Cedar Falls 
Parsons at Cedar Falls 
Bottom, Row: IIarseh, Cromer, Drury, ·Peterso11 , :Macon, ,vf' lch, Pr.\·01·, R. Thompson. 
Seco·nd Row: Orr, McCuske~·, _l\ndrews. Langford, Me_\1er, Sindlingel', (-hoC'howski. 
Third Row: Phelan, L. Thompson, Pederson, G. Orr, Kluever, Stevens, Delzell. 
Fourth Row: rroll efso n, ·Freshwaters, Hardy, Blend, ]').fueller, Cooper. Lewis. 
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SHERMAN TOLLEFSON 
A ff-Conference Center 
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THE SEASON 
The 1926 football season was one of the most success-
ful seasons in the history of our school. Although the 
team did not \Yreck the conference with a barrage of 
touchdowns they were feared by every school in the con-
ference . And it was not until the final game of the season 
that the Tutors were not considered strong contenders 
for the conference championship. 
Coach Paul Bender's fighting Tutors opened the 1926 
football season by trouncing the strong St. Thomas eleven 
from St. Paul in a non-conference game 22-0. After 
fighting on even terms during the first quarter the Tutors 
started their scoring in the second quarter when Fretzel 
smashed over the goal line following long runs by An-
drews. Meyers fell on the ball back of the foal line, after 
a St. Thomas punt had gone straight up, for the second 
touchdown of the game. The third quarter \\·as a repeti-










the fourth quarter when Freshwaters kicked a field goal 
and Fritzel smashed over for the final touchdown of the 
game. 
After a rather slow start the Teachers College gridders 
bucked down in the last half and defeated Western 
Union, their first conference foe, 23-0. A bad pass by the 
Western Union center over the goal line resulted in a 
safety and two points for the Teachers. The score at half 
time was 2-0 in favor of Teachers. The third quarter 
found the Teachers opening up a passing game which re-
sulted in two touchdowns. The final touchdown came in 
the fourth quarter as a result of passes and smashes. An-
drews d ropkicked for the · extra point in each case. 
With every scarlet clad man fighting his hardest and 
playing his best the Tutors crushed Buena Vista College 
34-0 before a large Home-Coming crowd. Coach Bend-
er's men romped and galloped for long gains at will. 
Grochowski started the scoring in the first quarter, smash-
ing over for a touchdown, and later repeated his act after 





Thompson had carried the ball the length of the field. 
The third touchdown came in the second quarter when 
Welch scooped up a blocked punt and went 30 yards for 
six points. The score at half time found Teachers ahead 
20-0. Thompson started the scoring in the third quarter 
by dashing 55 yards for a touchdown and Grochowski 
smashed over for the final Tutor touchdown in the fourth 
quarter. 
With the breaks of the game against them the Tutors 
lost their first conference game to Penn College 14---0. 
The first half found the ball in the center of the field with 
Penn having a little advantage. At half time the score 
was 0-0. The first Penn touchdown came in the third 
quarter when a Penn backfield man fumbled and his team-
mate Rafferty picked up the ball and ran for a touchdown. 
The second touchdown came during the last of the fourth 
quarter as a result of another fumble by Penn being re-
covered by their center who scored. Several Tutor ral-
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The third conference triumph came as the result of a 
victory over the strong Luther College team at Decorah, 
3-0. The first quarter found the Tutors carrying the 
ball into Luther territory almost at will, but failing to 
place the ball over the goal line. In the second quarter 
Luther tried in vain to pierce the Tutors' air-tight line. 
The score at half time was 0- 0. After a series of short 
smashes and runs Stevens dropkicked a field goal from the 
25-yard line for the only points of the game. The fourth 
quarter was a repetition of the first half with Luther 
opening up with a long pass attack. The work of the 
Tutor line " ·as the feature of this game. 
The feature game of the season was played with Upper 
Iowa. It resulted in the fourth conference victory for 
Teachers 13-6. Grochowski smashed over two touch-
downs after long runs by McCuskey had placed the ball 
in position to score. The half ended 13-0 in favor of 
Teachers. Upper Iowa came back strong in the third 

















result of smashes by Volk and Dooley, Upper Iowa scored 
their touchdown. The work of Tollefson at center was 
the feature of this game. 
Hopes for a share in the Iowa Conference Champion-
ship were shattered when the Parsons passing attack de-
feated the Tutors 20-0. During the first half the Tutors 
completely outplayed the victors in all departments of the 
game. McCuskey scored on a thirty-yard run the first 
touchdown of the game in the second quarter. Parsons 
also scored on a long pass in the second quarter, and the 
half ended 7-7. In the third quarter and also the fourth 
Parsons scored via the air route. The Tutor line played 
great football, forcing the Wild Cats to use the air for 
gains which the secondary defense could not stop or break 
up. 
In the final game of the season played at Greeley, Colo-
rado, the Tutors dropped a heart-breaker, 12- 0, to the 
Colorado State Teachers College. For the first fifty-fi ve 
minutes of the game the Tutors played the Bears of Colo-
rado to a standstill only to lose in the last five minutes of 
play when Captain Brown crossed their goal line for the 
first touchdown, and a few seconds later when Tisdel, a 
Bear substitute, snagged an Iowa Tutor pass and crossed 
the goal line for the second counter. McCuskey looked 
good for the Iowa Teachers, and a Denver paper said: 
"Tollefson of the Iowa State Teachers College was the 
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COACH ARTHUR DICKINSON 
Coach Arthur Dickinson showed his 
ability as a good basketball coach by 
developing a bunch of green men into 
a team that was hard to beat and that 
finished at the 500 mark in the Iowa 
















11 Cornell 24 
12 Coe . 15 
14 Coe . 20 
24 Upper lO\va 24 
28 Penn 22 
4 Central . 37 
5 Iowa Wesleyan 19 
11 Parsons . 27 
18 Penn 33 
19 Parsons . 27 
?r 
_) Iowa Wesleyan 24 
26 Central . 44 
2 Upper Iowa 20 
SCHEDULE 
I. S. T. C. 22 
I. S. T. C. 14 
I. S. T. C. 23 
I. S. T. C. 16 
I. S. T. C. 35 
I. S. T. C. 22 
I. S. T. C. 24 
I. S. T. C. 17 
I. S. T. C. 34 
I. S. T. C. 17 
I. S. T. C. 42 
I. S. T. C. 16 
I. S. T. C. 31 
Ba,ck Ro w: Dickin son , Cooper, ,,ragn er, Preshwaters, Toll efson , Fritzel, Artus, Whitford. 







. CAPTArn HUGHES 
BASKETBALL 1927 
With but two letter men from last year's team back, Coach "Art" Dickinson found 
it necessary to pick from new material to complete the quintet. 
Teachers opened the campaign at l\ilount Vernon ,Yhere they lost a heartbreaking 
game to Cornell, 24-22. The Cornell team nosed into the lead during the last two 
minutes and placed the game on ice by a \\"ell executed stall. On the following evening 
the team journeyed to Cedar Rapids and after a hard fight which was featured by 
close guarding lost to Coe College, 15-1.J.. This road trip was considered a success 
because of the fact that the Teachers College team consisting of green men played 
great basketball against the two leading veteran teams of the Mid-\Vest Conference. 
The feature game of the season ,Yas the return game \Yith Coe played at Cedar 
Falls, January H, when the Tutors avenged the defeat handed to them just three 









The Tutors opened their confer-
ence season against Upper Iowa at 
Fayette, January 2-t. Here the Tu-
tor team met a stumbling block and 
was defeated 2-t- 16. The second 
conference game was played at Cedar 
Falls against Penn College and the 
Tutors won their first conference 
game 35-22. The veteran Central 
team invaded the Tutor camp on 
February -+, and defeated the Purple 
team 37-22. Iowa Wesleyan· formed 
the opposition for the fourth confer-
ence game and was defeated 2-t-19. 
The strong Parsons team was next 
and their size and skill were too 
much for the smaller green Tutor 
team, and Teachers lost their third 
conference game 27-17. On Febru-
ary 18, the Tutor team nosed out 
the Penn College team at Oskaloosa 
in the last thirty seconds of the game, 
3-t- 33. The following evening the 
===== z=:»--;;~, .... 
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Teachers College team, handicapped 
by a small gym and showing the ef-
fect of a hard game the night before, 
lost to the Parsons quintet 27-17. 
On the following week-end another 
road trip was taken, and the Tutor 
team split even, winning from Iowa 
Wesleyan at Mt. Pleasant 42-2-1-, 
and losing to Central College at 
Pella -l--l--16 the following evening. 
The final game of the season was 
played at Cedar Falls against Upper 
Iowa and the Tutor quintet revenged 
the earlier defeat at the hands of Up-
per Iowa by defeating them 30-20. 
The end of the season found the 
Teachers College team at the 500 
mark in the conference standing "·ith 
five "·ins and five losses. But ,Yith 
four letter men returning for compe-
tition next year Teachers College 









Bad.:, Rou·: Felrnlk, Kl'lling, Hodson, Ferneau, Ludie~·. 
Pronl Rou· .- Hartman. IJnncher , }Iarrington , Collins, Gimblee. 
PHILOS, WINNERS OF THE INTERMURAL BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT 
Intermural athletics enjoyed its fourth year at T. C. There were many closely 
contested games. Eight teams were entered. The Round Robin Tournament ended 
with the Philos as the undisputed champions. 
How they finished: 
WINS LOSSES 
Philo Literary Society 6 1 
Alpha Theta Beta Fraternity 5 2 
Lambda Gamma Nu Fraternity 5 2 
Aristo Literary Society 4 3 
Xanho Fraternity 3 4 
Alpha Chi Epsilon Fraternity 3 4 
Alpha Delta Alpha Fraternity 2 5 
Y. M. C . A 0 7 
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I ,h;~,',~~,;;:1,:;•::::;' s~~~:,;:;P:C~::'.'; ::':,;::,~;,o:: 11 school in many years. The first dual match of the season 
was held in Cedar Falls against the University of Mich-
igan. The Tutors were barely nosed out by a score of 
l 2-11. The second match \Yas held with Wisconsin, , I 
Teachers winning 1--1--9. In the third meet Teachers de-
feated Des l\,1oines University 33-0. The feature meet 
of the season \\'as held with Cornell, the latter w111mng 
17-8. 
Captain Grochowski, L. Orr, D. Bartelma, and H. 
Croy represented Teachers at the A. A. U. Bartelma: 
COACH PAUL BENDER and Croy won places in the meet, giving Teachers a place 
Coach Bendei-'s ahilitr to cle- in the records of the A. A. U. 
velop st1·on g wreHtling teams was 
marked again this rf'ar when he 
developed one of the stron gei;t 
teams to l'l:'pre8ent 011 ,. sc:hool in 
past years 'l1hrough the work 
of Coach Bender the grappling 
game has heeorne one of the lead-
ing sports at Teachers Coliege. 
Ba<·k Rou.·: 
Pront Ro tl': 
Peterson, Ila~·land, Graber, Cha mbe r s, Ravlin, .Johnson, Necker, Bargholn, Bender. 







~ t .. 
Meet with Michigan University 
Teachers . 
University of Michigan . 
Meet with Wisconsin University 
University of Wisconsin 
Teachers . 





Teachers . 33 
Des Moines University . 0 
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l\1AJOR LETTER AWARDS 
FOOTBALL 1926 
CAPTAIN HARRY MACON 
















CAPTAIN HOWARD HUGHES 















H. G. CROY 
BASEBALL 1926 
CAPTAIN JOHN RIDER 








CAPTAIN DAVE BATES 
CAPTAIN-ELECT JOHN POLLOCK 
BERT V ANDER BRINK 
REDMOND LUKE 
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COACH "MUN" WHITFORD 
Coach Whitford came to Teachers 
College to take charge of the baseball 
team this year. He has proved his 
ability as a successful coach by devel-
oping a team that would make any 
school proud. 
1926 SEASON 
\Vith seven letter men from the 1925 base-
ball team again out for competition during the 
1926 season Teachers College was again rep-
resented ·with another strong team. During 
the season ten games were played. The first 
four games played resulted in defeats for the 
Tutors while the last six were victories. With 
five lettermen back for the 1927 season Teach-
ers will be represented with another good 
baseball team. 
Back R ow: VVhitford, W atters, Os her, Ilannuin , Welch, Fres hwaters, Gimberlin g, Horton. 
Middle !low: Stark, l-Iu ghes, Arn eson , Thompson, Shroyer, Christiansen, Barnum, Powell , Rider . 
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1926 BASEBALL SEASON 
Coe 5 I. S. T. C. ..j. 
Luther 7 I. S. T. C. 6 
Ames. 2 I. S. T. C. 1 
Ames . 9 I. S. T. C. 6 
Ames. 2 I. S. T. C. 3 
Ames. 0 I. S. T. C. 2 
Iowa Wesleyan 4 I. S. T. C. 15 
Upper Iowa l I. S. T. C. 2 
Coe 2 I. S. T. C. 9 
Upper Iowa 0 I. S. T. C. 1 
ASSISTANT COACH WATTERS 













CAPTAIN RIDER BATTING 
__ -_-=--~. ~ 
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7 ILSO N 
Pitcher 
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HARDEN 
1st Base 
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COACH ART DICKINSON 
During his first year as head track 
coach at T. C. he has developed one 
of the best track teams that has repre-
sented Teachers College in years. 
The 1926 track season was one of the most 
successful seasons in the history of our school. 
At the Drake Relays the Teacher half-mile 
relay team won their section while the mile 
relay team placed fourth in their section. At 
the Hamline Relays the Tutor half-mile relay 
team broke the relay record in that event, and 
the medley relay team also broke the relay 
record in their race. The first meet of the 
season was a triangular meet between Teach-
ers College, Upper Iowa, and Luther. Teach-
ers won the meet with 103 points. Luther 
scored 21 points and Upper Iowa 12. Teach-
ers then lost a dual meet at Coe with a score 
of 67-60. The final meet of the year was the 
Conference Meet at Simpson. Here Teachers 
College placed fourth in the standing. With 
seven letter men back in school this year 
Teachers College should again have a strong 
track team. 
Back Row: Seigloff, Cogswell, Dayton, Brode1·ick, Kissenger, Rom.ey, Wall , Hartman, Greenley, Dickinson. 
Middle Row: Schalk, Erhardt, Hovey, Petersen, Briggs, Pederson, Gruhn, Basler, Luke, Roeder, Overgaard. 











flau/t and !¥eight 
CAPTAIN-ELECT POLLOCK 
Middle Distance 








LUKE V ANDER BRINK 
Das!t /1urdle and Pole Vault 






LEIGHTON FINISHES FIRST IN 









JESPERSEN FINISHING FIRST IN THE 
TWO-MILE, TRIANGULAR MEET 

























START OF HALF MILE AT TRIANGULAR MEET. LUTHER, UPPER IOWA, AND TEACHERS COMPETING. WON BY POLLOCK, TEACHERS 
RELAY MEN WARMING UP 
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EXECUTIVE· COUNCIL OF THE WOlVlEN'S 
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
1--Jaf'I,· R ou,: C harlton , 1 lee rling. Dnti s man,, Conlon. Ad a m s . 
ilNddle R ow: [rnla,\·, NP is, Porte r , I~. lrjelle. Burkhold e r. Brown, :Moore. 












Soccer and Field Ball 
Hockey 
Simple Team Games 
Tennis . 
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Hello, Everybody! I'm Miss W. 
A. A. During the past year I made 
lots of new friends. Many of them 
were not Physical Education Majors 
either. I want to extend a welcom~ 
to you, too, to come and join me. At 
your right you' will see my favorite 
instruments. Can you handle any of 
these? Can you dance and do you 
like to play? I want you to be one 
of my friends. 
I have a big secret in store for you, 
too. In November I am inviting all 
my friends from the whole state of 
Iowa here to make a real W. A. A. 
convention. Make up your mind to 
help us make it a success. 
I'm not going to say goodbye be-
cause I'll al ways be here and al ways 
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SHIELD CLUB 
Back Row: Dntisman, ifoore, Schneider, lI. Brown, Burkholder, Imlay. 
Second Row: ~elson. Se,·erin, Holli.s, ,vitter, Porter, Rogers. 



























The ambition of every Physical Education ~Iajor is to be a Shield Club Girl and 
wear an Honor Shield. Every year they are here, the desire to wear the coveted shield 
becomes greater. Membership depends upon Scholarship, Ability, Sportsmanship, Ef-
fort and Interest. The faculty is the deciding factor, and they put on the crowning 
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LIFE SAVING CORPS 
Back Row: \Villard , Ebers, Severin, Bragstad, Brown, lTadler, Imlay, E. I-Ijelle, l\1ingle, Ellwanger. 











/11slr1tctor ALOISE BORMANN 
Mate ESTHER IMLAY 
Medical Officer HARRIETTE EGAK 
The objects of the corps as expressed in the constitution are as follows: 
1. To develop sentiment and facilities for safeguarding human life from drowning. 
2. To teach precautions that should be observed on ,rnter and preventative meas-
ures necessary to avoid accidents. 
3. To prevent drowning by: 
a. Teaching swimming and boat handling. 
b. Holding swimming and lifesaving exhibitions. 
c. Promoting swimming and lifesaving competitions. 
d. Giving instructions in various methods of artificial respiration. 
-l-. To rescue those in peril of drowning. 
5. To resuscitate persons apparently dr0\n1ed. 
6. To teach its members First Aid to the Injured and to instruct others, or non-
members, in this work. 
7. To render First Aid to those in need. 
8. To at all times keep the corps efficient by frequent practice in the latest life 
saving methods and technique in use by the American Red Cross Life Saving Corps, 
in boat handling and First Aid. 
-_- --~⇒- ~ 
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LIFE SAVING CORPS 



































CLARA Vil ITTER 
CORNELIA Vil OOLVERTON 
Ba.ck R ow: WillHnl , Eber s, Seve l'in , Bnigstad , Brown , Radl e \', Imla y, E. Hje ll e, ·Mingl e, Ellwan ger , Egan . 
Front )low: R ynn , VVitt er , ])e wee:-;e, Dat isman , Burkholder , VVin sdor, Bornrnnn, Conl on , L . 1-Ijell e, Randall , 
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ERMA GREEN 
1-2 Year Kindergarten 
• 
] ESSIE STORIE 
1-2 Year Junior College 
,,. 
BESSIE ZIMMER 
3 Year Public School 
Music 
FRANCIS HEARST 
Sophomore B. A. 
ANN MARIE DECKEB 
1-2 Year Primary 
LLOYD CRAFT 
1-2 Year Commerce 
MARIE TULLY 
1-2 Year Public 
School Music 
CLARA I-IAEFFNER 
1-2 Year Art 
Mrs. Elfa Porter, the 1926 May Queen . The smaller picture shows her with her daughter, 






,. No May Day would be complete 





The May Queen as she was car-
ried to the stunt grounds . 
Mr. Meneely of the Me-
neely Bell Co., Watervliet, 
New York, who installed the 
bells in our campanile. 
J..) 
The Lambda Garns won first prize for the best 
decorated house for Homecoming. 
Professors Todd Riebe, and Hoyt get their quota 
during the open s;ason for pheasant hunting. 
The T. C. Band puts on a few stunts at half time period 
of the IIomecoming Game. 
Guests of Dr. and Mrs. Seerley who were here for th, 
Fiftieth Anniversary Celebration. Standing, left to right 
are: Dr. C. C. Seerley of Bozeman, Montana; Mr. Claud, 
S. Cullez of Le Mars, Iowa; Mrs. Esther Seerley Cullez 
Mrs. Helen Seerley Clark, Mrs. C. C. Seerley, Judg, 
Atherton B. Clark of Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Seated, _}r• 
Dr. and Mrs. Homer H. Seerley. 
.. 
A group of the Indians who took part in the "Spirit of ◄ 
Fifty Years." 
► 
Steger, "Al," and "Skip• 
per" toting the push-ball 





• The Class Day stunts were excellent as you can judge by the pictures. The giant lady watering her flowers was made by the 
Second Year Art Class and won first prize. The charming couple eloping via the stormy sea, put on by the Senior B. A.'s, grabbed 
second, and the wedding procession by the Second Year Kindergarten was good for third. 
The orchestra which played for the 
Second Year Commerce Square Dance. 
Above: The Junior B. A. Football Team. 
Right: The official band of the day, led by Fred Kirk-
patrick, the one with the big drum. 































HUGH F. SEABURY 























MARY HELEN BROWN 
THERESA EBERS 











FRANCES VAN DYKE 
KATHRYN SKEMP 
RUTH EELLS 





























































EDK ,\ LINDGREN 
MARY SEELY 
MARTIIA PARKS 
lJ ELE:\' '\\1ILEY 
Spring 























W Top Row: Hedgecock, Ebcrs, vVolf, Newbury, B. Goff. ~• Second Row: Cowie, E. Sexsmith, Porter, B. Sexsmith, Jones. Third Row: Carstensen, Olney, Schoffstall, E. Goff, Shutt. Fourth Row: F. Dorrell, Seaburr, Christensen, Truesdell, A. Dorrell. 
Fifth Row: Corson, Nelson , Brown, Slifsgard, Bixler. 
Si:rth Row: \Viler, Perry, Thayer, Gibson, Decker, Bailey. 
IL.. ~-«=---- ----==---=--=--=---=-=--==-=»- ~...,..._.J 
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Tov Row: Suck, Dage, Charles, Stephani, Brubaker. 
Sec·ond Row: Egbert, Metcalf, Cortright, Spies, Wilder. 
Third Row: Pilson, Slacks, C\ntis, Hancher, Smiley. 
Fourth Row: ,Jennings, Bigler, Colkins, Cavana, Woolverton. 
Fifth Row: Luelle)', Gregg, Kaiser. Bouslough, Hodson. 
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The Philos and the Alphas, in the order named, organized the 
first Literary Societies on College Hill. It was during the fall term 
of 1876 that eight boys organized the Phlomathean Society. In the 
early spring of 1877 seven girls did the same for the Alpha Society. 
The work of these societies was entirely voluntary at first but in 
1866 the faculty decided to make a good thing of the various societies, 
including the Alphas and Philos, so they made it compulsory to take 
work with Literary Societies. Naturally this took all the life out of 
the societies but it ,ms not until recent years that this work was again 
made voluntary. 1Ve are 11011· in the process of working off the incubus 
which this compulsory regulation placed upon us. 
l\1any customs at Teachers College got their start with the Alpha 
and Philo Literary Societies. The Alphas and Philos published a 
\\·eekly paper which after many tribulations developed into what is 
now the College Eye. The Alpha year book of l 900 was the inspira-
tion for the OLD Gow of present days. Debate and inter-society 
oratorical contests were early encouraged by these two organizations. 
Otherwise we have gone the way of all Literary Societies but, at least, 
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ARI STO LITERARY SOCIETY 
Bat'/,· R rnt•: Stevenson , Ilan~er, Ilunfi Dowden, Nichols, P eterson, Hocke. Lind. ]fiddle Ro w : ---. Lund, B ender, Olh-er, Thonwn, Bratton , Lapp, Gill espie. 
Bollo1n Ro w : }line, ~inrlowe, Gingeri ch, Graebe r, Bo:dan , Fuller, Phillips . 
SHAKESPEAREAN LITERARY SOCIETY 
Established 1883 
Colors-Red and Black 
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Top Rou·: Barger , Landes, Evnns, Bratton , Benson. 
Second Ro u:: 1Iargis, Prohert, \Vinter, lfe11Llt'r8o n , Co uh;;;on , R ees. 
Thfrd Ro w: Creasy. Gitt. \Vatters, Anderson. F1·eebure-. Glass. 
Po11rth Ro w: Bo~·sen , \Vnters, Riernen sehncid er. Riedel. Juhl, Bnn·inder. 
Fif th Ro w: ].JeC lintie , Cook, l'rede ritk~on , .John son. Butle r. Gra_\·. 
81".rth R ow: l~llin gEr , \Vard , Rohrer , ,Jnek~on, J\1ill e r, Brown. 
--~· ~ 
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R ar·k R nu1 : J ohn }1a hri('k, ! Je r vey S hut ts, B oy d Gr aeber. 
F ront R ou1 : Hi e ha r d Di x1 _\m;tin :Ma rl owe, L ore n B oy lan. 
ARISTO BASKETBALL TEAl\1 
B ack R ow: Dowde n, Ila11 sPr, Dill on , llunt. Lund, S teve n son. 













CHRESTOl\1ATHIAN LITERARY SOCIETY 
l 
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Top Row: Wright, Sage, Park. 
Secoud Row: Harman, I-Iaugan, Knoop, Siddall. 
Third- Row: Forner, Larson, V\Tatson, Arcluser. 









CLIOSOPHIC LITERARY SOCIETY 
Established 1886 
Colors-Yello\\· and White Motto-"Lux et Veritas" 























































































































To]) Row: Porte1·, Yohf', Everman, ,viess, ,verner. 
Second Row: Gibson, ITunson, Rainbow. Cu ndr, "\Vehb. 
~J.1hird Row: Pelham, Patrick, Pord~'ce, Peterson, \Vcleh. 
li'ourth Row: Strickler, Barne:i.', Smokstad, Duff.,·, Pinne,,. 
Pi/th Row: Caser, "b--,riedlein, Kin ken non, IIoltz, Linnan. ~ 
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DELPHIAN LITERARY SOCIETY 
Established 1908 
Colors-Purple and White 































































































Top Row: Milburn, Williams, Kleinfelder. ~• 
,"','r,l'ond Row: Newman, Rollins,_ Kreikenbaum, ].llonson, Nolan. 
!Phird Row: Pisher, ,vhitney, \Vaite, Knutson, Kell.'' · 
pourth Row: I-Iannah, l"orward, Woodring, Hatch, Deeds. 
Pi/th Row: r.rhomas, De Griselle-s, Pilcher, Carpentet\ Ron berg. 
~~-- s.a,, •=• Gm",'""""""• eorn",, ·'"'"""_"• M_•••~- 7 •-;;;::::::;~>iJ;iiii;;;;;;;oii,~J 
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-Jhe 
EULALIAN 
Emblem-Crescent and Feather 
Flower-Sun-burst Rose 
LITERARY SOCIETY 
l\1ascot-Homer, the White Elephant 
Colors-Jade, Coral, and Purple 







Critic . . . . • 
Corresponding Secrelary . 























































































































:J'op R ow: Dntke, Ol son, H e ndri c k, Blake, Th or burn , K e1·n . 
>"-'econ d R oin: Swale, Sarchett , B owman , Ou rand , Hn1Ti s. ll"amilt on . 
11hird Row: K emm er er , Thomas, I-Iulbe rg. B e nz, Fairbrother , B oha ee k . 
Po1t1"th Row: Quinby, Hult, Bn s le r, Barnhill , R o w le ,\·, \Vill emso n . 
Fifth R ow: B enson , \'\Teber . Sand eman , I-Tou ~ton, Pree. B ec kC' r . 
,4..' i .rth R ou· : 1\Ioe. C.1 r s te nse n. Palmer, K ellog-µ;. Mulle r, -,,,ahl e nkamp, Ashwor t h . 
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I HOMERIAN LITERARY SOCIETY 
Established 1913 
Colors-White and Delft Blue Flowers-Sweet Pea and Fern 





MR. AND MRS. SEERLEY 
MRS. ANNIE PORTER 


















EDNA BELLE HOLLIS 
OFFICERS 







EDNA BELLE HOLLIS 
DENVA MEYERS 
EDNA BELLE HOLl, IS 
DENVA MEYERS 
EDNA BELLE HOLLIS 
DENVA MEYERS 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
MRS. R. MCKITRICK 









LINNIA LINDE N 
DENVA MEYERS 
MARGARET MCMANUS 








HARRIET R OLAND 
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Miss LILLIAN LAMBERT 
Miss ANNA G. Cmws 























J'op Ro w: Benson, Penn~,. Madson, 1'nrtten. 
8 r<'ond llow: Hayden, Bedsaul, Reid, Scott. 
'Phircl Ro w: ,vntson, Warren, Dunn, Meyers. 
f,'ourth Row: ,volfe, Brown, Calswell, Awrit. 









9?.7 0 .D G 
Top Row: Swnin, Kliner, Strachan, Sevareid. 
Second Row: Swordes, Hosford, Smith, Henrich. 
Third Row: Brett, Pearson, Lenz, M. Farrell. 
Fourth Row: Young, Hagan, McManus, Bobbitt. 





IRVING LITERARY SOCIETY 
Colors-Delft Blue and \Vhite 
l\1otto-"True Blue" 
Flower-White Tulip 















DOROTHY MAE THOMAS 
HISTORY OF THE IRVING SOCIETY 
On June 2, 1913, as a unified, cooperative group of sixty girls, we were formally 
recognized as an incorporated society. During chapel exercises on that day we were 
presented by our god-mother. lVIiss Oliver and christened "Irvings" by Professor 
D. Sands Wright. 
In honor of President Seerley and his vital interest in our welfare as a society we 
chose the name "Irving" which was also the name of the society of which he was a 
member at ImYa City. 
Those sixty girls put the Irvings on a firm foundation of high ideals, loyalty and 
good ,Yill toward each other. May \\·e always be true to the Irving Society and 
the ideals for \Yhich it stands. 
PRES. Al-:D MRS. SEERLEY 
MR. A~D MRS. GIST 



























VELMA GLAS <; 
CLARA l-IAEFFN ER 












MR. AND MRS. PERlt lNE 
MR. AND MRS. vVALTERS 







F. ANNETTE SCHULDT 
LEOTA SEYB 
ALMA SIME 
ZOA SKI NNER 
RUTH SMITH 










Top Row: L)•nes, Jackson, Leyb, ·wood ward, Rice. 
Secoad Row: Leonard, Woods, )!7 rederichs, Schuldt, Smith. 
Thfrd Row: Christ, Geddes, Hoffman, Glass, Macy. 
Fourth Row: Reupke, Marsh, Sime, Haeffner, Kuech. 
Fifth Row: Nelson, French, 1'homas. !fcGreevy, Strand. 
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NEOTROPHIAN LITERARY SOCIETY 
Established in 1891 
Colors-Corn and Blue 
Flower-Yellow Rose 











LOWELL E. WELLS 






























Fall IV inter Spring 
LEILA ROSKOFF LETA SCHNEIDER ESTHER PLATTS 
ALICE ALBEE PAULINE BROWN THELMA EVERTS 
LOIS LITTLE MELVINA SWANSON RUTH EMSLIE 
ANNE MILLS ERMA MALAND MARIAN HOOKER 
MARIE STANSBERRY GEORGIA CHAMBERS ALICE EICKENBERRY 
EVELYN ROSKOFF DOROTHY MYHRE EVELYN ROSKOFF 
BLANCHE SCOVILLE DOROTHY BROWN JUDITH HILL 
GRETTA WEAVER MARIE STANSBERRY HELEN ABBOTT 




MR. AND MRS. FULLERTON 






























MR. AND MRS. FRAMPTON 
MR. AND MRS. CABLE 
MR. AND MRS. STONE 
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Top Row : Dostal, Dal las, Schneider, Eikenberry, Little, Shimp, Shuttleworth. 
Second Row: Maland, Zollers, V. Hanson, Cole, Zimmer, Williams, Eggland. 
Third Row: Catlin, Burrwell, Swanson, E. Hanson, B erry, Emslie, Mil1s. 
Pourth Row: T~mmerson, Roth , Carson, Berg, Stansberry, Heckman , Pederson. 
Fifth Row: Platts, Loupee, Jones, IIamm, Townswick, Johnson, Koerner. 
Sixth Row: Ericson, Sheets, Finigan, llfikesh, George, Riley, Harsfall. 
Seventh Row : Davidson, Dick, Harshbarger, llorn, Davis, Humphrey, Myhre. 
Eighth Row: ,vick, Swindle, Sinc]ait·, I-Iornbaker, Weimer, Horn . 
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l OSSOLI LITERARY SOCIETY 
Colors-Green and White 
Flower-Carnation 





































KATHERINE ANDERSON KATHERINE 'ANDERSON K ATHERINE ANDERSON 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
MR. and MRS. GETCHELL 




ED ITH HEGARTY 
ORPHA HELM 
PAULINE JOH NSON 
IRE NE IVERSO N 
ELFRIEDA KAUS 
M ARGARET LARSON 
MILDRED LUDNDBERG 










MISS MARTI N 












ILA MAE JOH NSON 
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ToJJ Ro w: Buck, A. Flickinger, U n ran, Vogelsang, \Venge rt. w• 
Second Row : McGee, Ca rver , M. Larson, Chambt1'8, Tatum. 
1-'hird Row : Scott, Taplm , Iverson, .l!1enne,v, Ellis. 
Pourth Ro w: D. Flickinger, Kau s, Scaloff, Ericksen, Monroe. 
Fifth R ow: R. Lar so n, Field, Chnrlton, Poole, Wil son. 
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ZETA LITERARY SOCIETY 
Colors-Rose and Gray 
Motto--"We Seek the Truth" 






MR. and MRS. LYNCH 





























































































To}} Rou·: Rieger, Rutledge, Dan Schmidt, Kauffman, E,\·e. 
Second Row: Binger, Vandervort, L. Storie, J. Stol'ie, Martzahn. 
:Third Row: La Craft, Ha,\·es, Gaddis, Gurr, Grow. 
Fourth Ro w: l\'fcNabb, Smith, Ug-1:i.nd, Klingman, Bulwan , Peterson . 
Pifth Row: Mile r , Faden , Noltericke, Reed, Gerdts, Me\'er. 
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'Top Row: Brown, Bo~·sen, Gillam, \Vimer, Reed. 
Bottow, Row: Riggs, McComas, Co nl on, Thomes, Lumbert, Linnan. 
INTER-SORORITY COUNCIL 
Organized 1922 
The purpose of the Council is to promote and perpetuate a bond of friendship 
among the sororities by regulating all affairs of common interest. 
Alpha Beta Gamma . 
Phi Omega Pi 
Delta Phi D ella . 
Kappa Theta Psi 
Phi Sigma Phi . 




MISS !SABEL THOMES 
Miss DOROTHY WHEELER 
Miss Lois GILLAM 
Miss CORLEY CONLON 
Miss EMMA LAMBERT 
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SORORES IN COLLEGE 
Class of 1927 
J UNE MCCOMAS 
CYRILLA DOLAN 
Class of 1928 
GILMA LANDE 
ALPHA JOHNSON 
Class of 1929 
LA VON RAMSAY 
Class of 1930 












Top Row: Short, Stomne, 'l'revillyan, Smokstad, Basler, \Villard. 
Middle Row: Cashman, Dolan, McComas, Ramsay, Cutler. 
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Deltti Phi Deltti 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
SORORES IN FACULTATE 
LOUISE HEARST 
SORORES IN COLLEGE 
Class of 1927 
RUTH GLASS 
R u n-I KNITTEL 




Class of 1929 
ANNE HAUSS 
HARRIET SLUTTS 
T op R ow: Martin , Fredrickson , Slutts, Linnan, Reidel. 






OPAL K NAPP 








Miss BERTHA MARTIN 
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Kappa Theta Psi 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
Miss OuvE BARKER 
SORORES IN FACCLTATE 
Miss CORLEY CONLON 
MRS. HUNTER 
SOROR IN l~RBE 
Miss MARY ROBIKS0:-1 
SORORES IN COLLEGE 
Class of 1927 
LEOTA SCHMITT 
DOROTHY .'\.NDERSON 
PEARLE D ,WYER 
FANCHON POWERS 
Class of 1928 
DOROTHY DAVIS 
Class of 1930 
PLEDGE · 
ALICE COLE 
MRS. FRED SCHMIDT 







To]) Row: Breitenbach, Davis, Anderson , Wood, \Voodside, Johnson, Schmitt. 
Middle Row: Datisman, Dwyer, Dunn, Reed, Lamb. 


















IVADEL VAN ORSDAL 
ENEATHA KENYON 
--Jhe l927 OLD GOLD 
V. 0. V. Sigma Phi 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
LILLIAN LAMBERT 
MRS. L. A . RICHMOND 
SORORES IN COLLEGE 




Class of 1928 
FRANCIS DORRELL 
LOIS SEVERIN 
Class of 1929 
ALICE DRIGGS 
BETTY LAMKIN 














:top Ro w : Loomi s, Egbert, IToughton, \Vheelock, Dorrell, Decker, \Vooh·erton. 
'A.Liddle Row: Iley, Lambkin , \\'im er, Severin , Kenyon, Jon es . 











HAZEL B AKER 
ESTELLE RIEMENSCH N EIDER 
MARION THOMAS 
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PA TRON ESSES 
MRS. BAXTER 
SORORES IN COLLEGE 
Class of 1927 
MAXINE EDSELL 
DENVA MEYERS 
IRE N E JUNGKUNZ 
R U BY JOHNSON 
ERMA ORTH 
VIRGINIA HARGIS 
Class of 1928 
MARIE KERN 
Class of 1930 
MARGARET KE NDELL 










MARY B UTLER 
MARGARET TAYLOR 
KATHLEE N O LDHAM 
Top R ow: Orth , Ke11 o~g, B row n, Rohrer, Kern , }.'[e~'ers, ,valters, Ri emenschneider. 
Middl e R oit· : Hargis, llend erson, Kendell, E dsall , Ta y lor, Baker, VValdh elm, P orter. 
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Founded 1918 
Miss EMMA LAMBERT 
HONORARY MEMBERS 





SORORES IN COLLEGE 













Class of 1929 
ELMA HOPKINS PRISCILLA SOUTHGATE 
Class of 1930 
HELEN COWIE 
!Pop Row: CTeswell, Yohe, \Viltse, Ilopkins, Peterson, Nelson . 
.Jfiddle Ro w: Pahl, Newton, Edward, Ford, Gerdts. 
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Miss ADELYN STREET 






R UTH BOBBirr 
FLORA BAILEY 
HELE N C U RTI S 
Pi Tau Phi 
Established 1925 
SPONSOR 
MRS. H UGH S . BUFF U M 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
PATRONESSES 
SORORES IN COLLEGE 
Class of 1927 
MARGARET HEKDERSON 
GRETCHE N HENRY 
EILEE K HOUSTO N 
ZATHA PILSON 
Class of 1928 
EVELYN WAITE 
LEONA WALTERS 
Class of 1929 
PLEDGES 
A LTA GREGG 
~ ....J.-~ 
MRS. LEO J. FRIIS 






AN N PERRY 
DOROTHY HELMI CK 
HILDA MARTZAHK 
:top R ow: E merson, Barney, Goff, Ilenry, McManus, I-Iouston. 
S eco nd R ow: Rak er, Pil son, \Volfe, \V aite, ] 'ordyce, B obbitt. 














MRS. W. L. V\T ALLACE 
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Pi Theta Pi 
llONORAR Y MEMBERS 
FACULTY SPONSOR 
ALPHA CORINNE MAYFI ELD 
PATRONESSES 
MRS. C. H. STREETER 
SORORES lN COLLECE 
Class of 1927 
EDITH JOHNSON 
DOROTHY KERN 
VIOLA J-I ENDRICKS 
Class of 1928 
BETHYL WILSOK 
Class of 1929 
THELMA HOADLEY 
EDNA HADLEY 




~ ~v T 
I 
; J I 
MRS. H. E. EELLS 








Back Ro w: \Vil so n, Hoadlc)·, H endri ck s, B e rger , Forn er , Hadl ey. 
S econd R, ow : E ells, :Mill er , lle1Hich, ,John son , Com s toc k, Stahl. 
1-'hircl Ro w: Carley, Smith , MiJ\e r, Gibson , 1\1:a gee, Ke1·n , Roberts . 
Pront Ro w : Stull , Quinby, Mayfield, Blough , P ete l' son , Simpkins, Redington. 
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CLARE WITTER 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
BERNICE TOMS DOROTHY MUELLER 
SORORES IN COLLEGE 
MARION BARTHOLOMEW 
JULIA ANGERSBACH 







- FRANCIS PAYNE 
ROSE MARIE KLEINFELDER 
ROXIE DE WEESE 
Class of 1928 
REGINA MOES 
ETHEL HARDY 
Class of 1929 
ROSEMARY ELLWANGER 
MILDRED FRANK 








Top Row: Pisher, Angersbach, Dau Schmidt, Horner, 1\1:oes, E1lefson. 
Jliddle Row: Rogers , Pratt, Natvig, Fl'ank, Bunlick, Kleinfelder. 
Botfon1, llo w: l\i[illikin, Ililbert, Cook, Bartltolomew, Sargent, liardie. 
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TAU SIGM A DELTA 
Founded 1920 
Sigma Tau Delta, 1920 
Tau Sigma Delta, 1925 
Colors-Yellow and Snow White 
Motto-"Friendship and Service" 
Flower-Yellow Rose 
The Tau Sigma Delta Sorority was organized at Iowa State Teachers 
College in 1920 under the name of Sigma Tau Delta. The charter 
members were eight in number. Due to the possible establishing of a 
national English fraternity, Sigma Tau Delta, in 1925, the name was 
changed to the present appellative. 
The object of the sorority is to promote closer bonds of friendship 
and to develop each member in service to other members as a group, 
and to the college. At the present time Tau Sigma Delta is repre-
sented in the following organizations: Art League, College Orchestra, 
Cecilian and Euterpian Glee Clubs, College Choir, Shield Club, Liter-
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Delta. Gamma. Lo.mhda 
HONORARY MEMBEJ-,;. 
Miss ROSE L. I-IANSON 
PATf:ONESSES 
MRS. HARRY C. CULVER MRS. Jom1 ~T. CHARLES 
Class of 1926 
DAISY STRACHAN 
DAISY SCHOFFSTALL 
M. CLEONE GROW 
IRMA EYE 
SARAH ~ 1ROE 




Miss VERA ESTA RIGDON 












Class of 1929 
Class of lYJO 
MRS. 0. H. LEONARD 






INEZ ~ 1ALTON 
VIVIA, BRAVENDER 
ZILLAH ROYER 
![op Row: l."'nnrn. Ellinger, \Vnlton, Frye, Stiefel , Grow, Strachan. 
1"-.'pco nd Ro n·.- Cortright, \V1·0P, \\Tilson. -Johnson, \Volfe, Brntton, Hicldull. 
Third, Rou 1 .- J\1:eGee, Brown , I [an son, l~ye, Sexsrnith, Beucher, Schoffshlll. 
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INTER-FRATERNITY COUNCIL 
RClc7' Row: Stark, Delzell, Holli s, Martins. 
Second R oio: Stoner, \Voo<l , ]Iodsoon, Vaughn. 











Lambda Gamma Nu 
Fall 
JOHN POLAND 
LEON ARD STEGER 
Winter 
LEOK ARD STEGER 
PALMER HOLLIS 
OFFICERS 
!Rl'IN R. VAUGHN 
LOWELL C. HODSDON 
J . Fall, JAMES BRODERICK 
· / Vi1inter, CLAREKCE M. STO N ER 
REPRESENTATIVES 
.·1/pl,a Phi Epsilon 
Fall 
CLEM H. JEWELL 
lRl'IN R. VAUGHN 
Vi1inter 
CLEM H. JEWELL 
]RVIN R. VAUGHN 
Fall 
A I pl,a D elta Alpha 
LOWELL C. HODSDON 
CLARENCE M. STONER 
Winter 
LOWELL C. HODSDON 
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ALPHA CHI EPSILON 
MEMBERS 



























J. M UELLER 
H. REUTER 









Back Row: Davies, llfoCuskey, Wilson. Baxte1·, Ford, Inglis, Manship. 
Second Row: Welch, Reuter. Suddick, McCavick, Bonham, Deal, James. 
t-
Third Row: Townsend, Bailey, Vaughn, Hm·d, Mason, Ley. Louden, Jewell. 
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ALPHA DELTA ALPHA 
MEMBERS 
CLARENCE BAKER BURRELL HAZEL BOYD SHANNON 
KENNETH BALDWIN LO.WELL HODSDON CLARENCE STONER 
HAROLD BLANCHARD GEORGE JOHNSON JAMES STORING 
ALLEN BROWN KERMIT KAISER FRANK TELLIER 
THOMAS DECKER MERRILL MUZZEY OSCAR THORSON 
HAROLD DUNCAN HOWARD PAGE DWIGHT WILLIAMS 
BOYD GRAEBER J OJ-IN POLLOCK AMOS WILSON 
HAROLD HARTONG PAUL POPEJOY MILTON WOITO 
FRED SEEMAN 
PLEDGES 
LOWELL ATWOOD GLEN COOPER CLAUDE REITZ 
EUGENE BANTER LESLIE DIX LESTER RYA N 
ROBERT BRASCH JOHN HAYES CLAIRE STANNARD 
DONALD PALMER 
Top R ow: Muzzey, Atwood, Shunuon, Kaiser, VVilson, Hazel. 
Second Row: Baker, Brash, rrhorson , Seeman, Baldwin, Johnson, Hayes. 
Third Row: Ryan, Hartong, Dun can, 'r ellier, .)Villiams, D ecker, Pollock, Woito . 
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JAM ES BRODERICK 
CARROL BYERS 
R USSELL CRABTREE 
MILTON DELZELL 












SIGFRED JESPERSE N 
MYRON K1xG 












BRUCE v'i' ALLACE 
WILLIAM WATERS 





Back Row: :Nichols, Rath, King, JJaneock, C. 'l'nbcr, IIardin, Broderick, Emerson. 
Second Row: Coats, Bartelma, Jespersen, "\Vatel's, Lainson, Shoemaker, Meyer, \Vood, Stevens. 
Third Row: Byers, Harsh, Crabtree, Thompson, Artus, Rider, Pederson, Schlesselman, Delze11, C. ,viJson. 











L. J. REED 
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LA,l\1BDA GAl\1l\1A NU 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
HUGH S. LOGAN 




























Back Row: Moore, Hopkins, Herse)' , Patten, Poland, Hollis, Kaltenbach. 
Third Row: Powers, Thompson, Smith, Cleary, Goken, Severin , Peterson, Seott. 
Second Row: Elscott, Pryor, Kipp, Sti·ingeT, O'Brien, Potter, Suffern, Esheck. 
F1·ont Row: Little, Clikeman, Ilorner, Ross, Steger, \Vhite, Hilbel't , Fleeger, Kathan. 
























LA VERNE HOOPES 
ARTHUR BIELEFELT 






























Top Row: Martin , Knapp , :Maland, Korf, :Martin, Spears, r hompso n, Boyce. Second Ro w: Gegner, Phelan, Drury, Stark, Palmer, \Villard, Macon. 
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Copyright 1926, Life Publishing Co. 
Reproduced by permission. 
OUR BACKWORD 
We were going to confront you with a 
TERRIBLE humor section. We worked 
for weeks getting all the dirt; how frats 
imbibe such quantities of H 2SO4+ TnT; 
how sororities trap their dates; how the 
faculty manages to teach so little in all 
their class hours, etc., ad infinitum. When 
we had it boiled down, steaming and 
pungent, our clumsy janitor, Peach Blos-
soms, spilt Old Dutch Cleanser on our 
steaming stew. AND OLD DuTCH 
CLEANSER CHASES DIRT. 
Therefore, we present to you a dainty , 
sweet and lovely section designed to pro-
mote delicate laughter, endorsed by the 
Pure Thought League and Wee Utter 
Schmutt Club. 
(Signed) Kwv ENHOOF. 
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THE DEDICATION 
We offer and dedicate our virgin humor to the flames. 
We offer it upon the pyre because we want this one to 
be hot. When in the timeless future we return to our 
asbestos home in the evening, it will be soothing, after a 
day of heaving coal and brimstone, to find it stewing on 
our red hot center table. It will be a strong book, tem-
pered by fire. 
To cheer our hotter hours, we dedicate this book to 
the flames. 
Kwv ENI-IOOF and His Red-Wrapped Angels. 
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Guide to the Gaff 
I FRONTESPIECE I 
I Wita~t,9us ~xculpations I 
I J,alw•<-1 
e .OINJCE~T"S CARINJIIVAL 
CC::ar5irnoniou5 -:pa9eant of -:Porufaritr 
Flaming Asbestos 
. A Breakfast Food 
3>m§ Jo JJ"_f) 35~ 
.tO .tt?8.lU!(1 <l}!.1!(1 
HAL A IPRO OS0 .. 




THE GREAT COLLEGIATE TRAGEDY 
They had only been introduced that morning. They 
had met before the door of their class about five minutes 
before the class began. They entered chatting pleasantly. 
Suddenly a chill came over them. Coldness descended. 
The monitor had announced his intention to give the 
class a test. They sat down and waited to flunk. If they 
had only known each other better, they would have cheat-
ed together. Yes, if they had only known each other. But 
their acquaintance was so short. He scarcely knew her. 
He thought of looking on her paper. It repelled him. 
She had the same thought. It was repulsive to her. 
Death before dishonor. Always! She dismissed the 
idea. Oh, if they had only known each other, they could 
have been saved. But fate plays dastardly tricks. They 
were found at the end of the period-flunking, but sit-
ting at respectful distances. 
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The sun was slowly setting o'er the hills so far away, 
Filling all the room with beauty at the close of one sad day; 
And the last rays kissed the forehead of a prep and active there, 
One with eyes in horror widened, other, paddle raised in air; 
Active resolute and determined, prep, with lips so cold and white, 
Struggling to keep back the murmur, "Paddle shall not fall tonight." 
"Active," Pledge's white lips faltered, pointing to the bottle small, 
On the wall so dark and gloomy, on the dark and gloomy wall. 
"I must take oil from that bottle, and from that I'll surely die 
At the falling of the Paddle, and no earthly help is nigh. 
Doctor will not come 'til morning," and her face grew strangely white, 
As she spoke in husky whispers, "Paddle shall not fall tonight." 
"Pledge," calmly spoke the active- -every word pierced her young heart 
Like a thousand gleaming arrows-like a deadly poisoned dart-
"Long, long years we've felled the paddle on our young and· growing preps. 
Everyone has felt its message, all in spite of pleads and wepts. 
In my own time, I have felt it-took it without show affright; 
Now I'm active, I'll not miss it; girl, the Paddle stings tonight!" 
When the active raised the Paddle, swung it through the air on high 
And the prep was crying, frightful, as she felt its hot breath nigh, 
Unperturbed, the active swung it-all her strength was in the blow-
And the prep all white and trembling faintly whispered, murmured, "No." 
"For my life I'll stop the downfall; for my life I'll bravely fight. 
Active, be a little human. Paddle must not fall tonight." 
But the active went on swinging. Not to be convinced was she. 
And the prep to stop the paddle grabbed aholt and out swung she. 
Through the air in widening circles round and round the good prep swung, 
And through the air thus madly sailing, this is the refrain she sung: 
"Though I hurt and though I blister, still I will hold on tight-
For my bones will not be broken if the Paddle falls tonight." 
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THE LOVE STORY OF PHILLIPPA 
OR 
HOW TO GET AN EDUCATION 
A College Chronicle Without Ax by Pes Touse 
Imogene's father had decided that she ought to get married, so he sent her to a 
teachers' college. It was not that he expected her to get married there for he had 
seen a graduating class from this school once. But he was quite certain that Imogene 
would jump at the chance to get married after spending four years there. 
But Imogene fooled him, and that is how it happened that the story begins one 
paragraph after the writing begins. Imogene decided that she would be Phillippa 
after she got to school. She took a good deal of Social Science and soon after began 
to get excellent grades with an excellent nonchalance. Not long after that she wrote 
home saying that not even a teacher could teach 'er anything, and the;1 she laughed 
and laughed because she ki1ew that she had discovered a pun that Shakespeare forgot 
to put into "The Comedy of Errors." 
Not long after the educational crisis had passed her father got a check written to 
Berg's Drug Store for Count Brugs. But father supposed that was educational too, 
so he let it go at that. 
The ~ext summer Imogene was home once and during the time it took him to write 
the check her father noticed two pins adorned with Greek letters and a number of 
diamond rings. He didn't have time to suggest the pawn-shop. 
Soon after he heard that his daughter had eloped with a professor of Social Science 
just a short time before. So she took her mother's jewelry to help pay the expenses. 
Her father sighed with relief because he knew now that he wouldn't have to put his 
daughter through school at all, and he knew too, that she had learned plenty in one 
year. 
He heard his wife coming, so he played he went to sleep. 
(Editor's Note: We know this is dumb.) 
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EVERY COLLEGE 
Necessarily Depends Upon its . 
Former Students and Alumni 
to send it a large proportion of its students. The 
over 9,000 Alumni of the Iowa State Teachers Col-
lege have an immeasurable influence when it comes 
to determining whether young people shall attend 
college and where they shall attend. 
We Appeal to You 
to do your best to send us worthy young people who 
are willing to become and capable of becoming first 
class teachers. 
The College 
Is in session all the year. 
Secures positions for all who are prepared. 
Offers opportunities to prepare for any kind of a 
certificate. 
Leads in Educational Standards of the United States. 
The Summer Session begins June 1, 1927, and at the 
same time Extension Summer Schools will be held 
for twelve weeks in five other cities of Iowa: Ames, 
Albia, Burlington, Creston, Harlan, Ida Grove. 
Help Us Get the Young People Into College 
IOWA STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE 
H. H. SEERLEY, President CEDAR FALLS, IOWA 
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Eighth Floor Tea Room 
A wonderful place to entertain your friends 
to a real home-cooked meal. Luncheons and 
dinners served every day excepting Sunday. 
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN 
DANCING PARTIES, BRIDGE PARTIES 
SORORITY BANQUETS, WEDDING BREAKFASTS 
\ The James Black Dry Goods Co. 
WATERLOO, IOWA 
YES, SIR! 
And We Don't Mean Maybe 
If you want the utmost in quality and style 
at a price that will appeal, visit our store. 
JAKE & BILL 
Fifth and Sycamore Sts. WATERLOO, IOWA 
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CLINTON TEACHERS' AGENCY 3 ½ o/o 
CLINTON, IOWA C . E. COZZEN S, Manager 
We place Good Teachers in Good Positions at small expense to them. 
FREE REGISTRATION TERRITORY CENTRAL AN D N EAR WESTERN S 'J:ATES 
A Senior being asked if all creatures had a heart, replied: "No." 
When asked who were the heartless ones, she replied: "Training School Super-
visors." 
"And the brainless ones?" 
"Humor Section Editors." 
We have compiled some of the newest expressions circulating about. Learn these. 
Cultivate your line and be popular. 
1. You said a mouthful. 
2. Now you're talking. 
3. I want to ask you something, some day. 
4. You're absolutely the only girl. 
5. That paper is original. 
6. I couldn't have that date with you because my uncle died. 
7. I love to see a man smoke a pipe. 
Long Distance: "Independence calling." 
"Let me live in the road by the side of the house and be a frenzied man." 
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Brennans Shoe Store 
The Only Upstairs Shoe Store in City 
Fifth and Sycamore St. 
Marsh-Place Bldg. 
BRING YOUR DRAPERY 
TROUBLES TO US 
Battleship Linoleum for Schools 
Cork Carpet 
Rubber Matting 
Large Velour Curtains 
and Rigging for Theatre, 
School and College Auditoriums 
R rcent Inst11llations 
Col urn bi a College 
Iowa State Teachers College 
Iowa School for Blind 
Iowa School for Deaf 
West Waterloo High 
New Junior High School, 
Madison, Wisconsin 
New University of Wisconsin 
Theater 
HUGHES DRY GOODS CO. 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
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LOCKS 
Ne\\· Haven reports a change in the cut 
of men's hair. Something new in Yale 
locks probably.-Colorado Dodo. 
The reason why Red Dayton closes his 
eyes "·hen he sings is because he can't bear 




Hieber Drug Co. 
Standard Glass and Paint 
Co. Distributers 
First Place Second Pl ace Third Place 
MALE BEAUTY CONTEST 
Oscar, the Beta, was given first place in the beauty contest for 3 reasons : 
1. He had a nice fir coat. 
2. He knew how to electioneer. 
3. Flo Ziegfield judged him the best looking man on the campus. 
Second place was given because: 
1. It was a Lambda Garn. 
2. It " ·ore a Lambda Garn pin. 
3. It almost " ·ent Phi Sig, but the Lambda Garns got him. 
Third place was unanimously awarded to the above for the reasons mentioned below: 
1. The noted scarcity of men at T. C. 




SOCIETY BRAND AND FRAT SUITS ' \ \ 
KERWIN'S 
KIRK OLESON HAROLD KLEPFER 
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JENNINGS AND PHILPOT 
QUALITY GROCERIES AND l\1EATS 
HEADQUARTERS FOR PICNIC SUPPLIES 
PHONE 66 
INTER-SORORITY COUNCIL 
Left to right: --, --, --, --, --. 
PARMAN'S 
FOR JEWELRY AND CHINA VALUES 
We anticipate and strive to satisfy every je,yelry-need of students at 
I. S. T. C. 
Let us give you estimates on Society, Sorority, and Fraternity Pins. 
You are cordially invited to make our store your headquarters while down 
town, and to send us your orders when out of town. 
EL1\1ER H. PARl\1AN 
311 Main Street Phone 163 






CEDAR FALLS, IOWA 
Cedar Lumber Co. 
BUILDING MATERIAL 
AND FUEL 
A Good Place to Trade 
Phone 10 
LAWN CITY BUTTER 
Eat Plenty of Butter C 






CREAMERY CO. ~ 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
BUTTERMILK 
Breathes there a man with soul so dead 
Who hath never to his roommate said: 
"Move over; you're hogging all the bed." 
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PAST LIFE OF MR. CORY 
(Copied from an ancient OLD Gow.) 
Hope Foot: "Mr. Cory, I am going 
to give my life to you." 
Mr. Cory: "Well, I'll guard-" 
( Here the papyrus was so torn that the 
reading was quite obliterated .) 
DEFINITIONS 
A backbone is a great limber thing. A 
man's head sits on one end of it and he 
sits on the other. 
Synonym-A word you can use when 
you can't think of the proper one. 
Equator-Is a menagerie lion running 
around the earth. 
Blotter-One of those things you look 
for while the ink dries. 
EVERYTHING IN SHEET 
MUSIC 
Orthophonic Victrolas 
Orthophonic Victor Records 
Pianos, :Musical Merchandise, Etc . 
STROBELS 
225 East 5th St. Phone 15 
Waterloo, Iowa 
Charles Going Fishing 
Oh, I'd like to be an oyster, 
For it is always said 
That oysters, good and bad ones, 
Are always found in bed. 
We'll say that this drink that the Mex-
icans concoct out of cactus is spiked. 
The best in quality and service from your Kodak Films. 
Our mail order customers receive the same 
service and quality work as do our local trade. 
KODAK FINISHING 
Copies from Photographs for Application Purposes 
COLLEGE HILL STUDIO 
BRO"' N AND PORTER 
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA 
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E. I. HEUER, Mgr. I. H . HEUER, Asst. Mgr. 
{;he :Heuer 'Geachers' AgencB 
309-310 Cedar Rapids Savings Bank 
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA 
Operates in all Central and Western States to Pacific Coast 
ESTABLISHED IN 1911 PHONES : Office, 1070. RES., 3954-W 
THOUSANDS of teachers have secured FINE 
PROMOTIONS through THIS AGENCY. WE 
CAN DO THE SAME FOR YOU. 
MEMBERSHIP entitles you to service from ALL 
the associate offices: Denver, Colorado; Sioux Falls, 
South Dakota; Kansas City, Missouri; Rockford, 
Illinois; and Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 
COMMISSION ONLY 4% 
WRITE FOR OUR LITERATURE TODAY 
ASSOCIATE OFFICES 
Denver, Colorado 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 
Kansas City, Missouri 










See us first; it will mean a 
real saving to you. 
189 Bridge St. Waterloo 
Phone 3918 
$35 




We Invite You to Call 





Recently they expelled a co-ed because 
of contempt for the faculty. What 
would happen if they expelled everyone 
who had contempt for the faculty: 
1. Campus practically deserted. 
2. Buildings and grounds empty and 
run down. 
3. No one to 
Class rooms idle. 
throughout the hall. 
absorb knowledge. 
A ghastly silence 
No stone is left unturned in our 
effort to maintain the reputation 
we have established for setting the 
standards for cleaning and dyeing. 
Those who seek dry cleaning at its 





Cedar Falls, Iowa 
112 W. 4th St. 
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CLOTHES 
Of Collegiate Distinctiveness 
Cut Over Youthful Charts 
Expressly For the 
Collegiate 
Waterloo, Iov.ra 
FORMULA FOR CUTTING DOWN 
HEAVY ENROLLMENT 
Let x--whole school. 
c- condition. 
f= flunk. 
Then x= (c+f)-a thin enrollment. 
BOB SHOP 
BARBER AND BOB 
SHOP 
Everwear Hosiery 
8815 D. 23rd St. 
C. F. FULLER, PROP. 
He took her for an auto ride 
And didn't try to pet her; 
Until she turned on him and cried, 
"Don't you know Annie better?" 
Now that Peaches is in the vaudeville, 
we'll " ·ager she won't be frightened if the 




2024 COLLEGE ST. 
TEL. 916 
Betty says that a kiss in time saves shoe leather. 
WEARY 
If all the students who sit through four straight hour lectures were lined up three 
feet apart, they would stretch. 
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When in Doubt 





You w ill f eel proud of your print-
ing if you let us do it for you. 
<ltebar jf all~ :l\atlp :Recorb 
113-115 W. Third Street 
The corkingest girl we know is the 
one who works in a bottle factory. 
WARNING TO CANNIBALS 
Don't attack a freshman missionary. 





E. C. CARROLL, PROP. 







. . 1mpress10n 
j-{olst 
Printing Co. 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
TRADE AT 
WfltllHl8 





Who are the blanks in the office to whom 
the Registrar so often refers. 
, 
,. 
I. S. T. C. and Alumni 
Let us quote you on 
ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT 
Our Aim Is Probably Yours 
"Best quality at lowest cost" 
Our quotations will cost you 
nothing. Your order may save 
you money. In other words we 
are glad to serve you. 
-::-
CROSS & CO. 
How can English History be so dry 
when it's all about reigns? 
Marguerite Blough wanted to know 
how people stayed on earth before the law 
of gravity was passed. 
Do they call the children of the Czar, 
Czardines? 
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MIRROR Of 1.s:r.c. 
OVER FORTY YEARS 
AGO HIS BOSS MADE THE 
FIRST NORMAL SOCIETY 
PIN, THE ALPHA. 
WE CAN DUPLICATE 
ANY CLASS OR SOCIETY 
PIN AND MAIL ORDERS 
FROM FORMER ATTEND-
ANTS OF THE COLLEGE 
FOR PINS, WATCHES, SIL-
VER, JEWELRY, ETC., \VILL 











622 MAIN STREET 
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cP holographs Live Forever ... 
r 
A good portrait is a true 
likeness that portrays the 
individual character of 
the sitter. 
Photographs tell the story 
l)ierct ~tubio 




OUR NEWEST BOOKS 
l. Port of Missing 111 en 
2. Pilgrim's Progress 
3. The Danger Trail 
4. Daddy Long Legs 
5. Utopia or The Land of No Colleges 
Dean's Office 
Four years in college 





Old Curiosity Shop Bartlett Hall room of a girl with the acquiring instinct 
Pride and Prejudice 
The Beginning of Wisdom 
9. lnnoc,ents Abroad . 
10. The Man Who Could Not Lose 
11. It Never Can Happen A gain 
12. The Debtor 
13. Elmer Gantry 
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"A's" and "B's" 
Dry Run 
Freshman and Faculty 
That's us; we haven't anything 
Last Week 















Cedar Falls Iowa 
Everything for the Home 
"The Store Your Confidence 
Has Built" 










We Guarantee Our Goods 
To Be Fresh Stock 
ac d S . " ourtesy an ervtce 
42 Years of Friendly Service 
D.71VIDSONS 
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JUST LOOKING AROUND? 
YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME AT 
-THE MILLER-WOHL Co. 
STORES FOR. WOMEN 
215 E. Fourth St. Waterloo, Iowa 
There, there, little Senior, don't cry. You've got a B. A. Now go play with it. 
BAGGAGE! 
To the seven wonders of the \Yorld 
Add this one, number eight. 
Gi rls' hair grows curly in the front 
And in the back grows straight. 
BAGGAGE! 
CLARK'S TRANSFER AND STORAGE 
BAGGAGE! Phone 70 BAGGAGE! 
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And who would ever think it of them! J 
M U ST GrvE SO!\rn REASON 
That blonde? 
becoming color. 









206 E . Fourth Street 
CEDAR RAPIDS 










Fourth and Sycamore 
Waterloo, Iowa 
CA1\1PUS SHOE SHOP 
WE GUARANTEE 
NEAT AND HONEST WORK 
Basement of Tip Top Tavern 




Furits, Ice Cream 
Canned Goods 
Phone 258 2120 College St. 
1. Automatic chin wiper attached to fountains. 
2. Ferry boat service in the tunnel. 
3. French ponies. 
4. Roller skates for the Librarians. 
THE ROYAL 
FURRIER 
The Furs of Quality. Ex-
pert Cleaning, Repairing, 
and Remodeling. We give 
special attention to clean-
ing and storage. 
"The House of 
Satisfaction" 
Phone 1689 21 Bridge St. 
Waterloo, Iowa 
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We Are Always Anxious 






You will delight 
-in their prettiness 
-and moderate prices 
New York 
Fashion Shop 
214 East 4th St. 
Phone 213, Waterloo Iowa 
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CHAS. SHERWOOD & SONS 
STORE 
~ Florists~ 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL 
GROWERS 
E. -I-TH STREET Cul Flowers 
WATERLOO, IOWA 
PHONES 380--1-32 
We wonder why the Humanitarian League doesn't start a cat farm for us preps. 
How ABOUT HosE? 
She was just a gardener's daughter, but she knew all the rakes. 
READ THIS CAREFULLY 
A college boy is one who knows what she wants when she wants it. 
WATERLOO, CEDAR RAPIDS and NORTHERN 




Largest Railroad Taxpayer in Blackhawk County 
OPERATES 
Street Car Service in Cedar Falls. Street Car Service in Waterloo. 
Interurban Service-Waterloo, Waverly, Cedar Rapids 
Blue and W hite Motor Coach Fleet 
ff/ e wish to Thank the Students of t he Iowa State Teachers College for 
their Patronage 
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And the girl who " ·ears his frat 
pin says: "I hope to kiss a pig." 
A Real 
Permanent Wave 
No Waterwaving Necessary 
$15.00 
Six Years' Experience 
'Rose's 
'BeautB Shoppe 
Phone 383 517 Water St. 
Waterloo Iowa 
For the efficient and satisfactory hand-
ling of all liquids ranging in viscosity 
from gasoline and ether to the heaviest of 
crude oils and petroleum the Viking Ro-
tary Pump is without equal. 
A simpler and better pumping principle 
combined with workmanship and material 
of the highest quality make it a depend-
able and economical pump for all purposes. 
The Viking Pump Company 
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA WALKERVILLE, ONTARIO, Canada 
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VEATCH The Picture Man 
for hotos 
YOU'LL BE GLAD 
• 
Over 312 Main St. Phone 520 
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BERG'S 
THE REXALL STORE 
for 
Student's and Teacher's Supplies 
WE APPRECIATE MAIL ORDERS 
Bonebrake: Friend Stanplate is making a pile of money from his new invention. 
Barebone: How so? 
Bonebrake: He grafted a pink ribbon on a rubber plant, and the darned thing 
grows ladies' garters. 
LosT: A sorority pin, $5 .00 and a meal ticket in chapel.-R. K. 
D ear R. K .: We have not recovered the above, but we suggest you watch him 
closer. 
Prof. ( to butcher) : Hello, have you any brains? 
Butcher : $"SHR 2R5mf CMF D-- D--. 
Prof. : Oh-oh-the wrong number. 
EVERYBODY LIKES 
BLACKHA "\i\TK 
HAlVI and BACON 
The Rath Packing Co. 
WATERLOO, IOWA 
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FOR l\1Y LADY 
For the reception of Graduation our 
Corsages are the thing. They are 
made right. $1.50, $2.00, $3.00. 
BANCROFTS 
Store Phone 38 Office Phone 44 
See Our Window 
AT LAST! A u SE FOR THEM 
"Whither, Alphonse, with the cane and 
tin cup?" 
"I've got a blind date and I'm going 
to make her useful." 
PERSUASION 
Sitting: I guess Governor Winthrop 
had a hard time persuading the Pilgrims 
to come over to this country. 
Bull: Yes. I hear that even the bul-
lets for the muskets had to be lead. 
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There was a young lady named Grace 
Who always had paint on her face. 
The only objection 
To her lovely complexion, 
It sometimes departed from Grace. 





















You Will Always Find 
QUALITY AT A SATISFAC-
TORY PRICE 
When in Waterloo, meet your 
friends here, and do you r shop-
ping here where everything is ar-
ranged for your convenience. 




This is a new pure thought German Frat. It took three weeks of subtle detective 
work to find a person who would say a good word for this organization. The organi-
zation was formed by the Schlesselman family after the old home folks got news that 
"Skipper" had made good. The present incumbents are composed of Elston Wagner, 
Eddie Mason, Harry Macon, Phillip Shutt, Glenn Decker, De Yea Corson, Chester 
Hell, and George Freshwaters. We wanted George to stick by the Xanhos but he 
wouldn't leave chummy Chetty. De Yea Corson would be a Spanish dancer if he 
were Spanish and could dance. Pin is shaped like something cut out of a sardine box 
with a dull can opener and is about the size of a wash tub. Marie Park broke her 




Are built in sizes from 
2,000 to 10,000 pounds 
maximum capacity 
A Size and Style 
For Every Business 
Dahlmeier: Why do they call a glee 
club a glee club? 
Ervin Schultz: Because it's funny how 
some folks get in. 
The first real cure for dandruff was 
invented by a Frenchman. He called it 
the guillotine. 
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This is Chuck Andrews, and what do I 
hear? 
That he lived on nothing but cheese, 
pretzels and beer. 
Pretzels and beer were the chief of his 
diet. 
He popped now and then ; then he kept 
quiet. 
FOR YOUR NEXT 
PARTY 
LET US SERVE YOU 
Sorority, Fraternity and Societies, 
Our Specialty. 
Also Dinner Dances and Club 
Formals 
The Galloway Club 
Mrs. E. A. Bodeker, Mgr. 











BI CKE NBA CH 
MILLINERY 
Faye: What makes the tower of Pisa 
lean? 




216-218 E. 4th 
Waterloo 




At Reasonable Prices 
Who let that loose? 
LAKE'S 
419 Main Phone 378 
Opposite R. I. Station 
She was gorgeous, 
Scintillating as the tropic sun on northern ice. 
Hair as black as an ancient sin 
It Pays to Look Well 
College Hill Barber Shop 
Everything Sanitary 
2216 College Street 
Clyde Lewis, Prop. 
Settling over her well shaped head like a misty aureole. 
Almond eyes, dripping dreams of cherry gardens, of warm hibiscus-scented nights. 
A nose tilted to catch each kiss of the loving winds, 
A mouth-a painful knot of forbidden taffy. 
I walked toward her, 
Impelled by the fates toward that glorious Figure. 
I am still in the hospital owing to the severe glass cuts received by trying to 
Pass through a plate glass to 
Embrace a coffee poster. 
The Chi Pi Theta House 
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MACK THE TAILOR 
2 Stores 
Cleaning Pressing Repairing 
Phone-Downtown 267 
Phone-College Hill 953 
409 Main 2016 College 
TUTTLE-SCOTT STORES, Inc. 
Shoes for the Entire Family 
Distinctive Styles of Inbuilt Quality 
Our Highest Prices $4 and $5 
312 East Fourth St. Waterloo, Iowa 
Old Mother Hubbard went to the receptacle for nourishment 
To get her poor old dog an osseous tidbit, 
When she got there the said above receptacle for nourishment was entirely denuded 
of its contents, 
And so the poor doggie got the opposite of any. 
FRUITS-Choicest of Season 
GROCERIES-Quality U nsur-
passed 
MEATS-Tasty and Tender 
W. D. RICH 
For Service and Satisfaction 
Phones 98-99 202 Main 
Alumnus of I. S. T. C ., 1917 
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Spring 1927 
\Ve now have on display our en-
tire line of 
APPAREL FOR YOUNG 
MEN 
H. N. ISRAEL 
Clothier and Furnisher 
PAINT AND PATCHES 
A Small Playlet of a College Girl and a College Man 
ACT I 
SCENE 1 
Scene-Section of a country highway. To the rear of the road is a ditch with 
sloping grassy bank. The hushed twilight of a May day is just beginning. (The 
hush is removed with the opening lines.) At the rise of the curtain Robert Mayo 
is discovered. There is a touch of a poet about him. He is walking rapidly. 
VOICE from off stage (feminine) : Come back here! It's eighteen miles to the next 
town. Be a good lad now. 
ROBERT (who has paused. As the footlights fall upon his face, there is discoveried a 
saintly look.) I won't come back. I'd sooner walk. What if it is eighteen miles! 
VOICE: Come back or I'll shoot. 
ROBERT: Then I'll die a martyr to the cause of Pure Manhood. 
(Shot is fired.) 
Robert falls. 
ACT II 
That's all, because our hero is dead and the villain just drove off. (Faint putt, putt, 
in distance.) 
Window Blind followed by Drape 
Play Ends with Curtain 
We offer this play with apologies to: 
1. Eugene O'Neil 5. Ben Hecht 
2. Schopenhauer 6. Sinclair Lewis 
3. Elinor Glyn 7. Materlink 
4. Mencken 8. Lula Vallmer 
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Modern Artificial Lighting and 
Equipment in our New Location over 
Miller Shoe Co. 
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PRIVATE LIFE OF ------* 
Born in Sane, on the second anniversary of the landing of Noah. Brought up on 
rattlesnake broth and canary legs, to harden all knowledge receiving propensities. At 
the age of - was vaccinated for common sense, understanding, sympathy, and con-
science. Some of the world's greatest specialists have managed to increase (his) (her) 
knowledge and raise (his) (her) moral standing to the place where (he) (she) can 
read and enjoy the Police Gazette. 
At present is graduated from I. S. T. C. with lamentations, besause (he) (she) 
was the nearest thing to the missing link. Gone are the Old Days of experimenta-
tions with the Psychology Profs. 
*If the coat fits put it on and wear it. 
The biggest reason for Evely's hectic reducing is that she is hoping to enter heaven 
through the neeedle's eye. 
The bootlegger made a safe boast when he said that some were dazzled, even blinded 
by his wares. 
WHY, HENRY w. ! 
"How do you know Evangeline was the first wicked poem in America?" 
"Why, doesn't Longfellow say, 'This is the forest prime evil'?" 
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NEW HOl\1E OF 
METROPOLITAN SUPPLY 
COMPANY 
Iow a' s L eading S chool Supply 1-1 ouse 
Largest plant in the world devoted exclusively to 
SERVICE TO THE SCHOOL CHILDREN OF AMERICA 
Car Load School Merchandise 
in our Cedar Rapids warehouse affording you m1111mum 
freight rates and approved service. 
School Crayons Teachers Desks and Chairs 
School and Practice Papers . Janitors Supplies 
Towels and Toilet Papers Kindergarten Materials 
Tablet Arm Chairs Drawing, Construction and 
Folding Chairs Poster Papers 
Movable Pupils Desks School Registers, Records 
Stationary Pupils D esks and Printed Forms 
l\1aps, Globes and Charts 
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LUNCHEONS SHORT ORDERS 
FOOD COOKING OUR SPECIALTY 
0he 'Blue 'Bird 0ea 'Rootn 
RESERVATIONS FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS 
PHONE 2+0 W 
Who, What, Where, When, Why? 
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2201 COLLEGE 
l\!lr. Whitten says that the only reason 
he failed to get his B. A. this spring was 
because he was two seats from the right 
answer all term. 
INVOCATION TO THE MEWS 
1. Man swearing at singing cat 1 :Oq 
A. M. 
2. Student swearing at theme ¼ com-
posed 2 :00 A. M. 
► 
The cover for this annual 
"'7as created by 
The DAVID J. 
MOLLOY CO. 




©very Molloy Made 
Co.,er bears this 
trade mark on the 
back lid. 
Smith's Lunch 
As Good as Any and 
Better Than Some 
ONLY THE BEST FOODS 
USED 
Thfy are Cooked Right 
Served Right 
PriCfd Right 
23rd and College Sts. 
L. C. Sl\1I'I'H, Prop. 
ARCH CRIMINAL CAUGHT 
A man recently arrested in New Yark 
was charged with playing "Black Bot-
tom" on a saxophone at three o'clock in 
the morning while under the influence of 
liquor. In fining him it is to be hoped 
that the judge will take all four crimes 
into consideration. 
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Funny some of those soap factories 
don't make bigger cleanups. 
Seated one day at the organ, 
He was weary and ill at ease. 
Oh, how could he be otherwise, 
Wearing woollen B. V. D.'s. 




0 where, 0 where, is my big fat A? 
0 where, 0 where is he? 
With his tail cut off 
And his front lopped off, 
He is now a little B. 
If a good cigarette is a good wrestler, can a cigar box? 
Yes, if a burglar breaks in the cellar, will the coal chute? 
Commencement time w.ill soon be here. Our modern service can be a real help 
to you in making the most of your every article of apparel. 
We Clean, Press, Dye, Repair, Remodel. Consult us now about your clothes. 
You will find our Work and our Prices Highly Satisfactory. 
MIT ZE 
CLEANERS DYERS LAUNDERERS 
Phone 303 If leaving Cedar Fall,s, you will find our Parcel Post 
Service very convenient. We pay all return charges. 
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120 Main St. 
SENSATIONALISM 
She was one of the world's most original novelists. Her books sold 
by the ten thousands, bought by co-eds to learn the newest way to say 
smut in a clever manner. She was famed far and wide for her ability to 
escape platitudes. She never talked about the weather, or sex appeal, or 
Elmer Gantry. Instead she had right on the end of her tongue all the 
knowledge about the courtesy of college boys and the chastity of young 
co-eds. Oh, she was very exotic. She appeared at a dinner given at 
breakfast for her honor in folds and folds of heavy turkish toweling. 
Because of this far famed originality, a new infant tobacco industry 
asked her to give them a tobacco slogan that would ring around the 
world with the first edition. When the gentleman called for the inter-
view and the slogan, she answered his ardent question with: "I love to 






CITIZENS SA VIN GS 
BANK 
SECURITY TRUST 
and SA VIN GS BANK 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
The Mutual Life Insur-
ance Company 
of New York 
America's Oldest Old-Line 
Company 
Let us take the IF out of your 




1104 W. 22nd, Phone 472} 
FOOTBALL SCORE CARD ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
1. Pigskin by "Kentucky Loss," winner of the World's Handicap Derby in 1860. 
2. Blankets by Cross and Recross Co. 
3. Rubbing Alcohol by Safety Beverage Co. 
4. Gin by Biblical Ethecisterists. 
5. First Aid by American Red Cross, and Boy Scouts and Girls' Reserve. 
6. Advice by Alumni. 
7. Alibis by Debating Team, and Y. M. C. A. 
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BLACK WATER 
Silently they tussled, neither gaining nor losing the advantage. It 
was as if the mighty forces of good and evil were in physical combat. 
Pushing and breathing to the depth of their huge lungs, they strove to 
overthrow each other. He was tall, well formed, with muscles that 
stood out like great knots on a tree. His jaw was square and jutting. 
In his anger he had forgotten to shave and his beard grew visibly. He 
was obviously the stronger of the two, but he was slightly heavy. She 
was tall, superbly sinewy. Her days had not been spent lounging on 
beds of silk eating French confectioneries. She was up at 5 :00 every 
morning, beating her husband. She was as light as a frivolous thought. 
Twice he sought to lift her up and hurl her to destruction, but she was 
the symbol of agility and each time she escaped him. 
They had been struggling thus for two days, their only food being 
what they could pick up. Now at the end of the third day she was 
growing weaker. It was only a matter of time. Oh, well, she had 
struggled valiantly. She was not afraid. 
With his final ounce of strength leaving him he swelled his huge 
chest, and lifting her in his mighty arms, he threw her into the well. 
He sighed, powdered his nose and murmured: "There's always a 
woman at the bottom of it." 
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Cedar Falls,,_ 'Professionals are 'Back of the Old Gold and t,. C. 
HANSEN & RHONALT 
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat 
Physician and Surgeon 
X-Ray 
Phone 100 315 ¼ Main 
A. E. MESW ARB 
Dentist 
Phone 338 323,¼ Main 
W. L. HEARST 
Physician 
Phone 6, Res. 55 301,¼ Main 
George A. Barinson, 1\1.D. 
Physician and Surgeon 
311,¼ Main 
Office Phone 118 Res. 360 
CECIL C. GRANT,M.D. 
Citizens Savings Bank 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Hours: 
9-12 A. M., 2-5 P. M., and by 
appointment 
Office Phone 219 Res Phone 900-M 
Practice Limited to Eye, Ear, Nose 
and Throat 
DR. C. W. AHRENS 
Dentist 
Phone 84 
Over Berg's College Hill Drug Store 
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AMAZING 
"What was it that the Indians called 
corn?" 
"They didn't call it; they drank it." 
Miss Riggs: When did Caesar defeat 
the greatest number? 
Hazel Wimer: On examination day. 
CAN You BEAT IT? 
Is he dumb? Listen, he wanted to get 
a double garage when his dad bought a 
twin-six. 
Librarian ( to boy under table) : What 
are you looking for? 
Boy: I'm looking for my lollipop. 
Well, you won't find her there. 
Our idea of how to enforce the Vol-
stead Decree is to feed the natives salted 
peanuts so that they'd be too thirsty to 
drink anything but water. 
When Shammah received sixty-six 
shekels from the museum of the Phar-
aoh's for his mother's corpse, he re-
marked, "Yes, a boy's best friend is his 
mummy." 
They used to exclaim: "It's a girl!" 
Now they groan: "Another co-ed !" 
Dear Jimmy wanted to know where 
atoms was. 
You know-the place where every-
thing is blown to. 
After visiting the Ringling Circus, 
Alice Matthews opines that elephants 
must be awful dumb. Their heads are 
so full of ivory that it even sticks out. 
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Prof. Hollingsworth scratched his head 
the other day and said: "That's a new 
one on me." 
In order to find out just why Russel 
Blake was suspended, we asked the jani-










Make This Your Meeting 
Place 
2219¼ College St. 
Phone 178 
Sporting Goods Store 
Specialize in Men's and Women's 
Tennis Rackets and Golf Clubs 
Guaranteed Wilsonial Lien of 
Golf 
Any Clubs or Irons, $2.50 
216 Main St. R. E. Porter 
OR 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
Your friends can buy anything 
you can give them-except your 
Photograph 
To assure them of quality make an 
Appointment at 
Lind Cammack Studio 
Phone 1402 
214¼ East 4th Waterloo, Iowa 
WHY COLLEGE PAPERS ARE PRINTED 
"Eureka!" shouted the star reporter on the Collegiate Daily Buzz and Sting. 
He arose and dashed to the typewriter. 
"What's down?" asked the editor. (He was too original to ask "What's up?") 
"Faculty on a strike for lower wages?" 
"No," cried the expert; "I've found a " ·ay to make the faculty dames teas even 
dumber." 
Quirky Quoksit proverbates "That many a stout woman's ambition is to be weight-
ed in the balance and found wanting." 
"So early in the morning." 
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THE CuT DrRECT 
Eddie : "What do you do if a man persists in asking you for a dance-and you 
hate him?" 
Quette: "Tell him your card's full ." 
Eddie: "But if it isn't?" 
Quette: "Say it is-and let him see it." 
Although late hours are not good for 
1 
They're simply grand for 
2 
"Hear about the primary scandal?" 
"No; who got elected May Queen?" 
"May I read your Palm Olive?" 
"Not on your Life, Boy." 
"Then I'm out of Lux." 
(N. B.-He went out and scratched his ivory.) 





Hutchinson's Ice Cream is a good food. It 
contains butterfat and the other solids of milk, 
including proteins and mineral matter, as well as 
added sugar and flavor. These constituents make 
it highly nutritious. Its generous fat and sugar 
contents insure a high caloric value. The butter-
fat in ice cream renders it an excellent source of 
vitamin A. I ts milk proteins are efficient builci.ers 
of musclts and other tissues, and its minerals fur-
nish material for bones and teeth . 
Hutchinson's Ice Cream will help build splen-
did muscles, teeth and bones. Insist on it. 









And they both snickered, 
And the next one made a funny face 
And the next one laughed outright. 
It seemed queer-
I fear-
I knew it. 
I should never have worn 
Red flannels with linen knickers. 
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Coats, Dresses, Millinery 










Now open in our new location 
107 E. -1-th St. Waterloo, Iowa 
He told me 
My lips were like rubies, 
My eyes were like diamonds, 
My teeth like pearls . 
. I could have stood that 




OuR BIGGEST CAT 
says that ever since the boys have started 
calling Mary, Pansie, she's thought that 
Pansie was short for chim. 
The reason Glen Decker is so round 
shouldered is not from study but from 
kissing so many short girls. 
PRO VERBS 
Consider the fish-if he'd keep his 
mouth shut, he'd never be caught. 
The reason why football men wear 
their letters on their sweaters is because 
they won't stay in their hair. 
TALES OF SHAKESPEARE 
The new and unusual-that sparkling reality which is 
known as the life of each school year-is caught and 
held forever within the pages of Bureau built annuals. 
The ability to assist in making permanent such delight-
ful bits of class spontaneity rests in an organization of 
creative artists guided by some 17 years of College Annual 
work, which experience is the knowledge of balance and 
taste and the fitness of doing things well. In the finest 
year books of American Colleges the sincerity and genu-
ineness of Bureau Engraving quality instantly impresses 
one. They are class records that will live forever. 
BUREAU OF ENGRAVING, INC. 
"COLLEGE ANNUAL HEADQUARTERS" 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 
The practical side of Annual mamigemenl, including 
ad-vntising, selling, organiiation and finanu, is com. 
prehensi-.,el7 co-rered in a snies of Editorial and 
Business Managnnmt books called .. Success in Annual 
Building," furnished frtt to,Annual Eucuti..-es. Secure 







As You Want It 
When You Want It 
The Woolverton 
Printing Co. 
119¼ E. 4th St. 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
"Arthur was murdered last night." 
"No; how?" 
"Mrs. Walker asked him if that was 
the nice way to dance and he started to 
dance in the opposite direction." 
"I hear Sherman had a little hard luck 
in poker, yesterday. Kind of an acci-
dent?" 
"Yeh, he got so sharp he cut himself 
and so crooked he hit his head on the 
side of the door." 
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Dorothy: I don't know whether I 
like these photos or not. 
Photographer: But remember, madam, 
that your face is not at all plain. 
Anna Mae (in Spanish): What gen-
der is onion? 
Kemper: Why, masculine; it's too 
strong to be feminine. 
Prof. Keim: What finally became of 
Cromwell? 
Wilma Dick: He died. 
LITTLE MARY'S BAWLING 
That's the last sob we can think 
of 
And so we are making 
Our exit so as not 
To disturb any 
Of the hired mour-
ners. 
Picture of us leaving 









ADV tRT IJI N.,G 
co~ PAcN..i~ 
Iowa, City. lowu 
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AUTOGRAPHS 
"Dad" Cory has me listed as: I mail my laundry bag to: P. S. 
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AUTOGRAPHS 
"Dad" Cory has me listed as: I mail my laundry bag to: P. S. 
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The last bells chime; the echoes fade away; 
Upon each breeze there sounds a soft farewell. 
The gold has turned to softer gray; the day 
Is done. And now we pause and fondly say 
Goodnight. 
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